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And Did These Boys Have Good Time!

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

Helen Corbett Retires From City Matron’s Job Union Fair is Moving Along In Fine Style—
On a City Pension

Big Events Ahead

Miss Helen C. Corbett, 75, city to carry out the duties of her office
matron of Rockland since. 1917, prompted the resignation.
has tendered her resignation to be.! She will retire from municipal
service on a pension which will be
approximately one-half «the salary
she now receives.
Miss Corbett was first appointed
to the position of city matron in
1917 and served in that capacity
until 1921. She returned to city
service in 1925 and has been con
stantly on duty the past 24 years.
In addition to duties as police
matron, she has cared for the bor
derline cases of the Welfare De
partment; supplying them with
clothing and household items which
have been donated by generous
persons over the years.
Mr Farnsworth stated that ap
plications are now being received
for the vacancy. Applicants must
not be over 32 years of age and
Mrs. Helen Corbett who retires
should be lam'iliar with office worn
as City Matron after long service,
and to some extent, have a knowl
come effective as soon as her suc edge of social and police work.
Farnsworth pointed out that the
cessor is appointed. In the letter
new police matron will work under
of resignation addressed to City the police department and will dj
Manager Farnsworth, and dated desk work in the station house to
Aug 22, she stated that inability relieve a man for street duty.

Union Fail gees into the third ches. Ray Corsman of Ccrinna
day today with the 4-H Club dairy took the 3200 class with a pull of
cattle show and cxen and steer pull 149 feet 4'i inches.
Seven Tree Grange of Union was
ing scheduled for the morning and
awarded first prize in the Grange
afternoon.
exhibit contest with second honors
The four-day race program being taken by Hc.pe Grange.
Fair officials will hold a motcr
opened Wednesday with an eightrace schedule cn which some 2000 bike race cn the track as a main
bettors laid down $18,618 to back attraction Friday night if enough
their judgment of horseflesh and entries can be obtained. These are
drivers. Their offerings at the motcr powered bicycles and net mo
pari-mutuel windows fell about torcycles. The distance will be four
$7000 short of the ‘take" of open laps of the track which totals two
miles. Prizes of $15. $10 and $5 will
ing day last year.
Horse pulling drew a big crowd be awarded with the winner having
throughout the day and vied easily the choice of a spring fork for his
with the races for customer atten bike or the cash.
Entries in the bike race may be
tion. Entries were higher than
ever with 119 teams trying for hon made by contacting tire fair secre
ors. Tlie 2800 pound class saw 80 tary. Mrs. Florence Calderwood, at
entries with 22 teams in the 3000 the fair office on the grounds.
Friday’s program includes both
pound class and 17 pairs in the
horse and even pulling with sweep,
3200 group.
Winner in the 2800 class was El stakes scheduled in both. Friday
bridge Genthner of Damariscotta night, there will be a free for all
whose team moved the drag 268 six-foot pull for horses.
Exhibits of the Farm Bureaus,
feet 7 inches. Honors in the 3000
pound class were taken by the Granges and 4-H Clubs as well as
team of Tom Deveno of Turner , entries in various departments by
with pulls totaling 161 feet 8 in- | individuals are excellent with the
judges being confronted with con
fronted with considerable of a task
in choosing the winners in each in
stance.

—Kuovo

The Gray Ladies of the Knox
County Red Cross Chapter enter
tained 26 veterans from Togus
Wednesday at the Owls Head home
of Capt. and Mrs. Carl Reed, Sr.
The group arrived by bus, in care
of staff members of the Veterans'
Com’r Reed Attributes the
Facility, about 11 a m., and depart
ed at 3.15 p. m.
Scarcity Of Herring and
A lobster salad dinner was served
Presence of Menhadden
by
Netted Nearly $200 From the ladies in the Reed home
Commissioner Richard E. Reed of
meat was donated by FeyDonkey Ball Games— Lobster
Rockland, on his way to Matinicus
ler’s, Sim's Lobster Co., McLoon
Berliawsky Speaks
Lobster Co, H. W. Look and RackWednesday with Gov. Payne and
Announcement has been made soft coal for use in the High School,
The
regular meeting of the Club liff & Withani. Ice cream was
members of the Executive Council,
McLain School, Tyler School, Fire
expresesd his department's view of by the City Manager as to the suc Station, Armory and City Farm at was omitted last week for the pic served as the gift of Edwards & Co..
cessful
bidders
for
the
city
fuel
nic which was held at Lucia Beach
tlie reason for the scarcity of herr
a price of $12.74 per ton.
at the beautiful Summer home of $198.57 was Rockland's share of
contracts for the coming Winter.
ing in Penobscot Eay
The Rockland Fuel Company will
Reed stated that tlie department M. B. & C. O. Perry will supply 136 supply 900 gallons of range oil to t Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Senter About games held in Rockland and Bel
biologist, Clyde Taylor, laid the tons of hard coal to the city hall, the Benner Hill School at a figure 75 were in attendance, which in fast. The profits of both games
cluded Lions, wives, friends and a the profits of the Donkey baseball
absence of the herring to exceed city garage and library at a price of $0,125 per gallon
stray Kiwanian and Rotarian or were divided each club receiving
ingly warm water He said that of $13 21 per ton for pea coal and
The Maritime Oil Company was
this amount.
Taylor had checked the records of $19 50 per ton for anthracite fur awarded a contract for 40,000 gal two.
Two new members were added at
Bushels of clams and corn were
water temperatures baclg over the nace coal.
lons of number two furnace oil to
steamed in sea weed, also about 159 this meeting: Christi Demetri of
years and found that the present
The Rockland & Rockport Lime the new South School at a per
lobsters. All were readily disposed the Economy Fruit Store, and Louis
season compared closely with that Company will supply 520 tons ol gallon price of $0.10133.
of. However it will be admitted Poulin, manager of Western Auto.
of 1939 when a poor herring year
that about one and a half hours | transferred from the Livermore
was experienced.
were required to do proper justice Falls Club.
The presence of menhadden in
Secretary Nute announced that
to these delicious foods. Our many
dicates warmer than usual waters
Sept
14 will be the lOO'i attend
thanks
to
the
committee
that
did
as these fish are known to frequent
.e-e-e--esuch a splendid job on every detail ance meeting. Every Lion should
areas with temperatures varying
of the picnic and also our special be present for this meeting. If un
from 60 to 70 degree, against a 59
thanks to Wilbur and Martha for able to attend, please call Maurice.
to 55 degree temperature favored
providing us with this perfect spot Lion Gerald Grant will be the
by herring, he said.
for this outing. Note (Wilbur spent speaker for this meeting. Being a
HER FIFTH BIRTDAY
all day the previous Sunday pulling member of the District Governor's
Margaret Black, daughter of Mr.
out
huge tree stumps and clearing Cabinet, he will speak in place of
At the Tuesday afternoon report
and Mrs. Gerald P. Black, Talbot
a
place
so that we might park our the District Governor, who will be
meeting of the Knox County Gen
avenue celebrated her fifth birthday
unable to attend this meeting.
cars.)
yesterday afternoon by entertain eral Hospital Campaign Committee,
The Club extended best wishes
The Sea Scouts have invited the
ing a group of friends. Margaret a grand total of $18,453.00 was re
Lions and wives to join them in a and congratulations to Lions Ger
was the recipient of many lovely portedharbor sail next Wednesday Aug. ald Grant and Arthur Jordan as
gifts. Prizes at games were won by
In the Residential Division of
31. All those going on this sail, owners of the Grant and Jordon
Anne Ladd, Peter Hellier and which Mrs. Keryn ap Rice is chair
meet at the Public Landing at 6.30 Grocery store, successors to Cum
Jeanne Estes. The dining room man, Ward Team No. 5, Mrs. Don
Secretary Maurice Nute reported mings Brothers.
was prettily decorated in pink and ald Goss, Captain, was high team
Lion Frank Harding introduced
to the members that the sum of
white, these colors also carried out for the day and Ward Team No. 3,
George Berliawsky, director of the
in the handsome birthday cake. Mrs. Louise S Ingraham, Captain,
son. at the First National Bank. Rockland Theatre Group Mr(
Guests were, Peter and Susan Hel was high team to date.
Mr Pomeroy points out that with Berliawsky said that, "the theatre
lier, Gail and Anne Ladd, Pamela
In the Business Division, Roger
the shortness of time for the gen is moving from Broadway to small
and Rosalind Gay, Jeanne Estes F. Conant, chairman, the high team
eral canvass and because of a lack towns and cities like Rockland. We
and Billy Black.
for both day and date was Team
of workers in some sections, as well have theatre groups in many cities
No. 4. American Legion, Sterling
as some persons not being at home in Maine; Bath south of us and
Morse, Captain.
when the workers call, it is possible Belfast on the North, and several
In the County Division, Curtis
everyone will not be definitely con other groups over the state. We have
M Payson, Chairman, the high
tacted.
the talents right in our city ot
committee for the day was the Ten.
Report meetings will continue to Rockland and we are going to see
ant’s Harbor—St. George Commit
be held each day at 4 o'clock and what can be done here."
_______
tee of which Mrs. Charles Leach
Mr Berliawsky gave demonstra
General chairman Pomeroy requests
[AUG. 30 THRU SEPT. 5 I is Chairman.
tion
exercises on concentration and
every
Division
chairman
to
get
all
ROGER F. CONANT
Another Report Meeting was held
Business Division Chairman
Team Captains and workers out to imagination and pointed out how
yesterday afternoon at which a
Curtis M. Paysson County Divi tomorrows meeting when a very necessary these skills are to theatre
grand total of $19,100 was reported
important special announcement players.
sion Chairman and Union Town
will be made.
A sneak scene from "Our Town'
Chairman Mrs. Doris Payson re
Try Our Home-Made
ports the following workers on the
Union Committee: Mesdames, Isa
Maple Walnut
bel Abbott, Arlene Brown, Mary
Baljer, Elizabeth Harding, Nina
U. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN, MAINE
Fuller and Miss Ida Hughes
One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge
General Chairman John Pomeroy
For Velvety Rich, Full Flavored Ice
announces that anyone who has
Cream made here on the farm, by Louise,
been missed in the canvass is in
in person. Served daily 10 a. m.-lO p. m.
54-Th-tf
vited to bring or send their sub
scription to either Campaign Head
quarters in the basement- of the
Bok Home for Nurses, or to Cam
paign Treasurer, Joseph W. Robin-

Due To Warm Water

CITY FUEL CONTRACTS MADE

Four Rockland Firms Will Cater To the
City’s Winter Needs

Rockland Lions

SHOWS A MODEST GAIN

Knox Hospital Drive Reaches $19,100 Accord
ing To Last Night’s Figures

Edgar A. Ames Farm

Legion Beano
Monday Night
August 29

- - STONE FILL - From Chips Up To a Ton Or So

$1.50 Per Ton Delivered

RUMMAGE SALE

Within a Radius or 15 Miles From Quarry

GRAND ARMY HALL

Here is your chance io get a good bargain while it lasts.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 27

JOHN MEEHAN & SON

Auspices Winslow-Holbrook-

QUARRY—CLARK ISLAND, MAINE

Merritt Unit No, 1,

Alfred C. Hocking, Supt.

American Legion Auxiliary

TEL. ROCKLAND 21-W2, or TENANT’SHARBOR 5-12
75-76

74-75

uunen.

Togus veterans enjoy themselves on the Owl's Head wharf, most of them having a lobster which they
had boiled to take hack to a friend at the hospital. Red Cross gray ladies with the group, from left Io right,
are: Mrs. Inez Ames, Margaret Philbrook. Myra Watts and Fern Horeyseck.

with hot rolls donated by Home
Methods Bakery and Pleasan:
street Bakery, and soda by the
Pendleton and Havener bottling
works.
The group made a beeline for
Capt Pete Reed’s wharf once they
were out of the bus, the wheel
chair patients being propelled there
by those able to walk. Needless to
say. they were entertained there
as they explored the structure and
enjoyed the view of the bay and
islands.
Others walked along the shore
and about the village until meal
time.

The afternoon saw card games
in the home and more exploration
of the village and wharf.
Gray ladies serving as hostesses
to the veterans were Nellie Reed.
Evelyn Cates, Inez Ames, Belle
Robarts, Fern Horeyseck, Leonise
Delano, Marjorie Cummings, Myra
Watts, Barbara McCormick, Susie
Lamb, Bertha Borgerson. Evelyn
Ross. Myrtle Hammond. Margare:
Philbrook. and Minerva Small. Red
Cross director Isaac L. Hammond
joined the group for the day. as
sisting in the entertaining of the
group

Albert R Havener

He Will Run

Albert R. Havener, prominent
Earl Grant. Late Republican.
Rockland business man, died sud
denly this morning. While not Will Seek Democratic Nom
ination For Governor
in perfect health, he had been
working as usual at his place of
When Earl S Grant detached
business when stricken.
himself from the Republican party
Obituary deferred.
a few days age, it was with the an
nounced opinion that he might seek
the play to be presented Thursday
’he governorship on the Democratic
Sept. 1. at the High School Audi
ticket. Yesterday the announce
torium. Those taking part were
ment came—he would.
Miss Gre'a Nelson and Eugene
Grant, an ardent supporter of
Jellison. The players received much
the Republican candidacy of Gov.
applause from the audience. It was
Frederick G. Payne last year, said
expressed that the Lions attend
his decision to switch party affilia
the play "Our Town" to help and
tion was due to his conviction that
encourage this theatre group in
"the only hope for badly needed
their first performance.
progressive legislation in our state
Robert A. Webster, who resumed
lies with the Democratic Party."
his application with the cl«b yester
day was given a rousirjg' welcome. Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Peach
Ice Cream

Granite street rescued a baby pigeon
from a cat. He gave it to his next
door nighbor, Miss Maureen Hamalainen who taught it to eat bread
and milk. Later she took the pigeon
to the home of her grandmother.
Mrs. Hannah Hamalainen, in West
Rockport, who continued to feed
and make a pet of the bird. The pi
geon now comes in the house, eats
with the family collie dog and cat
and has its naps under the kitchen
range with them. It frequently
perches on Mrs. Hamalalnen’s
shoulder while she goes about her
household duties.
The Portland Oregon boy who
found and returned to its owner an
old tobacco can containing $2400
received a reward of $1. Things
like that cause many lost articles
to stay lost.
The Black Cat was taken to task
ylesterday for stating that motor
cycles went through the street at
70 miles an hour. It seems that
there are only three local motorcwclists, and complainant at my
item says they always obey traffic
rules That’s fine, but there are
plenty of persons who can testify
to the high speed of some motor, cycles—probably non-residents.

Charles J. Copeland of South
Warren writes: "I have been inter
ested in reading the articles written
by Franklin Curtis in regard to
woodchopping done by Edward Cur
tis. and I would like to add my bit.
In February, 1911 I engaged Cur
tis i who at that time lived in Cush
ing) and Ed. Wotton to cut two
clumps of dead firs on what is
known as the "Swale Road” in
South Warren, telling Curtis to cut
one and Wotton the other. The
latter did not show up and Curtis
cut both and piled 3(4 cords, in
nine hours.”

TOWN NEWS
Items of Interest from
the Towns Listed Below
Appear in This Issue.
OWL'S HEAD
ROCKVILLE
SEARSMONT
MATINICUS
MEDOMAK
GROSS NECK
ORFF’S CORNER
VINALHAVEN
FRIENDSHIP
WEST WALDOBORO
WARREN

UNIONCAMDEN
ROCKPORT
THOMASTON

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to same
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
THE WELCOME

Take the “tuck” out of tuckered . . . with
E. & M. luscious Peach Ice Cream, its wholesome,
fresh-fruit goodness will pick YOU up.
One Week Only—E. & M. Peach Ice Cream.
At your favorite fountain ... or grocery store.

Come in the evening, or come lr
the morning;
Come when you’re looked for, oi
come without warning;
Kisses and welcome you’ll find hew
before you,
And the oftener you come here, th«
more I'll adore you!
Light is my heart since the day w«
were plighter;
Red is my cheek that they told m<
were plighted;
The green of the trees looks fai
greener than ever,
And the linnets are singing, ‘‘Trm
lovers don’t sever!"
—Thomas Davis.

And Every Monday Night

Now Is The Time!
WATER PIPES, SEWER WORK,

LEGION HOME, MAVERICK STREET

SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS

CEMENT WORK

At 8:00 o’CIock

S. E. Eaton
Don’t Wait Until Winter!

The Public Is Invited

REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

75-76

23 TILLSON AVE.,

TEL. 214,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND. ME.

4
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Camden Outing Club Is Tak
ing Time By Forelock—
To Stain Buildings

[EDITORIAL]

THOMASTON STILL LEADING

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
HOPE THE PROMISE HOLDS

We haven't quite got around to it yet, but there's certain
to be a hankering for Thanksgiving turkey. So it is with
satisfaction that we read a Washington Associated Press
despatch which conveys the interesting information that tur
keys for Thanksgiving and Christmas should be plentiful and
cost less.
The agricultural department said the 1949 crop will be the
second biggest in the nation's history and the biggest since the
war. This promises lower prices.
The department said a
downtrend in turkey prices has resulted in setting a support
price which will average about 31 cents a pound for live tur
keys. It said that farmers, in a survey completed July 13,
were shown to be receiving an average of about 35 cents a
pound for turkeys compared with more than 40 cents a pound
at the corresponding time a year ago.

Summer may still be with us but
Winter is not far ahead according
to correctors of the Camden Outing
Club who met Tuesday night, to
make plans for the coming Winter
sport season at the Snow Bowl
Purchase of new equipment and
machinery for the ski tow was
authorized by the Board, which ac
cepted the report of the special
Ski Tow Committee headed by J.
Hugh Montgomery.

The two old wooden drums which
had seen years of service at the
former Anchor Shop before they
went to work sending people up the
ski slope collapsed at the end ol
the last ski season. To replace this
and the other second hand equip
ment which had served the slope
for the past twelve years a new
unit is to be ordered.
It will be V-belt driven operated
through sprockets, with all metal
V-belt sheaves for the tow rop,
drive. A new cement base for the
engine will also be constructed
Milford Payson, Outing Club presi
dent said
The necessity for staining the
buildings the ski-jump, ski towhouse, and toboggan chute was dis
cussed and it was voted to give
everything a coat of staining this
Fall, soon after the opening ot
school when the call for volunteer
stainers will go uot,
Harold
Ames was appointed
chairman of the staining commit
tee; Milford Payson has volun
teered to repeat the stunt that he
accomplished during the war perand the large group of volunteers
iod. At that time many townspeople
covered the buildings in a very
short time. They still recall the
amount of staining with which
Payson covered himself each week
end.
It was also voted to hold the
Annual Outing Club Feast in Oct
ober. This is always a great social
event as well as being a source of
necessary revenue for the various
improvements. It was decided to
start the membership campaign at
an early date to raise funds for the
various improvements mentioned
above and current expenses.

"CONSTITUTION ’ DAY

As this paper has often said there are too many ' days"
and "weeks' to make good sense, due, no doubt, to the pres
sure brought upon every Governor by faddists. Gov. Payne
appears to be exercising good sense in the matter and the
public will note with approval his latest—"Constitution Day”
set for Sept. 17, the 162d anniversary of the drafting of the
Constitution.
Governor Payne urges observance of the day in schools,
churches, servic clubs and patriotic organizations "to the end
that our Constitution continue to hold that fundamental posi
tion which has enabled this nation to extend its sphere of
influence throughout the world."
“Today,'' his proclamation said, "the greatest danger to
the Constitution comes from foes within our borders, who
would nullify those provisions which have made America
great and sap from the Constitution that strength which has
made the United States of America the one hope of freedomloving people worldwide and the most solid political guide the
world has ever known.”
IMPORTANCE OF HOSPITAL DRIVE

It would scarcely seem necessary to stress the importance
of the Knox County General Hospital to Rockland and its
environs.
Last year the institution served 1960 regular
and 2290 “out” patients, meantime there were being added
to the community’s population 326 babies, born in Knox
Hospital. Many who use the Hospital are destitute and unable
to pay anything, others can only pay a part of the actual cost.
No one is ever turned away who has need of this Hospital,
regardless of his financial status.
An able champion of Knox Hospital is Mr. Spaulding, the
dynamic worker who is heading up the present drive—"Cham
pion" because it is his business to be one in a project where he
has a direct financial interest, but down deeper he is a cham
pion of his sjmpathy for the cause which he is promoting.
The urge for reaching the desired goal may be found in a
single paragraph with which he concludes his appeal. It
reads;
“All funds raised in the last financial campaign of two
years ago were entirely exhausted by July 31, 1948. Thus, the
operating deficit for the past year has been met by funds
borrowed from the banks. Considerable equipment also had
to be renewed this past year to maintain the Hospital at its
usual high level. These amounts must now be repaid and
funds also ibtained to continue the Hospital through the new
fiscal year ending July 31, 1950, including new equipment,
urgently neded "
What better reason why we should turn our hands to the
completion of this highly important task?

"Bead” comes from "bidan,” an
Anglo-Saxon word
meaning to
pray, but it has come to mean a
pierced ornament from its associa
tion with the use of rosaries in
praying.

MISS CORBETT RETIRES

Miss Helen Corbett, who served two lengthy periods as
city matron, beginning away back in 1917, has retired on a
well earned city pension. Miss Corbett came to Rockland
originally as a Salvation Army officer, and the city's awareness

SIDE DRAG
ruins tires

Plenty Of Snap

To Our Boys’ Suits

K re you wasting

gouging,

wheel

wear — sagging

springs,

worn

You should snap them up
quickly as they are certain

car wheels out of line, drag the
tires sideways along the road, liter

ally burning away rubber on every

at your

Western Auto Assoc. Store

Boys’ T Shirts, Short
Sleeves
$1.25, $1.95

We are specialists in wheel align

ment checking and correcting serv
ice. Our modern, accurate Weaver
Wheel Alignment outfit shows ex

actly what is wrong and what cor

Boys’ Trousers
$3.95, $5.00 to $8.95

rections are necessary. A few minor
adjustments may be all that your

car

needs

for

"touch

control”

steering. Our inspection is without
obligation—drive in today.

§
,1^
(f)V^
MQinf

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
BOCKLAND
i unit uni chkk mat sjvi rote men

39*40-tf
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*‘Ah,

that’s

it!

Just

what I need—a Rubber
Stamp to save me writing
so much.”

Old Timers' Game

An Old Timers’ Game scheduled
for the Warren diamond Fridaynight, at 6, will feature Rockland
Old Timers, managed by Tom
Chisholm cf Rockland, versus War
ren Old Timers, managed by John
Durrell.
Seven innings will be
played.
Warren Old Timers' roster will
feature the same players as the Old
Timers' game versus the Warren
Tigers, with seme exceptions.
Roster fcr the Rockland Old Tim
ers will include, Walter Dimick,
Charles Foote, Ray Foley, Charles
Thornton, Perce Foley, Oliver Hoiden. Ed. and Tom Chisholm, Palm

Some of the handy uses

for
RUBBER STAMPS

Receipting bills
Names and addresses
Laundry marking
Endorsing checks

Dating forms
Any Size You Need.
On order at

The Courier-Gazette

THORNDIKE HOTEL BARBER SHOP
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Children's and Ladies' Hair Cutting a Specialty!
We Will Appreciate Serving Both Old and New Patrons
L. W. GREEN

W. W. MeAELIFFE
75* It

41

45c
57'
49c

BEEF STEW

49‘

ROAST BEEF
Silver Skillet

>6 07 mC
CAN
7

L

—

Bread Prices!

THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M

LET US CHECK YOUR
WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Carpenter and Builder
THOMASTON, MAINE
TELEPHONE 178-4

Prudence

LOUIS POULIN

WALDO

colorings.

Francis L. Tillson

43c

BEEF and GRAVY

New low

in attractive designs and

616 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROEKLAND, MAINE TEL. 363-W
74*76

B&M

Home Owned and Operated
by

ly Big Value for the money.

$1.95, $2.50, $2.95

CAN

CORNED BEEF HASH

Boys’ Short Sleeve Shirts

SIGNS
LOWIS G. EMERY

Friend's

111 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

wheel turn.

ADVERTISE WITH

12 07 ««C

SPAM
Armour'3
CORNED BEEF

®'i DAVIS TIRES
Mi

alignment? Ordinary car

Read The Courier-Gazette

Hormels

Money with

bushings, bearings, pivots—throw

Sizes 6 to II

Wilson’s

More for Your

pit

er Pease, Henry Gardner, Dewey
Tripp, <,Jeff Mealey, Perley Sim
mons, A. C. McLoon, Bob McCarty,
Fred Black, Henry Day, Doc New
man, Bill Flanagan.
Tom Chisholm announces Rock
land's battery to be Charles Thorn
ton, Ray Foley, and Charles Foote.
• • • •
The protested
game between
Rockland and Thomaston which
was to have been played Friday
night has been cancelled. The
League officials are considering a
new date.

Canned meats save the day when
you're hustling up a quick dinner.
Choose family favorites from A&P's
great variety of luncheon meats,
frankfurters, stews, tongues, and
other choice selections. They’re
easy to prepare and so attractively
priced at your nearby A&P.

M0R PORK

ing them to pieces

ing a circuit blow by Barlow. Out
of the slaughter also came nome
runs by Teel and E. Post.
Thomaston
5 1 0 2 0 8 0 1—17
Spruce Head
2 0 0 0 4 0 1 0— 7
Batteries, Dana and Pierpont;
Davis and Teel. Base hits, Warren
18, Spruce Head 9. Errors, Thomas
ton 4. Umpires, Watts and Sawyer
• • • •
Waldoboro 9, Warren 4
at Waldoboro
Warren's consecutive winning
streak was stopped in the seventh
game last night, when the house
team won handily, although outbatted. Halligan, lives and Hanna
made three baggers.
Waldoboro
0 2 0 0 2 1 4 x—9
Warren
1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0—4
Batteries L. Wink and Sprague;
Halligan. Bosser and Hanna Base
hits, Waldoboro 9, Warren 12. Er
rors, Waldoboro 1, Warren 5. Um
pires Halloran and Hallowell.
• • • •
Thomaston 9, Vinalhaven 4
at Thomaston
The Vinalhaven Chiefs, with 43
followers, invaded the Thomaston
ball field last night, and gave an
exibition which was not in accord
with the fine work the team has
been doing all season.
Carver was given dubious infield
support, and the three run lead
which the Islander achieved in the
first half was soon washed out.
Thomaston's hits were long and
effective The Sawyer brothers did
a good chore for the home team
Harold on the mound.
Thomaston
0 3 1 4 0 1 x—9
Vinalhaven
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 —4
Batteries H. Sawyer and D. Saw
yer; Carver and White. Base hits,
Thomaston 8, Vinalhaven 7 Errors
Thomaston 3, Vinalhaven 5.
• • • •

Time Savers!

Although the sun is much iarger
than the moon the difference in
distance is so great that from the
earth they appear to be about the
same size

ting and scuffing due to improper

$10.95. $12.95, $15.00

GBL.

L.
7
7
8
16
18
17
18
24

w.

your tires — driv-

by

That we have priced at

lead from then on.
LaCrosse started for the Rockets
Camden
Thomaston . 22
p00r support caused a shift- Ferrera, ss
3 2 13 1
Rockland ...... 20
’2 |ng Qj players, and Cole came to Heal. 2b
2 0 12 3
3 1110
Waldoboro .... 21
l‘i rejjeve ^e hurling duties as La- Heald, If
3 0 10 0
Warren
14
8'i Crosse was moved to third. From Richards, rf
Lake, lb
2 10 5 0
Spruce Head
13
10
^en
were threatening
Prince, 3b
3 110 0
Camden
12
10
jn each inning to turn the tide. In
Ryder, c
3 0 17 1
Rockport ...
10
11L4 the first of the 7th, the Rockets Bryant, cf
3 0 0 1 0
St George
4
17 <4 bad a chance to tie the ballgame; Burkett, p
3 110 1
• • • .
with men on second and third and Massalin, lb
1 0 0 2 0
Results
two out, Russell failed to make it
Tuesday: Camden 6, Rockland 4; four for four when he went down
Totals
Thomaston 17, Spruce Head 7; swinging as the sun left the horiWarren 12, Rockport 10.
zon.
Russell, 2b
4 0 3 0 2
Wednesday: Waldoboro 9, WarBurkett hurled the good ball for Kelsey, cf
3 0 110
ren 4
Camden until the 5th when he was
Hodgkins, c
4 0 0 5 1
• • • •
relieved by Roger Lake who stifled
Holden, if
4 12 5 0
Coming Games
the Rockets rally in the late innChisholm, rf
4 0 0 1 0
Thursdav: Rockland at Spruce ings
Billings, ss
4 12 0 2
Head,, Warren at Thomaston, St.
The difference between holding
Marsh, lb
1 0 0 4 0
George at Camden, Rockport at top position or the second place in
Newman, 3b
1 0 0 0 1
Waldoboro.
the league seems to remain with LaCrosse, 3b
3 1 2 0 1j
Friday: Rockland Old Timers at Bo Miller, whose temporary absence Cole, p
2 10 2 0
Warren Old Timers.
from the Rockets lineup has caused French, If
2 0 13 0
• • • •
considerable injury. It is not only
The Camden Shells still hot from the Rockets who awaits his return,
Totals
32 4 11 21 7
their victory over Thomaston last but the many Knox-Lincoln fans
Camden
3 2 0 1 0 0 0—6
Sunday, continued the pace against who have been thrilled many times
Rockland
0 1 0 2 1 0 0—4
the Rockets to the score of 6 to 4. by his great performances.
E—Lake, Ryder, Hodgkins, New
This setback again placed Rockland
Camden capitalized on four Rock,
in trailing position behind the land errors to add to their seven man 2, Billings. RBI—Billings, La
Clippers in the struggle for the hits and crossed pay dirt six times, Crosse, Prince, Ryder 2, Heal. 2B—
Kelsey, LaCrosse, Prince. 3B -Bill
Knox-Lincoln Twilight Pennant.
while the Rockets could only tally
ings. S—Newman, Lake Heal 2.
Camden started the game by tai- four runs on 11 hits and two Cam| Left—Rockland 6, Camden 5. BB—
lying three runs in the first which den miscues.
Burkett 2, Lake 2, LaCrosse 2, Cole
made it difficult for the Rockets to
Russell and LaCrosse lead both
CO—LaCrosse, Cole 4, Burkett, Lake
overcome as the game progressed, teams in the hitting department,
and the Shells remained in the1 with Billings following with his 5. HO—LaCrosse 5 in 5 innings.;
Cole 2 in 2; Burkett 9 in 4 1-3;
Lake 2 in 2 2-3. HPB—LaCrosse
of her welfare work led eventually to the position she now
(Ferrera, Lake). WP—Lage. Winner
relinquishes. As a tribute to her popularity and ability Rock
—Burkett. Loser—LaCrosse. U—
land citizens presented her with a very substantial purse
Wink.
when she revisited her former home in England. Her career
• • • •
Warren 12, Rockport 1
here has not been unmarked with some criticism, but she clung
bravely to her duties, and goes into retirement with a clean bill
at Rockport
of health and everybody's best wishes.
Warren banged three Rockport
pitchers for 15 hits while the home
"WILL HARDLY QUALIFY"
team had to be content with onlytwo off Havener. Hanna was the
The four members of the United States Senate who
stick artist for the visitors, his
recently issued a violent attack upon the Department of
, double and triple being responsible
State and Secretary Acheson insist that there is no time for
working out a long-term policy on China. "Instead of facing
for four runs.
facts in China and admitting its errors, the State Department
Warren
2 6 0 3 0 0 0 1 x—12
still buries its head in the sands and issues a White Paper,”
Rockport
01000000 0— 1
they complain.
From responsible members of the United States Senate,
Batteries, Hanna and Havener;
who interest themselves in a policy problem as important as
Richards, Aho. Grant and Hall
this, the public is entitled to expect carefully thought out sug
Base
hits. Warren 15, Rockport 2.
gestions. This is the only way by which a policy deemed wrong
Errors, Warren 6, Rockport 4. Um
by its critics can be corrected. What, then, have Messrs.
Wherry, McCarran, Bridges and Knowland to offer?
pires. Graffam and Durrell.
"Immediate and adequate military aid” for the Chinese
» • • •
Nationalist Government; bolster the free areas of China and
Thomaston 17, Spruce Head 7,
unify neighboring countries for defense against the Reds:
at Thomaston
"decisive and forthright action to retrieve losses already
Thomaston's
big sixth inning was
sustained”—here are their suggestions. Translated into plain
sufficient to subdue the rampaging
English, what they propose is the launching of a full scale
American expeditionary force and the opening of a major
Spruce Headers Tuesday night The
war in support of a regime morally, militarily and economically
Clippers racked up 18 hits, includ
bankrupt, which no longer commands support of its own people.
Messrs. Wherry, Bridges, Knowland and McCarran will
hardly qualify on this evidence as responsible guides to an
effective Asiatic policy.—Boston Globe.

Standng

Thirty-five passengers escaped
with a shaking when a four-en
gined airliner overran the runway
and smashed its undercarriage on
j the airfield wall at Nice, France
recently.

A

o©...... o©

Camden Takes Another Leader Into Camp—
Islanders Lose In Thomaston

long triple to deep right center.
With this loss, the Rockets again
are forced to yield the top post to
the Thomaston Clippers, but this
in no way will affect the welcome
that awaits Vinalhaven when they
invade this mainland to tangle with
the Rockets in a night game under
lights on Wednesday. Aug. 31,
when the Rockets will show no
mercy for the Chiefs

Every Evening at 8.00. Matlneea
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00

Marvel

SWEDISH RYE

14MLf15c

Marvel

SOUR RYE

,4o2Lf19l

Styled by LAWRIN
A THRILLING VALUE!

TONIGHT, THVRSD’Y, AUG. 25
Walt Disnev’s

"SO DEAR TO
MY HEART”

SUPER MARKETSgl

•
•
•
•
•
•

In Technicolor

With Burl Ives. Beulah Bondi
Harry Carey, Luana Patten
Bobby Driscoll

ERI., SAT., AUG. 25, 26
Double Feature
ROY ROGERS and "TRIGGER"
in

"THE FAR FRONTIER”

in Trucolor
with
Andy Devine and Gail Davis
Also on the Program
Leo Gorce.v and the Bowery Boys
in
“TROUBLE MAKERS”

SEN., MON.. AEG. 28, 29
BOB HOPE, LEEILLE BALL
in

"SORROWFUL JONES”

BANANAS FANCY YELLOW RIPE
PEARS
BARTLETT-SWEET

LBS

MARBELIZEO
FINISH In
choice ot
Burgundy
French Blue
Chartreuse

A fashionable lamp in beautiful proportions
Genuine American Vitreous China
Antique French Watteau illustration in full color
Extra deep Plasti-silk shade in pleated effect
Deep Celanese taffeta ruching trim
Underwriter approved cord, socket and plug

Shod* trimmed
to match lamp.

DELICATE 22 KARAT GOLD TRIM
SMOKED

-

LEAN,

PICNICS
SUGAR CURED
& ROLLED
LAMB FORES BONED
IF DESIRED

LB

49c

NOW GET IT AT A REAL SAVING*

LB

CANADIAN
EXTRA SHARP CHEDDAR
CHEESE LB
IONA SLICED
PEACHES
OR HALVES
IONA PEAS
IONA TOMATOES
NO 2
IONA CORN GOLDEN
SWEET
2 CANS

Coming

‘Shoe Shine,” "The Great Gats
by,” “Flamingo Road.”

Only a fortunate purchase makes this sensational
value possible. Worth TWICE its special price!

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS WILL BE FILLED

Burpee Furniture Co.
361 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

Where you shop with pleasure and buy with confidence.
AiJ prices subject to market changes and affective at all A&F Self-Servlet
Stores In this area

tf
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

A Aug. 23-27—Union Fair.
Aug. 25—Friendship: Hobby Show
at Methodist Church.
Aug. 26—Reunion of Class of 1939.
R. H. S. at Crescent Beach Inn.
Aug. 26—Vinalhaven: Concert by
Men’s Chorus of Camden at Me
morial Hall.
Aug. 26—Orff's Corner: Annual
Homecoming Sunday at Metho
dist Church.
Aug. 31—Weymouth Grange Fair at
Masonic Temple, Thomaston.
Sept. 1 and 2—Presentation of play
“Our Town.”
Sept. 2—Vinalhaven: Opera “Pina
fore” at Memorial Hall.
Sept. 5—Labor Day.
Sept. 7—City Schools open.
Sept. 17—Constitution Day.

1/

REUNIONS
Aug. 25—Gillchrest Family picnic at
home of Marianna Skoglund, St.
George.
Aug. 25—.Hoffses Family at Sandy
Shores, South Pond, Warren.
Aug. 28—Hills family at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Silas Hills, Befast.
Aug. 31—Mank Family at Maple
Grange Hall, North Waldoboro.
Sept. 3—Leadbetter family at North
Haven Grange Hall.
Sept. 4—Wentworth family at the
home of Bertrand Eugley, Lin
colnville Center.

The Weather

In the August issue of Ford
Times is a color photograph titled
“Blueberry Fields near West Rock
port" . painted by F. Wenderoth
Saunders.
Smoke from forest fires in other
sections of the state blanketed the
Penobscot Bay area early Wednes
day morning, coming in so thick
about 5 a m., that it became nec
essary to put the breakwater fog
horn in operation and to continue
it until 7 o'clock.

Sept. 1 and 2 the play “Our Town”
will be presented, place to be an
nounced This play is being pro
duced by George Carr and with a
very talented cast, directed by
George Berliawsky.

GRANITE WORKS

COOKED FOOD
SALE
SATURDAY, AUGUST 27

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810

amount of air being blown through
the corn.
Drying is successful without sup
Corn drying once was one of Mother plementary heat when the tempera
Nature’s exclusive farm chores. But ture is 60 or above and the relative
she wasn’t always very conscientious humidity is 65% or below.
And now, with problems of corn
about it. There are too many wet
springs and early falls in her sea drying and hay curing under control,
sonal grab bag. And they spell im agricultural science is moving on.
Grain drying, on average farms, is
mature corn at harvesting time.
Farmers didn’t like it. They took receiving increasing attention. And
their story to the nation's top agri no wonder. For losses of more than
cultural engineers, who met in emer- $4,000,000 occur annually because
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau

2.00 P. M.
at the

OWL’S HEAD LIBRARY
Benefit of the Library
Also Sale of Old Books, Old Glass
and China
75-76

558 Main Street

units now in use on a number of
farms. Warm air is blown into stor
age sheds by motor-driven fans
Thermostats and other controls auto
matically keep the temperature and
flow of air at efficient drying levels
They also provide for economy and
safety of operation.
Mechanical drying enables farmers
to hold the moisture content of their
crops within accepted limits, provides
storage insurance and results in
higher yields per acre.

Aer Lingus, Eire's air line, has
TO LEGION CONVENTION
Hector B Staples leaves tonight
250 applications for a score of air
hostess jobs.
for a weeks’ attendance at the 31st
annual convention of the Ameri
Boyd is a masculine persona! can Legion to be held in Philadel
name of Celtic origin signifying phia. Mr. Staples is the member of
yellow-haired.
the Executive Commute for Maine.
Chile reports that a large United
Go to Union Fair by Park street
Lunch Taxi—5 passengers for the States steel firm will build a port
price of one. Tel. 838-R.
74-75 at Guayacan.

SMALL’S
ROCKLAND. ME.

UPPER PARK STREET.
LARGE

6L- lb, ave,

CHICKENS

FOWL

6-7 lb. ave.

lb. 37

Fresh Killed

lb. 39c

SMOKED

SHOULD’R

CHUCK
ROAST

lb. 39c

Ib. 39c

BONELESS CHUCK ROAST, POT ROAST ,1b.
RUMP STEAK......................................................... lb.
SAUSAGE. Pound Rolls...................................... lb.
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK......................... lb.
CORNED BEEF BRISKET, lean, boneless lb.

.59
.8 5
.39
.79
.45

TOP ROUND

SIRLOIN

STEAK

STEAK

SKINLESS

lb. 69c

lb. 69c

lb. 55c

lb. 45c

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for

SCRAP IRON, METALS

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

BATTERIES AND RAGS

Morris Gordon
& Son
6 T ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 388-W

PHONE 701

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
I-tf

BEANO
A NEW AND BETTER BEANO

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
At 7.30 P. M.

St. Bernard’s Church Hall

Auspices Knights of Columbus
43-tf

EVERY USED CAR
WE SELL IS

GUARANTEED

BURPEE
Funeral Home i
TELS. 390—1174-M
119-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

A 90 day guarantee is attached
to the good Used Cars we Mil.
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you want

DREWETT’S GARAGE
KaiMr-Fraier Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. 33-3
40-tf

in which he is said to live. He said
that a shotgun thought to be a
12 gauge was lying on the ground
between 20 and 25 yards from the
wounded man.
A shot is reported to have been
heard by several persons on the
island, one of whom was Warden
McLaughlin.
Dr. Wesley N Wasgatt and Dr.
Charles D North treated the in
jured man upon arrival at the
hospital.
Within a half hour of Norton's
arrival at the hospital, Sheriff
Willard Pease was notified that he
was wanted at the hospital at once.
Pease later stated that he had ob
tained an opinion that the wounds,
one on either side of the head and
smaller ones on the neck, appeared
to be knife wounds rather thap
ones which could have been in
flicted by shotgun pellets.
Norton had not regained con
sciousness at press time sufficiently
to allow questioning, according to
the sheriff.
Pease said that an investigation
had already been launched.

An Appeal

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
School days are about here again
so many appeals have come to me
from mothers who are almost
pleading for shoes and especially
boys pants and blouses.
A number of the boys and girls
have earned almost enough to buy
their entire school outfit—thanks
to Black and Gays the blueberry
canning firms—but so many young
er children are in need of footwear
and the father not earning enough
to buy the necessary articles unless
calling upon the City for help—no
Warren Robinson, Engaged If Farmers Have Use For I self
respecting father or mother
In Survey Work, Visits
Lime Or Superphosphate wants to do that.
Kenneth H. Cassens
Please help especially with the
Maine farmers who are enrolled
Warren F Robinson, head of the in the 1949 Agricultural Conserva shoes. Phone 663-M or 663-W,
Helen Corbett.
art department at Wagner College. tion Program may still apply for
New York, was a surprise visitor ground limestone and superphos
Wanted: Girl to work for her
at the home of Kenneth H. Cassens phate for use this Fall.
board Write “Girl”, % CourierMonday and Tuesday nights. With
Fred J. Nutter of Corinna, chair
72-76
his son, Donald, Mr. Robinson was man of the State committee of the Gazette.
obtaining sketches of rock forma Production and Marketing Admin
Classified Ads: For Sale, To Lets,
tions for his Winters work. Studies istration explains that Maine has Wanted, etc., will be run in The
were made at South Thomaston, received a slightly larger amount Courier-Gazette only when accom
Oakland Park, and in Rockland of money for conservation practices panied by cash, beginning Sept. 15.
and Rockport Harbors
than originally was allocated. These This is in line with good book
Mr. Robinson was a student at funds were appropriated by Con keeping practice and is the custom
Colby College at the same time as gress to assist farmers in carrying in most newspapers. No telephoned
Mr. Cassens. He wrote for some out conservation practices on their classifieds can be accepted after
years, painting as an avocation; farms.
Sept. 15. The only exception will
but switched to painting as his, Any farmer having use for lime be those maintaining regular ac
main intreest alter World War II. or superphosphate should apply to counts with The Courier-Gazette.
Under the pen name Edward his local ACP committeeman or
There is probably no intention to
O'Connor, Mr. Robinson wrote num county office before the end of (evade payment on these small ad
ber of juvenile books, some of which August
vertisements, but the fact remains
are still paying him royalties, and
that a high percentage are never
fiction for Argosy, Adventure and man worth watching in years to paid and the cost of handling the
other men’s magazines
come
charges, postage, etc., makes the
His paintings have been exhibited
present change necessary.
at various New York galleries, and
In fairness to all concerned the
BOSTON TAILORING CO. effective date is set at Sept. 15, after
his studies of locations Ih Georgia,
his former home, have won acclaim Dry Cleaning—Pressing—Repairing which the “cash with order" will
Hand Altering
in the South,
be mandatory. Phone orders can
All Work Guaranteed
Donald Robinson, now 17, is al
only be received where previous
359 MAIN ST. lup one flight)
ready showing promise in his
credit arrangements have been
ROCKLAND, ME.
sketches, and should be a young
made.
75*64

Must Apply Now

P ti £'1

SPARKLING NEW
77»s Amazing Devoe House Paint
Cuts Repaint Costs as much as 40%
You get the brightest, whitest,
most beautiful paint job you’ve
ever known ... and get it with
just 1 coat.
Spread Devoe One-Coat
House Paint on any previously
painted outside surface. Sea
now easily it brushes, how
smoothly it levels and what
dazzling whiteness it gives.
This brilliance lasts for years
because the enamel-like, gloss
finish is self cleansing!
Devoe One-Coat House Paint
saves you time and money . . . gives you a paint job of
unsurpassed beauty and protection. There is nothing else
just like it on the market.

FULL
BUSHEL

SMOKED
SHOULDERS
SHORT SHANK—LEAN
YOUR
CHOICE
OF SIZE

POUND.

SKINLESS

FRANKFORTS.

Ib .39

SHORT SLICES

BACON,

Ib. .19

FOWL
LARGE, PLUMP, NATIVE

DAILY
DELIVERY

TO OUR
MARKETS

POUND..

U. S. NO. I
GRADE

PULL
PECK.

BUTTER
FRESH
CREAMERY
A VERY
LOW PRICE.

POUND.

t

Junior Department

Prep Department

Sizes 6 to 12 years

MAIN 5T. HARDWARE CO
- HOUSEWARES

44 i MA! N ST.

Wf

ROCKLAND

DEl/VEH

25 LB.
BAG. .

Sizes 14 to 20 Years

CORDUROY
SPORT COATS

CORDUROY
SPORT COATS

$10.95

$12.95
SLACKS

SLACKS
Tweeds, Coverts and

$5.95 to$7.95
$5.95
WINDBREAKERS
$4.95 to $8.95
SWEATERS

Gabardines
Corduroys,

$4.95
Tweeds,.......................$3.95
Corduroys,
$4.95
Gabardines,

WINDBREAKERS
SWEATERS

rullovers, Cardigans and Sleeve
less Styles in Solid Colors and
Fancy Patterns.

Pullover, Cardigans and Sleeve
less Styles in Solid Colors and
Fancy Patterns.

$2.95 to $5.95
GABARDINE
SPORT SHIRTS

$2.95 and $3.95

Long Sleeves, Washable, in Deep
Tones and Pastels.

GABARDINE
SPORT SHIRTS

Long Sleeves, Washable, in Deep
Tones and Pastels.

SHOES

$3.45

RAYON SPORT SHIRTS

Long Sleeves, Washable.

$2.45

$3.95
RAYON SPORT SHIRTS

Sizes 2'/2 to 6

Long Sleeves, Washable.

$2.95
BOLD LOOK SHIRTS

$4.95 to $6.95
Sizes 6 to 12

$6.95 and $7.95

In Tastels, Spread Collar.

SOCKS

DRESS SHIRTS

Sanforized, Fanev Stripes, Solid Juniors,
Color Pastels and White.

$1.95

59c
tO $1.00

39c to
39C

Preps,

$2.50 and $2.95
DRESS SHIRTS

Sanforized, Fancy Stripes, Solid
Colors and White.

$2.50

FOR SPECIAL VALUES VISIT OUR “BARGAIN COUNTER”

OFFINS
MEN^

BOYS

AND

FURNISHINGS

SHOES

389

ST

MAIN

CLOTHING

AND UNIFORMS

ROCKLAND

ML

PRESERVES
PURE STRAWBERRY
MAINE
PACK

Tweeds, Coverts and

FOR BEST RESULTS USE SUPERKLEEN BRUSHES

PAINT • STOVES

Your mouth will water just
to look at these perfect
Peaches. Large, Juicy,
Luscious—just right for
preserving.

FLOUR

JUST
COAT
Makes Your^«BB»,
Home
pLl";

At the meeting of Victor Grange
of Searsmont Aug. 18, the third and
fourth degrees were conferred upon
Mrs. Norman Leadbetter, Miss Helen
Leadbetter, Miss Esther Cushman,
Miss Phyllis Gelo, Miss Jean Keene,
and William Hjulstrom by Worthy
Master Alvah Knowlton of Mystic
Grange, assisted by the officers ot
the local Grange. A Golden Sheaf
Certificate was presented to Mrs.
Frank Bryant by District Deputy
Robie Ames in behalf of Victor
Grange, of which Mrs. Bryant has
been a member for 56 years. Mr.
Ames was accompanied by Mrs.
Ames. These Granges, were rep
resented Grand View, Mystic,
South Montville, Georges Valley,
and Hope. A short program was
presented at the lecturer's hour.

ALL PURPOSE, FAULTLESS

22 Knox Street

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Asa Norton, said to be in his
seventies, fisherman on Benners
Island off Port Clyde, is in Knox
Hospital with mysterious head in-!

News Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed

FRANK
FORTS

VEAL
STEAK

1

Grange Corner

Asa Norton Found Unconscious By Coastal
Wardens On Benner’s Island

A Talented Artist

sive moisture right out of the kernels.
In single cribs, wooden ducts or “A”
frames are layed down the center of
the floor and the air is blown directly
into them. When double cribs are
used, the air blast enters through one
end of the driveway. The opposite
end is sealed up, and heavy paper
placed on the walls of the cribs from
the peak of the roof to the top of the
corn layer. Openings around the fan
and in the floor also should be closed.
These precautions assure a maximum

Thomaston Tel. 192

Ambulance Service

FROM MYSTERIOUS INJURIES

juries sustained on the island early j
this morning.
He was brought to the hospital
by Davis ambulance after being
transported from the island to Port
ssSisilfif. if
Clyde by the picket boat of the
Burnt Island station of the Coast
r
Mrs. Stephen McNeely of Rock
Guard.
port and New York City gave a
Boatswain Gerald Robinson of the
demonstration of portrait sketching
Coast
Guard unit reported that
before the museum Wednesday
Coastal Warden Fred McLaughlin
morning art class.
of Freindship came to the station
The former Rcckland man who
about 7 30 a. m., and reported that
“Studied In Paris,” as interestingly
Norton had been shot and asked
told on Page 12 of this issue, is
aid in removing him to the main
Anthony Accardi. The signature
land.
was accidentally omitted.
Boatswains Mate First Class
Robert Merchant and a three man
Machias and Fort Fairfield men
party immediately went to island
are lodged in the city jail this
after the injured man as arrange
morning on charges of evading pay
ments were made to have an am
ment of a taxi fare from Bangor tc
bulance meet the picket boat at the
Here is one type of equipment used in drying grain. At extreme right
Union. The pair, Hollis Morse of
Port Clyde dock.
transport dry grain from drying bin to
Machias and Kenneth Steeves of1 ia inclined plane elevator to storage
loft.
Merchant states that Norton wa;
Fort Fairfield, are alleged by State
has been damaged by unfavor lying in the woods', unconscious,
Police to have engaged a cab to gency session to solve the problem. grain
able pre-harvest weather.
And solve it, they did.
about 300 yards from the shore and
take them to the fair and then to
In drying grain, supplementary
Using their experience in barn
some 200 yards back of the house
heat,
generally,
is
needed.
Buildings
curing
hay
as
a
starting
point,
they
have failed to pay for that service.
electrical fans and motors used for drying operations, must be
Bail was set at $200 each, which shifted
from mows to cribs; made some com insulated against heat loss, and ven
they were unable to furnish for ap paratively minor changes in the ex tilated properly. Heat is provided by
isting structures, and blew the exces oil burners.in many grain drying
pearance in court this morning.

Nice cooling breezes fanned the
fevered brows of Rockland citizens
yesterday and bracing air greeted us
this morning. High tides are or
dered for tomorrow morning, so
don’t get too near the edge of the
A car operated by Edward Ben
wharf. Two good things to re
member. Union Fair and the Hos ner, 18, of Waldoboro was damaged
pital drive.
to the extent of an estimated $200
about the front end in a collision
Charles Lake, Rockland area line with a utility pole on Thomaston
foreman for the telephone com street this morning. Police report
pany was presented a 25 year ser that Benner attempted to. avoid
vice pin in ceremonies held in the striking a dog in the road and
wire chief’s office last week. The crashed into the pole, cutting it
presentation was made by wire off at the base, about 3 a. m. today.
chief Harold Folsom in the precence
of other workers in the department.
Rockland
firemen answered a
call at about 10.30 this morning for
Dr. Guy Robbing will preach at a reported brush fire on the prop
the Universalist Church in South erty of Meltiah Scammon at Owl’s
Hope. Sunday at 2 o'clock. Picnic Head.
lunch will be served at 1 o'clock in
the Grange Hall and the committee
BORN
Pratt—At Knox County General
will furnish coffee.
Hospital, Aug. 25, to Mr. and Mrs
Have your watch repaired by the Harold Pratt cf St. George, a
most expert craftsmanship, tested daughter.
and timed by tne New Scientific
DIED
Havener—At Rockland, Aug. 25,
Watchmaster machine at Daniels
Jewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland. Albert R. Havener, Sr.
Gammon—At .Norway, Aug. 23
19tf
Mrs. Louise Gammon, age 93 years.
Funeral today at 2 o’clock at the
Methodist Church in Norway.
Carter—In San Jose, April 2, Mar
shall Nelson Carter,, husband of
Louise Carter, and son of Hilda
Carter of Thomaston, a native of
Massachusetts.
A member of
George Craig Post No. 3000. V.F.W.;
San Francisco Motorcycle Club
Employes Assn., San Francisco Na
val Shipyard.
Mail Orders Filled
Hooper—At Camden, Aug. 23, Al
bert Winfield Hooper of St. George,
age 66 years. Funeral Friday at 2
o'clock from Ridge Church, Mar
tinsville. Interment South Parish
GOOD MATERIALS
Cemetery.
Smith—At Rockland, Aug. 24,
GOOD WORKMANSHIP Stephen
Smith, age 85 years. Fu
GOOD TASTE
neral private, Saturday at 2 o’clock
It takes all three to make you from the Russell Funeral Heme.
proud of a good Monument. Let Friends kindly omit flowers. Inter
us help you. No obligation, of ment in Achorn Cemetery.
course.
For social items in The CourierROCKLAND MARBLE & Gazette, phone 1044, City. 59tf
20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600
75-tf

Corn and Grain Drying Becoming
Routine Operation On Many Farms
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Lawrence Dolham, who has been
a surgical patient at the Maine
General Hospital, Portland, has
been taken to the Margaret Wilson
Nursing Home at Coopers Mills,
for convalesence.
Prank Getzman and Harvey Sabold of Philadelphia and George W
J, Carr visited George Stobie, Commisioner on Island Pish and Games
in Augusta, Monday on business
connected with the stocking of lakes
in this vicinity, with fish
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Prescott
of Akron. Ohio, arrived Monday to
be guests of her sister. Miss Esther
Young, and will also visit relatives
in Friendship and
Thomaston,
while on a vacation.
Guests this week at the home of
Mr. and Mis Arthur Burgess are
Mr. and Mrs. Roj Jensen and
daughter, Linda of Carteret N. J
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Heathcote,
Jr., have as guests, Mrs. Joseph
Heathcote, Sr., and daughter, Jen
nie, and Mrs. Olive Ketchum all
of Lindenhurst, N. Y
A son, William Bryant, was born
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs Wallace Achorn, Waldoboro,
to Mr. and Mrs. George Ross of thi
town

Mr. and Mrs Ralston PicKerm?

Factory
Engineered Parts
For all Chrysler make cars

Also Dodge parts.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

66-tf

have returned to East Hamilton,
Mass., after passing a vacation at
Three Maples, Seven Tree Pond.
Their daughter, Susan remained
for a longer visit with her grand
mother, Mrs. Chester Paine, and
daughter, Mrs Richard Lyons, and
sons, Carroll and Donlad Paine of
Randolph Mass., here on vacation.
Mrs. Isabelle Kingsbury and Miss
Elizabeth Sperry, who passed sev
eral days with Misses Lizzie and
Winnie Winslow, have returned to
Winchester, and Arlington, Mass.,
respectively.
Carolyn Sulin has returned to
her home in Rockland, after pass
ing several days with her grand
mother. Mrs Hulda Sulin.
Joseph Mills of Rockland, student
of the Gordon College, Boston,
will supply Sunday at the Baptist
Churcli fur services at 10 a. m„ and
7 p. m. At the morning service spe
cial music will feature the double,
mixed quartet number. “Tlie Shep
herd's Psalm ' by Protheroe. Sing
ers will be. Mrs Joseph Teague of
North Weymouth, Mass., and Mrs.
Jefferson Kimball, sopranos; Miss
Bertfia Teague, and Mrs. Leroy
Norwood, altos; Roger Teague and
Chester Wyllie, tenors; and Gor
don Teague of North Weymouth,
Mass., and Robert Wyllie, Basses
Miss Ethel Wiley was guest last
week of Miss Evelyn Macomber, in
Wollaston, Mass.
James Pellerin of Ashland, N. H.,
pased tlie week-end with his broth
er and sister-in-law Mi and Mrs
Joseph Pellerin.
Dr and Mrs Forest T. Bange ol
Belmont, Mass., who have been
guests ol lier sister, Mrs Alida
Gorden, while visiting other rela
tives in town went Monday to Lis
bon, N. H , to pass a lew days
with his mother.
Mr and Mrs. William Daulton of
Fitchburg, Mass are visiting his
brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. George Brigham.
Mr and Mrs. William Kelso of
Wakefield. Mass, are passing this
week with Miss Bertha Starrett,
joining Miss Jean Kelso, their

on Other guests at the Cameron
house were Mr. and Mrs. Hazen
Ayer. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Free
man and two daughters of Win
chester, Mass., and Belgrade Lakes
The Howe family met at their
Sennebec Lake cottage Saturday for
supper, followed by a kitchen shower
for Miss Phyllis Hubbart of Lexing
ton, Mass., who will wed Charles
Howe 3d Oct. 8. Besides the guests
of honor there were Mr. and Mrs
Charles Howe 2d. Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Burnham, Miss Ruth Howe,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farris, Mrs
Betty Jewett and daughter Dawn,
Mr. and Mrs Jame Griffin, Mr.
and Mrs Ralph Williams. Harold
Purinton of Bath and Miss Margie
Tolman of Dorchester, Mass.
Susie Vaughn
Funeral services for Miss Susie
Vaughn of Augusta, were conducted
Sunday afternoon by Rev. Redell,
pastor of the Congregational church
m Augusta, at tin- home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph William:
Miss Vaughn was born
Union,
daughter of Augustus
Vaughn
She l'esided there and
mistress: for many years
what
is now the W C Thurston home.
Miss Vaughn observed her 85th
birthday lust May She died Aug.
17 in Augusta
Bearer were, Ralph Williams,
Edmund Harding John Creighton
and Philip Simmon; Interment was
in Union cemetery.
Out of town mends al the ser
vices were Mr. and Mrs. Oler
Vaughn and son of Halloaed, Kir.
and Mr;
Jack on, Mrs. Tucker,
Miss Tolnian and Mrs. Redman of
Augusta

UNION
MJuS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent
ftftftft

Telephone 1-21

Mr and Mrs. Guy F. Stockbridge
announce the engagement of their
daughter Patricia Ann to S. Sgt
William Linden of the Air Force,
son of Mrs. Ina Tarvainen of Cush
ing. Miss Stockbridge is employed
at the Knox Hospital. Sgt. Linden
is on 40 days furlough after com
pleting a tour of duty in the South
Pacific area. He will return to West,
over Field, Chicopee Falls, Mass.,
for reassignment. Tlie wedding will
take place in the near future.
Mrs. Leo Laukka of Warren was
guest of honor at a stork shower
given Friday by Mrs. Ruth John
son at her home. Guests were Mrs.
Marion Alden, Mrs. Irene Knight.
Mrs Eleanor McAllister, Mrs. Bar
bara Rich, Mrs. Madeline Gibson.
Mrs. Jackie Hawes, Mrs. Christine
Savage, Mrs. Mary Smith, Mrs
Priscilla Cuthbertson Mrs Pris
cilla Clark, Mrs. Christine Barker,
Miss Norma Hawes, Miss Joan
Knight, Miss Eva Burgess, and Miss
Grace Calderwood of Union and
Mrs. Aila Leach. Mrs. Wanda Erkkila, Mrs. Lilly Laukka, daughter
Darlene and Mrs Aino Laukka of
Warren.
Forest Howes and Mrs. Stanley
P. Bentley ol Milton Mass, were
week-end guests ol Mr. and Mrs
Everett Prescott.
Harlow Brown and grandson
David Barker leave Friday for Me
thuen, Mass , to spend a week with
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Brown
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Cliff and
family returned Monday to Wash
ington, D. C
Remember, pal, you can^I
James Cameron of Brooklyn, N.
NAME ANYONE YOU G4OOSE
Y , was guest last week of his par
A-S BENEFICIARY OF YOUR
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Camer-

Vic Vet jay{

daughter, who arrived here a few
weeks ago.

&I IN'SURANCE, AND CHANGE
IT ANY TIME YOU WISH
'I

F

ft,

'A

MADE RIGHT TO STAY WHITE
ku..

M-168
Far fall information contact your nearest
VETERANS AUAll.M^lRATION oflice

Ben Hogan won the national open
golf title at Los Angeles last year,
but presently is recovering from
injuries received in an automobile
accident.

TWO Apartment House, good con
dition, bath, flush, excellent hot air
furnace. Two-car garage. North
End. Excellent location. CALL
878-M.
75*77

ELECTRIC Kefvinator Refrigera
tor for sale. Excellent condition.
TEL THOMASTON 70.
75*76
CHEVROLET, 1947, 2-dcor Sedan
Fleetmaster. Excellent condition,
accessories, low mileage. Inquire
STUDLEY FURNITURE STORE.
75-lt
TWO 550x17, 4-ply tires, like new,
for the price of one. TEL. THOM
ASON 95-2 7 Georges St. 75*77
WHITE Enamel 3-bumer Oil
Stove with oven, $15;Folding Heywoed-Wakefield Baby Stroller, $15;
childs Pedal Auto, $10; all In good
condition 634 OLD COUNTY RD.,
City._____________ '_________ 75*76
LENNOX Airflow Furnace, com
plete with all pipes and controls;
produces 90000 B.T.U. Excellent
condition, used only two seasons.
For information and Inspection. Tel
405. BOB SEUGER
75*76
ESSEX. $60; good rubber, battery
rune good Tel. 1353-M. CHARLES
L. COLLINS 155 Pleasant St., City.
______________________ 75*77
FIVE Saddle Horses, 3 ponies
cheap. At price you want to pay.
B. McELROY. Tel. 114-21, Vinal
haven
75*84
RUG Hookers and Braiders! New
pure-wool rags. Fine long strips 49c
lb. SENTER-CRANE CO, City.
68-Th-tf
BIRD Houses, Garden Fences and
Flower Trellises for sale
RAYE'S
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St., City.
66*Th*78

TO LET
AVAILABLE Nov. 1 for Winter,
furnished Apt. at 21 Talbot Ave.
TEL 76-M.

75-80

SIX-ROOM Cottage to let at Ingrahams Hill, modem conveni
ences. RILEY STROUT, Box 893,
City.
75-80
MALNE COTTAGES

Located on beautiful body of salt
water in pines. New Cottages with
all modem conveniences, single bed
room, living room with studio
couch, accommodates 4. Available
through Oct. 15. Two bedroom Cot
tage from Aug. 28. LESTER C.
BAKER, Pleasant Point, Knox
County, Maine.
75*79
FURNISHED Apartment, three
rooms, first floor, shower, electric
refrigerator. MRS. MILLS, 5 Ma
sonic St. Place.
74-80
LARGE Front Room to let on
batluoom floor, 28 Giace St.. TEL.
277-J.
74*77
BEDROOM with light house
keeping privileges to let. FLORA
COLLINS, 15 Grove St. Tel. 182-R.
74tf

For Sale
Morris Gordon
& Son

ROOMS, Board by day ot week;
WEBBERS INN
Tel. 340-1. Thomaaton
Stf

-^01
DIRT
tPW.

DRY SLABWOOD

Du Pont House Paint
potato collect dust and dirt

dur»

ba Ihe first few month*. *

FINE
H, WHITE :
KPQWDE8]

With Do Pont House Paint, a fine
white powder forms on the surface
•Her a few month*

’B*. *

total

wash off this powder —and
with It much of the accumulated
dirt and grime.

WASHINGS to do at home. TEL
2I8-WK.
75*76
APPROXIMATE CORD
APARTMENT or House furnished
LOAD .............................. $7.00
or unfurnished, wanted, to rent.
TEL. 1137 until 4 p. m.
75-76
JUMBO LOAD, Much Over
Cord ............................... $10.00
SINGER Sewing Machine, in good
Also
condition wanted. TEL. 836-M
DRY HARD WOOD
75-76
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. Please
HILLCREST
state age and references. Good
TEL. 35-41, W ARREN, ME.
home, central location. Expected
71-76
to live In. Write H.F.K., care The
Courier-Gazette.
75*77
GttRLfJ wanted. ROCKLAND
POULTRY CO.
75-lt
HOUSEKEEPER-General. about
Oct. 1 to June 15, Brookline, Mass.;
NELSON BROS. GARAGE 2 adults, room and bath; driver’s
desired, not necessary Write
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. license
General," '7 Courier-Gazette.
47-tf
75*80
GIRL or Woman wanted to care
for children, while mother works.
Call at 111 PLEASANT ST., upstairs.
__________________________ 74*lt
WANTED to buy dry Pine Lum
ber, 1 and 2 Inch stock. Write
•LUMBER” %Box H, Thorndike
Hotel, City,_________________ 74-79
Note These Two Values!
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN
A. 25 Acres of Land on Route
HUBBS, 69 Park St Tel. 199-M.
1. Fine view of Penobscot Bay
75*80
and Islands. An ideal spot for
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at. the Mend-It Shop, 102
Cabins. Only $2500.
Union St Grove St. entrance. Tel.
B. Large Apartment House in
94-W. EVA AMES.
74*79

Cleans ftsetf/
White and bright for years! That can
be your home if you specify Improved Du
pont No. 40 Outside White the next time
the painters come. Owing to its unique
eombination of pigments and oils Du Pont
“40” actually cleans itself . . . sheds dirt
and dust with every heavy rain!

Radiator Repairing

Now you can afford to paint your house
with the Best Du Pont Outside White Paint
at the NEW LOW PRICE.

BUYERS
ATTENTION!!!

Reduced from $6.00

y
9«H-Cleonlng

(•ova* rxfoce d«an
and white . . . keeps H sparkling
white for years. This cleaning process
b gradual and does not adv«r*ely

•Fed the long lift of the

Now $4.98 per gal.

Free Engineering Service On Plumbing, Heating, And Electric
Water Pumps
It is with a great deal of pleasure that we announce a new service of
giving free estimates on your plumbing, heating or electric water pump require
ments. Take advantage of this free engineering service, and call—

Roekland.

business proposition.

Ask us the

Listings wanted on all types

of real estate and businesses.
have buyers ready to buy.

I

So

list your property with me.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.

Take Three Years to Pay.

H.H. CRIECO.
328 MAIN STREET,

Good location. Sound

price.

ROCKLAND, 205 or 206
Take Advantage Of Our Budget Plan.

WANTED

Sawed Stove Length
East Free Delivery

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Charles E. King, Rep.
HOSMER POND ROAD

r

PHONE 8537.

CAMDEN
63-tf

ANTIQUES. GlaM, China. Furniture,
old Paintings, etc , wanted
CARL E
FREEMAN, Glen Cove. TeL Rockland
103
sty

MISCELLANEOUS
DENTAL ASSISTANT
A CAREER PROFESSION
INSTRUCTION. Learn dental as
sisting in spare time at home, fol
lowed by short resident training.
Qualify for a career In professional
Held. Exoellent earnings, many
openings, interesting work in labora
tory, x-r'ay, assisting dentists. Get
Free information today. Write
WAYNE SCHOOL, INC., care The
Courier-Gazette,
74*75
PROBLEMS? Send 5 questions $1
stamped envelope to REV. RUTH MA
THIAS, 827 Broadway, Everett Mass
Full page leading.
ggU

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS

FOR SALE

OCEANFRONT Cottage, 4 sleep
ing rooms, full bath, hot and cold
running water, fireplace to let from
Sept. 10, for balance of season. Rea
sonable price. F. H. WOOD, Court
House.
74-75
LARGE Room to let, kitchen
privileges if desired, TEL. 1448-J,
CHAINS
24 School St., City.
74-76
PAINT
TWO very good connected Offices
NAILS to let, singly, or as a suite. One
faces Main street. Central location.
USED CHAINS
Clean, newly renovated. Apply
USED PIPE AND IRON ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP, 435
Main St. Tel. 1107, city
72-83
TWO very nice furnished APARTments to let; electric range and
bath. Tel. 8060 V. F. STUDLEY,
72tf
! 6 T ST..
ROCKLAND, ME. 77 Park St, City.

AO
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1

Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.

ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with Tlie
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE
G430 Tenant’s Harbor, would
like offers under $3000 on the Darby
Gardner house, an economical
5-room place with elec, pump, fur
nace, white sink.
Clll Mosquito Harbor, small
building witli wiring and plumbing
to be moved onto lot on Glenmere
road, having cellar and well. $1100
X1100 Year-round salt shore es
tate, over 400 feet on picturesque
cove, considerable furnishings in
cluded, $10,000.
We have a $20,000 Cottage on
Monhegan for $5000 furnished, a
$50,000 sea captain's mansion on
Thomaston's Main St. for $12,000;
islands, camps, lots, lake acreage,
and a 30-acre truck-garden Palm
at Morse's Corner on which we are
ready to reduce from $6000.
S. A. LAVENDER, insurance and
real estate, Thomaston Tel 369,
151 Main St
75-77

LARGE-SIZE Second-hand Glen
wood Coal Furnace for sale. TEL.
758-J.
75-77
FIVE-PIECE Lawn or Perch Set,
reserve Jars, 4c each, Chairs, Coats
and lovely Dresses at bargain prices!
MRS. JAY CANDAGE, 194 Camden
St. Tel. 1314
75*76
BEAL ESTATE
1. Year 'round Home of 8 rooms
In attractive seashore village, h of
an acre. Artesian well, garage and
full bath, $5200.
2. Cape Cod 6-rccm House and
barn. Acre of land, year 'round
location, oil furnace, full bath. An
exceptional value at $4200. You
must see this one.
3. Attractive seashore Home, large
oceanfront, garden land, artesian
well, electricity. Newly renovated,
year round location. This prop
erty is sensibly priced at $4500.
4. Early American Colonial House
and bam. Scenic view, 34 acres of
blueberries and apples. A money
maker. within 20 minutes of Rock
land. Make me an offer.
5. House of 7 rooms a quiet and
central location.
Furnace, and
good garden spot. This house can
be had for only $3700.
6. A veterans moneymaker: A
10-room Duplex, 5 rooms on each
side. Live in one-half and rent
the other. Located in a pleasant
area in Rockland. Only a few years
old. $4500.
EDWARD W. COFFIN.
Owl’s Head.
Phone: 551-W2
75-77
REAL ESTATE

Owner leaving for Massachusetts
and must sell the Larrabee home
stead at 182 Camden street. Six
rooms on first floor including two
bedrooms. Two bedrooms and full
bath on second floor. Nearly new
hot air furnace, two garages and
about % acre lot. Excellent op
portunity for couple to continue es
tablished overnight tourist business.
Priced at$5500 FRANK A. WHEEL
ER, General Insurance-Real Estate
Brokerage, 21 No Main Street
Tel. 830
75-lt
~STOVE length Dry Slabs, dellv^
ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
$15; small load $8, Hardwood sawed
as desired. LELAND TURNER.
Tel. 406-J, after 5 p. m.
64tf
REGAL Kitchen Stove with oil
burner for sale also electric oil
pump. MRS. H. L. RAWLEY. Ten
ant’s Harbor. Tel. 82.
74*75
HOME Clarion Range, with reser
voir and oil burner, $20. TEL.
1363-J.
74-76
7.2 CU. Ft. Refrigerator for sale.
Practically new Tel. 8885.
74-76
COIN operated Radios for sale.
Ideal for tourist camps or hotels.
Pays for itself in short time. Call
or see EDWIN MONEY at Lewis T.
Fiske, St George. Tel. 1542-W3.
74-76
NEW House, 50 acres land; blue
berries, wood, excellent opportunity,
$3800. J. A. BEDELL, Pleasant
Point.
73*75
OUTDOOR Clothes Dryer for
sale, used only a few times. TEL.
363-W or call at 616 OLD COUNTY
RD., City.
74*76
NICE Pigs for sale; also Blue
berry Hay and two sets of Garage
Doors.
MAURICE
LEONARD.
Rockville. Tel. 1592-M1.
74-75
MODEL T Ford, ’,4-ton Truck,
1927; all new tires, new battery,
paint and electrical wiring. Price
$60. TEL. 965-W or call at 6 Gurdy
St., City, after 4.30 p. m.
75*76
GENERAL Electric 3 h.p. Motor
110-220, single phase with motor
watchman switch, perfect condition,
price $70; also two cordwood cir
cular saws, saw arbor, balance wheel
and pulley, or sale. Reasonable.
TEL. 1573-R.
74*75
HOT Point Electric Hot Plate and
Grille for sale. Used one season.
Also bar stools for sale.. Call at
HARRY'S, Rockville.
74*75
CHRYSLER Coupe, < 1932» per
fect condition; Ford V-8, 2-ton
Truck, (1937>; with new engine.
C. E. GROTTON, 138 Camden St.,
City. Tel. 1091-W.
73-76
REAL ESTATE
For $3250 you can have the Lermond Cottage at Hendrickson's
Point, Owl's Head.
Its fullyequipped and has large sheathed
living room with brick fireplace,
dining room, kitchen with electric
range and five bedrooms. On shore
and near .Owls Head Village
FRANK A. WHEELER, General
Insurance-Real Estate Brokerage, 21
No. Main Street. Tel. 830.
75-lt

MODEL A Ford (1930) Pick-up,
stake body, good running condition,
motor re-conditioned, good rubber,
priced reasonably; also all white
top gas stove, Pyro-fax, good con
dition. Tel. Thomaston 355-11. J.
SWANHOLM._______________ 73-75
AN Upright Trap Hauler for sale,
Ford rear end with brass wenchhead, all ready to go $35. TEL.
TENANT'S HARBOR 47-12. 73*75
FURNITURE SALE
Dining-room and Bedroom Sets,
Bureaus, Tables, Stands, Chairs,
Cook Stoves, Circulating Heaters,
etc., for sale. THE OLD BLAKE
BARN, at the Antique Sign. Prices
and terms to suit your pocketbool.
Antiques and Furniture repaired
and renewed.
72-77
_

A

FOR SALE

At Owl's Head (Head of Bay) less
than two miles from city, the CathTHAYER Folding Baby Carriage, erine Jones, seven-room dwelling.
perfect condition. TEL. 165-M.
Full bath, drilled well, very clean
74'76 inside and out. About 45 acres of
_____________________ ,
FOUR-PIECE Reed Porch Set hayfield and wood. Large 35x70
barn. Sightly view of Rockland
one larg Vise; largeAntiqueRock
er. TEL 1496-M.
73-75 harbor. All this for $6800. FRANK
A. WHEELER, General InsuranceNEW Ice Coolerator for sale; Real Estate Brokerage, 21 No Main
priced reasonable. TEL. 76-J.
St. Tel. 830.
' 75-lt
73-75
WESTINGHOUSB Electric ReMODEL T Ford, 1927, all new frlgerator, seven cubic ft., Univer
tires and tubes, price, $50; also 4-dr. sal Electric Store, large size, and
Sedan, Nash, 1932, price $65. K. Axminster Rug, 9x12 for sale. All
A. SEVON. Cushing, or Tel. Thom in excellent condition; 55 Broad
74*76
aston 119-2.
73*75 way. TEL. 855-J.
MONUMENTS
LOBSTER or Trawl Boat, heavy
FROM Manufacturer's Represen
built, size 39’5”xir9"x3'6”. Recently
rebuilt like new. Without motor. tative much below retail prices In
Tel. 538-R. ARDIE M. JOHNSON, any domestic or foreign granites.
16 Otis St., city.
73*75 Write for appointment to consult
ERICKSON, 43 St. George
BABY Carriage and mattress for ALFRED
Rd., Thomaston, Me.
71*76
sale; excellent condition, $20. TEL.
25 TONS first-class baled Hay,
489aJ.
73*75
sale $30 ton. Tel. Thomaston
WOOD Lot for sale; 20 acres near for
150-3 COL. F. G. GOGUEN, Brook
West Rockport on Warren Road. lyn
Heights.
71*75
Mostly hard wood, some pine, oak,
DRY Stove-length Slab wood, far
and pulp. No reasonable offer re
fused. H. L. YOUNG. Tel. Camden sale, $8 cord; also lumber. Tel.
467.
73-79 347- M. L. A. PACKARD, West
Rockport.
70tf
REAL ESTATE
DUPLEX
House
for
sale;
7
rooms,
Here's your chance to Own rent
free. Your tenant will pay upkeep, bath and furnace each side; near
MRS. RAPPLEYE, 30
taxes, etc., on the Roy T Byard schools.
74*76
two-family dwelling at 129 Main Granite St., City.
Street (corner Otis). Four wellSIX-ROOM 114-story House, for
proportioned rooms with full bath sale; no cellar or bath, but has lights
In upper as in lower floor. Extra and water, approximately 382
lot on Otis street. Taxed reason frontage of land; to be sold at low
ably and priced at $6250. FRANK price for quick sale—cash only. Can~
A. WHEELER, General Insurance- be seen after 12 noon daily, 10
Real Estate Brokerage, 21 No. Main BELVEDERE ST., City.
68-78
Street. Tel. 830.
75-lt
AFRICAN Violets, Gloxinias, Star
HOUSE for sale, seven rooms and of Bethlehem, Begonias. Ivies, Suebath, garage. B H. MUNROE, culents, etc. THE DEAN'S, Green
Thomas St., Camden.
72 76 house, 325 Old County Rd. Tel.
348- J.
74*79
REAL ESTATE
Eight-room House, near central
DRY Sawed Slab Wood for sale,
location, new heating plant, mod $7 per load. Approximately 1 cord'
ern bath, $5800.
Free delivery.
TEL. WARREN
Attractive 10-room House, may 32-22,
74*75
use as dupex cr single, in good lo HARDWOOD—very beat grade, most
cation overlooking water.
ly maple—delivered 4 ft. or fitted aa
Duplex with five rooms on a side, wanted. Phone or write: HILLCREST
21tf
in gcod repair, large building lor Warren, Me
3 cars or nice workshop, $7000
On Route No. 1, 8 rooms with
modern conveniences; established
tourist and roadside business; 2-car
Best Quality
garage; large garden spot. Attrac
tive house .partly furnished for Most Sizes—Immediate Delivery,
$8030.
Free Installation
80-acre Farm on hardtop road;
TEL. 939
electricity and ample water. 6-room
House, large barn. Good setup for
poultry and blueberries, $4500.
BOCKLAND
Attractive 80-acre farm cn Route 579 MAIN ST,
1, for stock, poultry cr general
61-tf
crops; 10-room house, large barn
with tieup for 15 head. Level fields
ANTIQUES: Dutch Cupboards, Ad
and lake frontage.
ams Mirror, Cherry Dropleaf Tables,
16-acre riverfront Property; at Long School Bench; Large Walnut
tractive home, bath, town water, China Closet: Good China and
setup for poultry and general crops, Glass. Piicfca reasonable. FRED
$5800.
BONSAL, Brasier Cottage, Warren
Most attractive country home ton, Glen Cove. Tel. Rockland
with modem conveniences. Pretty 1238-M.
67*79
shade trees, secluded location, 3
SEASHORE
Homes and
Country
acres of land, $8000. Might swap Farms from $1800 to $38,000 E W.
for something good.
COFFIN
Tel. 551-W2. Owl's Head.
High class Tourist Home with 13
____________ _______ ___________68 77
rooms, 3 baths, fireplaces, land
BOSTON Rockers, Tables, China and
scaped grounds, ample garage space Old Glass for sale; 48 MASONIC 8T.
_____________________________________
65tf
and room for expansion. Lovely
100% WOOL Rug Strips for sale. Use
location, $17,000.
for hooking or braiding, 45c a lb. Mall
Combination poultry and blue orders filled Tel. 523. THE REMNAOT
berry Farm of about 250 acres; SHOPPE____________________________ 64tf
8-room house with modern im
STOVE length Dry Slabs, delivered,
provements.
Capacity for 1800 large load, approx 2 cords. $17; small
load
$9
Hardwood 6awed as desired.
layers and 6 head of stock. Pro LELAND
TURNER. Tel. 406 J. after
duces 5 to 10 tons of blueberries; 5 p in
64tf
equipment included. An up-to-date
layout for $10,500.
A 4-room Cottage on hardtop
road, partly furnished, lovely view
CALL 939
of lake and mountain, 2 acres ol
land, can be Winterized, $1600.
For Free Estimates on
On the highest part of Spruce |
Head Island a most attractive cot
Inlaid and Other Types
tage of 4 rooms, fully furnished
picture window and best passible
of Flooring.
view, $3200.
Let Us Solve Your
In a beautiful and secluded locacation in Owl’s Head an 8-room
Problem of Poor Floors.
Cottage, fully furnished, bathroom,
Guaranteed Installation,
fireplace, artesian well, lovely grove
of trees. Reasonabe price
lime Payment Plan Available.
Attmctive little waterfront Farm
61-tf
for year around use; lovely water
view, chance for boat, good garden
land and woodland; 6-room house, STEEL Ralls 60 lbs., several thousand
for sale Good for boat railways
running water, quiet location, $4500 feet
or lumber yard to stack lumber. JOHN
Plenty cf other properties, call
MEEHAN & SON, Clark Island. Tel.
Rockland 21-W2, A. C. Hocking, Ten
F. H. WOOD,
35tf
Court House,
Rockland ant’s Harbor Tel. 56-13.
WASHING Machine and Wringer Roll
74-75 Repairing
Pick up and deliver. Tel.

Venetian Blinds

United Home Supply

WUiif-Cjok
Gas Ranges
THE GLENWOOD
Gas and Oil
THE TAPPAN
Gas

w

Gas Water Heaters
THE SERVEL
GAS REFRIGERATOR
It’s Silent
SOLD AND SERVICED BY

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TEL. 51,

677, Rockland. BITLER CAR A HOME
6UPPLY.
13tf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Stone Walks, Flagging. Wall Stone,
Paving. Property Markers. Honor Rolls,
Pier Stone. Outdoor Fireplaces. Rip Rap
for Breakwaters and Piers, Boat Moor
ings and Chain, Culvert Stone.
“EVERYTHING IN GRANOT”
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN A SOB
Clark Island, Me.
Tel. Rockland 21-W3
A C. Hocking
Tel. Tenant’! Harbor 56-11
____________________________________ 4-tg
CONCRETE Products for sale—Buri
al vaults, septic tanks, building posts,
outside concrete work, air compressor
work
ROBERT O. BURNS. TeL 1439.

ROCKLAND, ME.
M-tf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIBS
ANY TYPE OF WELDINQ

Rowling’s Garage
178 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MS.
TEL. Htt-W

A

TOes'day-Thursday-SatuTcfay

VINALHAVEN
MRS. OSCAR LANE
Correspondent
TEL. 86

Terrell Horne of Belfast is guest
Aof his aunt Mrs. Kenneth Smalley
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Borwnsword
and family of Cranston R X., are
spending several weeks vacation at
“The Shoe.’’
Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Arey who
passed several weeks at their Sum
mer home on Lanes Island went
Tuesday to Rochester N. Y. Enroute
they will visit Mrs. Arey’s mother
Mrs. Unda MacArthur in Cam
bridge.
Roger Marshall and family of
Cleveland Ohio are at the Belaski
cottage Shore Acres.
The opera Pinafore which was
given here July 7-9 will be repeated
at Memorial Hall Sept. 2 at 8 p. m.,
with the same excellent cast.
O. V. Drew has returned from
Portland where he attended the
Postmasters Convention.
Mrs. Katherine Remer of North
. Brooksfield Mass , and Mrs. MarTgaret Carlin of Brockton, Mass.,
who were guests of Mrs. Margaret
Olidden have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Kilton Smith and
Mrs. Paul Keaney of Boston are
passjng a short vacation at Red
Lion cottage.
The Mens Chorus of Camden will
give a concert at Memorial Hall
Aug 26 at 8 p. m., under the aus
pices of the Lions Club.
j
Dr. and Mrs Cameron Rae son
Cameron and daughter Sallie went
Friday for a two weeks visit in
Newton, Mass.
Mrs. Willard Chapin Jr., daugh
ters Lucille and Jacqueline are
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guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Morion.
Mrs. Verna Lyford daughter Dor
othy and son Douglas of Dover Fox.
croft are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ab
bott Martin.
Mr. and Mrs Horatio Torfasson,
daughters Barbara and Lucy and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tolfasson
were guests Tuesday of Mr. and
Mrs. George Gray.
Mrs. Grace Dupont of Everett,
Mass., who visited Mrs. Wilfred
Nickerson, has returned home.
The Cemetery Committee will
hold a cake sale at the office of the
Light and Power Co , Aug. 26 at
2 p. m.
Rev. C D. Wentworth, district
superintendent of the Augusta Dis
trict of Methodist Churches, will
preach at 11 o’clock at Union
Church next Sunday in the absence
of the pastor, Rev Lola A White.
There will be special music by the
choir.

FRIENDSHIP
The Methodist Church interior
decorating committee will meet
Saturday at 10 a. in., with Arthur
Jacqmin, interior decorator, of
Lewiston, at the church auditorium
at which time color arrangements
will be presented The Ladies' Aid
will hold a cooked lood sale on Miss
Nellie Davis's lawn. Saturday aft
ernoon. Austin Miller who lias been
spending the Summer on Davis
Point will sing again at the church,
Sunday morning. His solos will be
"The Lord’s Prayer" by Mallote
and "Love Divine" by Franz Liszt.

Antonia is a feminine personal
name of Latin origin signifying in
estimable.

Azar is a masculine personal
name of Hebrew origin signifying
help.

Recipe for Iced Tea
Make tea exactly as usual . . . While still hot
pour into glasses filled with cracked ice . . .
Add sugar and lemon to taste . . .

SALADA

FF

TEA

30

4JL

Wisconsin Looks Backward
Over Its First 100 Years
Wisconsin is celebrating its first
100 years in the union. Although
May 29, 1848, was the formal date
ot Wisconsin’s admission to state
hood, the story of this northern
midwest region covers more time
Robert Sheret of White River
before than after the event, notes Junction, Vermont, is a topnotch
the National Geographic society.
sign painter today in business for
White men opened the first chap, himself but it took a war and a
ter more than 200 years earlier. In German "burp-gun” to convert
a sense it was opened by mistake. him from a drug store clerk.
German SS
For Jean Nicolet, sent exploring in
troops riddled
1634 by Governor Champlain of his lower body it,,
New France, hoped to find the with bullets W
Orient beyond Lake Huron. So op near Halle,
timistic was Nicolet that he car Germany and
ried a magnificent Chinese robe his body still
when he beached his birch-bark contains bits of
canoe on the Green Bay shore of metal from this
“burp-gun”
what is now Wisconsin.
He
The descendants of the early In riddling.
has also suffer
dian inhabitants who disappointed ed the shorten
Nicolet are still an important fac ing of his right
tor in present-day Wisconsin's col leg by three ‘ Robert'sheret
*or and personality. Numerous bur inches.
But 1 mse he has had the
ial mounds and other evidences of
much older civilizations also may courage > overcome a serious
be seen by the inquiring centennial handicap and succeed in a new
field of endeavor, Sheret has been
visitor at such prehistoric sites as
selected by the Disabled American
that at Aztalan.
Veterans as its "Hero of the
After the French and Indian war,
Month.”
the British took over from France,
The selection is part of a na
to be succeeded a few decades
tional program to honor each
later by the then fledgling United month a seriously disabled veter
States, newly independent. It was an who has successfully rehabili
not until 1836 that Wisconsin Terri- ; tated himself.
Sheret left a drug store in Fall
tory was created. As a state it was
River, Massachusetts, in 1942 to
the last to be cut from the old
embark for Worjd War II service
Northwest Territory.
with the 1st Infantry Division,
Company E, 18th Regiment.
Big Game Count Reveals
He suffered his disabilities
when his company encountered
Increase of 25 Per Cent
the German SS tioous near Ilalle.
Big game in the United States
has increased about 25 per cent in
a period of three years, according
to the U. S. fish and wildlife ser than 6,500,000 vehicles, private and
vice. A recently completed tabula for hire, take care of this business.
tion of figures received from feder Last year, according to the public
al, state and private agencies re roads administration, these trucks
veals an estimated population of rolled up a total of 86 billion ton
all animals classified as big game miles for 1946. This covers inter
as 8.240,000 in 1946, compared with city haulage only. Local cartage
within city limits probably adds
6,598,422 animals in 1943.
These estimates, the service another 20 billion ton miles. Trucks
points out, cannot be considered as give employment to more than 5’a
absolutely accurate because big million men—4.7 million of them
game animals are difficult to count directly as drivers and employees
even under ideal conditions and on of trucking concerns. There are
small areas. The estimates or 24.000 commercial fleets of eight
counts are made while animals are trucks or more, and some 4,000
on their winter range, although for companies haul furniture alone.
a few species it has been found bet
Porcupine Damage to Forests
ter to wait until early spring.
Porcupines have been blamed
A majority of the big game in for much damage to forest trees.
this country is found on state and In a case study on the Kavvishiwi
private lands, the survey reveals. experimental forest in northeast
Of the total, 67 per cent were ern Minnesota, it was estimated
found in such areas. The national that 36 porcupines caused damage
forests hold 28 per cent, the graz amounting to $16.94 annually to 109
ing districts 3 per cent, national jack pine trees, or an average of
parks 1 per cent, Indian reserva 47 cents per porcupine. In addition
tions 1 per cent and less than 1 to jack pine, tree species most
per cent on fish and wildlife ser commonly damaged are tamarack,
vice refuges.
white pine, sugar maple, yellow
Leading all states in big game
populations in 1946 is Michigan
with 880,600 animals, nearly all of
which were deer. Next in line was
Wisconsin with 795.600, while Penn

sylvania with 679,600 was third.
Trucking Now Big Business
Trucking is one of the biggest in

A GIFT

That’s Worth Giving

Is Worth Being

dustries in America today. More

GIFT WRAPPED

WHAT PLUMP,

SUMMER SCHEDULE

Visit the Distinctive

TENDER FRANKS

VINALHAVEN

Island Gift Shop

MAN!

...THE BEST
I EVER TASTED!

PORT DISTRICT
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY, E. D. T.
Starting June 1 to October 1

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

7.00 A. M.
8.30 A. M.

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Kurkland,

1.00 P. M.
2.30 P. M.

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

4.15 P.M.
5.30 P. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arri ve Vinalhaven,

7.45 A. IML
9.00 A. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

9.30 A. M.
11.00 A. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

3.30 P. M.
5.00 P. M.

Today he has to wear specially
built orthopedic shoes to compen
sate for his shortened right leg.
Following a long period of hos
pitalization, Sheret enrolled in a
vocational training course under
Public Law 16, the disabled vet
erans law, and for a year studied
sign painting.
His program called for an ad
ditional two years on - the - job
training but because of his excep
tional ability he was awarded spe
cial rehabilitation by the Veter
ans Administration after complet
ing six months of the field train
ing.
Sheret has established his own
general sign business in White
River Junction and has a thriving
business. He expects to hire an
additional man to handle the vol
ume of work.
The disabled veteran is mar
ried to the former Clare Stone of
Hartford, Vermont, and as this
selection is announced, the Sheret's are probably parents of a
little Sheret.
Sheret was awarded the Combat
Infantry Badge, Purple Heart,
ETO Campaign Ribbon with two
battle stars and other awards.
He attributes his rehabilitation
to the counselling and assistance
of the DAV of which he is a life
member and the cooperation of
the Veterans Administration.
In his spare time, Sheret is
building a five room home in
Hartford which he hopes to have

tored Sunday to China Lake and of Needham, Mass., and Mrs. Mel
WEST WALDOBORO
Jack Mill, of Calilorfiia is spend- called on Mr. and Mrs. Herbert ville Rowe and two sons of Salem,
*
! Mass.
ing his vacation with his parents, Lockart.
i
Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Sheffield,
Mrs. Alfred Waltz of Gross Neck,
Mr, and Mrs. Byron Mills.
Mrs. Viola Kuhn and guests, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goetz and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Carter of
Vera Whittmore and Mrs Oscar
daughter Beverly of Grand Rapids, Friendship, Evelyn Winslow of Win.
Demuth, spent Monday evening
throp
and
Philip
Palmer
of
WaldoMich., are visiting her parents, Mr.
, boro were visitors Sunday at the with Mr. and Mrs. George Stewart
and Mrs. Alton Creamer.
at their cottage in Ash Point.
' home cf Stanley Waltz.
Dewey and Teddy Chase returned
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Genthner,
Edw. McGrath is in charge of
to Chamberlain Sunday after
Jr. motored Sunday to Bar Harbor.
i
the
masonry
at
tlie
Waldoboro
sending a week with their grand
A Swedish firm will supply India
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Win- locker plant.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen with prefabricated one room tents
chenbach.
Mrs. Mclly David of Attleboro. bach and Mrs. Stanley Waltz were of a special kind of hard board un
Mass., is spending her vacation at in Augusta and Winthrop last affected by water, while ants or
Thursday.
lire, to supplement the Govern
her home here.
Mrs. Frank Coombs of Damari ments housing program.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Osgood of
Salem, Mass., passed the week-end scotta Mills, Pelham Creamer of
Turkey is now working on an 18,with Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bid- : Boston. Blanche Dcdge and Mrs.
000
mile road-building program aid
1 Laura Vansalette of Worcester,
well.
ed by American capitol, knowhow
'
were
dinner
guests
Thursday
of
Mrs. Arnold Standish spent the
and machinery.
week-end in Lynn, Mass. She was Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield and
accompanied home by Helen John j Mrs. Viola Kuhn
Classified ad writers are getting
son, who will spend two weeks at
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Stanley a real break in The Courier-Ga
the Stanndish home.
of Monhegan were callers Saturday zette. The small, hard-to-read type
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Simmons on Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen has been replaced with big, bold
and daughter of St. George, called bach.
easily read letters, even more ef
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bidwell fective than before No increase in
Winchenbach.
entertained Mondayt Mr. and Mrs price t ither, 50 cents for once, three
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hilton mo Harold E. Nichols, and sen Fester I times fcr a dollar.
70-85

Millbrook Beverages

completed this summer.

Save on the High Quality Puie Warm Weather
Thirst Quenchers - Made of Choicest Flavorings
and Ultra Violet Ray Sterilized for Your Protection.

birch ahd red pine. A single ani
mal may cause considerable dam .
age when it works a long time in j
one location. Areas well supplied
with natural dens, such as are pro
vided by overhanging rock ledges
or windthrown trees, appear to
harbor the greatest populations.
Punch and Judy, Ancient Idea
There were Charlie McCarthys
years before Christ. Archaeologists
confirm this. Xenophon, for ex
ample, introduces a wealthy pup
pet player of Syracuse, who brags: j
"Many come to lock at my puppets
because there are so many fools
about.” Cleopatra's son, the king
of Syria, was fascinated by such
marionettes. So much so that he
lost the esteem of the people. In
the 14th century, Europe's puppet
theaters delighted royalty and
commoners alike. Leonardo da
Vinci was highly interested in
mechanized puppets.
FM—Radio At Its Very Best

To the technically-minded. FM
means frequency modulation. But
to the millions who turn their ra
dios on for pure enjoyment, FM
means broadcasting without static,
radio without noise. FM brings to
radio a realism and clarity of tone
that has never been approached by
standard AM broadcasting. Sounds
that are made in a radio studio, or
concert hall, or wherever the pro
gram is coming from, reach the
listener exactly as they arc when
made. There is no distortion, no
Interference or noise to mar the
real sound.

New Zealand is seeking a way
VINALHAVEN, MAINE
58-tf I to harness its famed thermal en
ergy to turn turbiness.

Ginger Ale and

Other Popular Flavors
Tor th« Contents

v\%S\
= Better Meat Values = Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Bone in

Heavy Western Corn Fed Steer Beet

Fresh Plump Young 1949 Crop - New Arrivals

PEACHES
*3.29
4 LBS 29c

Turkeys
Young, Tender. Meaty

Broilers

or Fryers

Fresh Fowl

Juicy California Bartlett

Pears

Mild Sugar Cuted - Whole or Either Half

Cooked Hams

NATIVE

COLONIAL MASTER . 15% Lass Wssla

California Sweet Juicy Valencia * Juice Size

Lean, Meaty - Regular Style

Oranges

Shoulders
Fresh Ground lean Beef

NATIVE

Hamburg

Sliced Bacon

CLEARANCE
BIG SAVINGS ON NEEDED MERCHANDISE

Deflation has hit these prices1 Not just small savinqs-BIG SAVINGS —
up to 50'/’ on some items — come in and SAVE!

nMUUWIK

NATIVE

or MINCED
HAM

Lb

55c

fresh caught
DRESSED AS DESIRED

LB

SWORDFISH
FBE^*|An
OCEAN
HADDOCK FILLETS
FRESH

lb

19c
65c

42-45pl/46-tf Inside

ner-Quality” meat! Tender beef and juicy
pork! Buy them in the package marked
SWIFT’S PREMIUM FRANKS. That way
you’re always sure to get the same high qual
ity and delicious flavor.

SUMMER SCHEDULE

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

Starting June 6th
Daily Except Sunday E. D. T.

Look for your dealer’s special display of Swift's

Premium Franks in the flavor-protecting package

Leave North Haven
Arrive Rockland

6.30 A. M.
7.45 A. M.

Leave North Haven
Arrive Rockland

12.15 P. M.
1.30 P. M.

9.00 A. M.
Leave Rockland
10.15 A. M.
Arrive North Haven
Or Arrival New York Train
Leave Rockland
3.30 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
4.45 P. M.
Or Arrival 2.35 P. M. Train

Lily Cup Dispenser with 200 cups, rerj. 1.95
Now.............................................. $1.49
Stainless Steel Saucepans, reg. 3.00. Now .. $2.19
All Metal Coffee Maker, reg. 3.95. Now . $2.98
Enamel Clam Steamer, was 5.95. Now .... $4.19
Croquet Sets .......................... Now i/2 Price
Adjustable Bed Stand, was 5.50. Now .... $3.98
Cast Aluminum Tea Kettle, reg. 4.95. Now . $2.95
Jim Dandy Alcohol Torches................... J/4 Off
Half Hatchets, were 2.35. Now ............ $1.79
10” Wescott Wrench, was 2.15. Now....... $1.59
Leather Punch, reg. 1.75. Now............... $1.39
Trout and Salmon Flies, were 75c. Now.......... 50
Canoe Paddles, were 3.75. Now............. $2.69
Archery Sets.................................... 1-3 Off
Electric Motors.................................. i/4 Off
Chemical Toilets, reg. 16.50. Now........ $12.95
10 Quart Can Motor Oil. reg. 2.49. Now ... $1.98
35 Pound Yachtsman’s Anchor, reg. 21.00.
Now............................................ $16.50

Leave North Haven at 3.45 P. M.
Arriving Rockland at 5.00 P. M.

Made FRESH DAILY in Swift’s kitchens

from Coast to Coast!

June 26th to September 11th extra
trip from North Haven every Satur
day P. M. Leaving North Haven
at 6.00 P. AL Arriving Rockland
7.15 P. AL
(Subject to change without notice)
Pl 44-47/48-tf inside j

Lettuce
NATIVE

Crisp Pa,cal

Celery
NATIVE

Bunch

19C

Fiim Tender

2Bh’17c

Canned Food Values - All Recently Reduced
AMERICAN FANCY

SJf 10c Crabmeat

Tomatoes

19 oi

Tomatoes

CANS

Baked Beans

2

CANS

RICHMOND - SLICED OR HALVES

CHOICE NORTHWEST HALVES

Pears

can*

FINAST OVEN BAKED

RICHMOND CHOICE RED

29 oi
CAN

f,nast

YOR GARDEN FANCY HALVES

Peaches

CAN

FINAST SLICED OR HALVES - IN HEAVY SYRUP
29 ot
CAN

Pears

Peaches

CAN

RICHMOND WHOLE UNPEELED

FANCY SOLID PACK

29 oi
CAN

Apricots

White Tuna
BROOKSIDE GRADE A

FRESH EGGS

Brookside Ice Cream
RICH, CREAMY, SMOOTH
ALL POPULAR FLAVORS

25c

pkg

ALL FROM NEARBY FARMS

Pullet Size Aie the
Best Buy Today on
Basis of Weight

DOZ

45c

LOAF CHEESE
Sliced - White,
Coloied or Pimento
Cello Wrapped

LB

ARMOUR'S
TREET
WITH TENDER
BEEF ADDED

I2oi
CAN

41c

43c

MAKE A BLUEBERRY PIE
SO QUICK AND EASY!

One Pie Blueberries
15 oi
CAN 29c
FINAST
Pie Crust FLAKY 2 PKGS 29c

NEW 1949
MAINE PACK

BUTTERSCOTCH OR CHOCOLATE

Lincoln Sundae Toppings

ARMOUR'S
CHOPPED HAM
A PURE PORK
PRODUCT

12 oi
CAN

49c

‘As* 17c

FINASr FRESH MADE

MAYONNAISE
33c
pi
JAR 59c

DELICIOUS
IN SALADS
AND
SANDWICHES

jatr

SUNSHINE

STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 26, TO
SEPTEMBER 11, INCLUSIVE

Will run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.30 A. M. Arriving North
Haven at 9.45 A. M.

Iceberg - Firm Heads

on- Carrots

STANDARD RED RIPE

On Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip leaving Rockland at 2.15 P. M.
Saturdays, leave Vinalhaven at 5.30
P. M.
STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE It
Will run Sundays. Leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M. Arriving Vinal
haven 10.15 A. NL
Leave Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M. Ar
riving Rockland 5.00 P. M.
Leave Rockland 5.15 P. M. Arriv
ing Vinalhaven 6.45 P. M.
'Subject to change without notice)
R. L. Brown, Mgr.

Firm Red

Cucumbers

OCEAN FRESH SEA FOODS =

HAnnofk

Bag

NATIVE Firm Green

Fancy Skinless - Sure to Be Tender

Bologna

5

Tomatoes

Lean, Rindless, Sugar Cured

De icious for Picnic Sandwiches

.

Mclntoih

Apples

Shoulders

Frankfurts
AUGUST

ah

BUSHEL BASKET

Large Meaty Plump Birds

SMOKED*

VIRGINA FREESTONE ELBERTA

Lb 59c

Chuck Roast

KRISPY CRACKERS

ARMOUR'S
CORNED
BEEF
HASH

mel

HARDWARE
★
APPLIANCES
ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 1574

SPORTING GOODS

509 MAIN ST.,

16 oz

CAN

35c

ARMOUR'S
DEVILED MEAT
DELICIOUS
SANDWICH
SPREAD

5*4 oi

CAN

pkg

27c

EDUCATOR

KREMOX COOKIES

15c

8p1g

23c

ni.M Prices Effective et Rnl Netionel Seff-Service Sup., Merkets w This Yieinhv — Subiect to Mark., Ch.nqes

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

Fag« sir

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
nr telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

Miss Kathleen Libby is guest of
Mrs. Donal Thompson in Bangor
for a few days.
Mrs. Susie Newbert entertained
the Busy Eight Club recently at
Mrs. Arlene Kinney's cottage,
Caddy Cove. Miss Annie Bunker
was a special guest.
Mrs. Lura Libby entertained at
luncheon recently in honor of Mrs.
Alice Larsen 'Alice Collamorei of
New York. Guests were Mrs. Sara
Montgomery, Mrs. Lenora Davis.
Miss Rebecca Robertson and Mrs.
Ada Beattie.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Palmer and
son Ralph have returned to Low
ell, M^ss.. after visiting Mrs.
Palmer s sister, Mr. Newall Mc
Lain.
Michael and Roberta Mayo are
visiting tlyeir grandparents, Mi.
and Mrs. Barclay Burgess in Ells
worth.
Chester Spear has returned to
Lisbon Palls, having been called
here by the death of his brother.
Ernest Spear.
Miss Janet Henry left Aug. 18
for Okinawa where she will teach
the American children.
Mr. and M:
Kenm th Feyler
and son Kenneth and Richard
Stone were guests Saturday of
Mr. and Mrs William Hernas in
Lynn. Mass. They attended the

night game at Braves Field. Mrs.
Hernas is the former Virginia Bra
zier of this town.
Miss Myrtle Haskell of Camden
and Mrs. Alton French cf Lincoln
ville Beach attended the funeral
Tuesday of Ernest Spear.
Andy Ccffey of Ash Point, Henry
Day of Rockland, Llewellyn Baines
and Guy Robbins attended the ball
games Wednesday at Braves Field,
Boston.
Herbert Newbert entertained 20
guests Sunday at his cottage at
Jefferson Lake Special guests were
Mr and Mrs. Richard Bucklin and
children Joan and Fred of Buffalo.
Rev. Guy Mark of Barre. Vt., will
be the speaker Sunday at the Bap
tist Church. The Subject will be
"What Is Your Philosophy of Life?"
Mrs. Carl Gray will be the evening
speaker.
Mass will be celebrated Sunday
at 9 a m. at St. James Catholic
Church.
Services will be held Sunday at
| 8 a. m. at St. John s Episcopal
Church.
Ernest A. Spear
Funeral services were held Tues

Frances Hastings Spear. He had ;
resided here the past 20 years and
had been employed at the Georges
River Woolen Mill, Warren, previ
ous to which he was engaged in
the giocery business six years at
the. Cullen store. Main street. La
ter he operated a fish business.
Surviving are his widow, Sadie
Jones Spear; two sons, Hazen and
Palmer; three brothers, Clarence
Spear of Warren Harry Spear of
Camden and Chester Spear of
Lisbon Falls.
Rev H. F. Leach officiated at the j
services.
Interment was in the
Village Cemetery.
Bearers were
Frank Cochran, Clinton Kelley.
H rbert Mei rill and Robert Watts.

CAMDEN
& & & si
» HBU9N M RICH
Correspondent

National School Commission Picks
DuPont Executive As Staff Director

o o o

New York, N. Y —Henry Toy Jr.,
35, Du Pont Company Executive and
founder of the Council for Delaware
Education, has been appointed
Miss Ina Allen of Nutley, N J., Executive Director of the new Na
has been the guest of Miss Alice tional Citizens Commission for the
Public Schools. Roy E. Larsen,
Hansen this week.
president of Time Inc. and chair
Mrs. Joycelyn Christie and son' man of the Commission, announced
John have returned from Portage recently.
"As a businessman who realizes
Lake where they have been during
the vital importance of the public
August.
schools Io each community as well
Miss Bernice Payson was winner as to the nation, Mr. Toy has been
largely responsible for the dramatic
of first prize at the weekly Grange success of the Council for Dela
whist party Saturday night; Mrs. ware Education In helping citizens
Mae Spear of Rockport won the to improve the public schools in
communities throughout Delaware,"
Nutritionist Recommends
second prize; and Mrs. Nellie Pay- Mr. Larsen said.
Egg a Day for Everybody
on of Rockport, the consolation.
"In his capacity as Executive
Eggs are among our most versa
Director of our Commission he will
Prof,
R.
Stanley
Thomson
of
tile foods, for they may be combin
be able to give all his time and the
ed with every kind of food. They Troy, N. Y., was guest speaker full benefit of his experience to j
may be used in vegetables, sand at the Rotary Club at the Yacht implementing the program outlined
wiches, beverages, salads, breads, Club Prof. Thomson spoke on in by our members. According to part
desserts, salad dressings and ternational affairs. Out of town of this program the Commission
will act as a clearing house of in
sauces. And, of course, eggs for
formation to enable one group of
breakfast is an old American cus visitors were Bert McLoon. Bert citizens endeavoring to Improve
HENRY TOY JR.
tom as popular as turkey for Blodgett, Ed Glover of Rockland; their local public schools to profit
Donald E. Lewis of Belfast; Angus from the experience of others. Mr. of Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
Thanksgiving.
It is good meal planning to in L. Beck of New Rochelle, N. Y„ Toy will also assist us In carrying treasurer, and Leo Perils, director
clude an egg for each member of Charles G Hubbard. Smithport out many other projects which we of the National CIO Community
the family in each day's meals, Pa., Warren W. Oliber, Newton, are planning to help encourage the Services Committee, secretary.
The Council for Delaware Educa
broad public interest in the public
says Miss Josephine Flory, Mis
which Mr. Toy headed for two
souri university extension nutri Mass, Harry P. Forte, Boston; Fred, schools which we believe is neces tion,
a half years after founding lt
Conn., David sary to solve the many extremely and
tionist. Eggs are a good building Crockett, Bristol,
serious ^problems which confront In November of 1946, ls a dramatic
food, as well as a good protective Crockett the guest of his brother the schools today."
Illustration of what a group of de
food. Along with meat and milk Fred and Charles Lord, the guest of
The National Citizens Commis termined citizens can do for their
they are a source of high quality Harold Nash.
sion for the Public Schools Is com schools. It has been Instrumental
day from Davis Funeral Home for protein necessary for
life and
posed exclusively of laymen, many in achieving many far-reaching
The annual meeting of the Com of them outstanding in business, school Improvements in Dela
Ernest A. Spear. 69. who died sud growth.
Egg yolk is an excellent source munity Hospital was held Monday labor, law and publishing. It was ware. These Include Increases in
denly Sunday in Rockland
salaries, appropriations
of
iron of the kind needed for red and these officers and directors formed last May to work for con teachers
Mr. Spear was born in Warren
certed action by citizens in their for the construction of new school
blood.
And
both
egg
white
and
egg
were elected: President, Vernon own communities. The group has buildings, wide-spread legislative
Aug 29. 1880, son of Webster and
yolk are rich in riboflavin needed
received initial financial support changes for the benefit of the
for general health and a clear skin. Packard, vice president, Gilbert from the Carnegie Corporation and schools, and an upsurge In public
Harmon;
treasurer,
Bessie
Bowers
Vitamin A, found in abundance in
the General, Education Board. Its Interest In the schools which has
egg yolk, helps keep eyes healthy and secretary, Elmer Joyce Direct officers are, besides Mr. Larsen: been reflected In a greatly' in
and builds up resistance to colds. ors elected to serve two years: E. J. James F. Brownlee, former deputy creased number of voters turning
director of the OPA, vice-chair out for elections affecting the
Cornelius, Gilbert Harmon, A. B. man:
Origin of Lens Unknown
John A. Stevenson, oresident schnnlft.
The lens has proved a mighty Stevenson, Jr., and Elmer Joyce;
boon to mankind, yet little is one year term: Mrs Chauncey Hamblin, Jr., veterans institutional
C rrr.ont Industry Stresses
known of the original inventors. Borland, Smith Ferguson and Rus. on farm training.
The Chinese claim to have used sell Hall.
Importance of Eye Health
Grade School, Knowlton street:
~ ONLY THREE MORE DAYS left to shop at
ground brown stones, called "tea
Garment industry, which em
Slate of Teachers
Mary S. Taylor, Principal mathe
stones’* because of their color,
this GREAT SALE. Why not join the Hundreds of
ploys 165,000 people is concentrat
fastened over their ears with silken
Two new elementary-school teach matics. 7th and 8th grades; Eva M.
Thrifty Shoppers who have attended this Sale and
cords. But there is no evidence to ers will begin their duties with the Rideout, 7th and 8th English; Mar. ed largely in the New York area.
In 1944 the joint board of dress
show whether they were an aid to
get your share of the many BARGAINS we are
eyesight or just decoration, notes opening of the Fall term. They are garet B. Ford, 7th and 8th Read makers negotiated an agreement
ottering.
the Better Vision institute. Nero is Mrs. Dorothy Trask Spear of Rock, ing, Spelling, Science; Cordelia S. whereby the employers contributed
said to have watched the bloody land who will fill the vacancy in Barnard, 7th and 8th Social Stud three and one-half per cent of the
MEN’S WORK SHOES. 3.95 value. Now .. $2.95
spectacles
in
the
colosseum the third grade left by the resig ies; Mrs. Hazel Peabody, Grade 6; payroll for an employee health and
through an enormous, polished em nation of Mrs. Louise Means, and Mrs. Phyllis L. Monroe, 6th; Mrs. recreation plan.
The eyesight conservation pro
MEN’S ALL WOOL JACKETS. 9.95 val. Now $7.49
erald. Julius Caesar considered the
Mrs. Hazel Young Peabody who will Winnifred Barbour, Grade 5; Mrs. gram was recommended as a
use of "burning glasses” to set fire
BOYS’ ALL WOOL JACKETS. 7.50 val. Now $5.95
to an enemy fleet. But Pliny, the replace Mrs Sara Young, retired, Evelyn Bailey, Grade 4; Mrs. Dor health aid since this is an industry
great Roman historian, described in the sixth grade. Mrs. Spear is a othy Spear, Grade 3; Marjorie where vision is an important fac
All MEN'S and BOYS’ PANTS Marked Down To
them as gloves of glass filled with three-year graduate of Gorham Steen Grade 2; Mrs. Doris Frye tor and a majority of the workers
water. It was not until the 13th cen- State Teachers College with teach Grade 1; Marion Spurling, Kinder do prolonged and close eye work.
Rock Bottom Prices
A visual survey of the workers
1 tury that an Italian monk named ing experience in South Berwick. garten-Primary;
Mrs.
Joycelyn in the industry was made by the
Men’s and Boys’ DRESS SHIRTS at Bargain Prices!
Salvino d' Armati was credited
Mrs. Peabody is a graduate of Christie, Remedial Reading; Mrs. union health center. And indivi
with the invention of eyeglasses.
MEN’S BLUE CHAMBRAY WORK SHIRTS
Farmington State Teachers College. Ruth T. Collemer, Music Elm duals not passing the test pro
Wine-making is one of the most For the past three years she has street school: T. Lucine Arau, cedure were referred to the health
(sanforized) a Real Bargain at $1.35
center eyesight specialist for ex
nnoprtant industries in Spain.
taught in Lincoln Grammar School Principal, Grade 5; Mrs. Laura D, amination and recommendation as
20% Discount on All Rubber and Tennis Shoes
Augusta, where she also coached Smart, Grade 4; Mrs. Mina Board- to treatment or fitting of glasses.
Now is the time to get youngsters ready for school
the junior high girls in soft ball man. Grade 3; Pearl Walden, Grade
The plan was set up to provide
at Real Saving Prices!
and basket ball.
2; Mrs Louise Dyer. Grade 1, examinations every two years with
The entire list of teachers: High Marion
Spurling, Kindergarten- replacement of lenses as necessary
SALE POSITIVELY ENDS SAT. NIGHT. AUG. 27
and the supply of new frames
School: Carleton P Wood, Princi Primary.
every three years.
No sales final; you must be satisfied or money
pal and Science teacher; Bernard
Lindon S. Christie is Superin
Immediately after the program
A. LeBarge. Mathematics; Helen G. tendent; Mrs. Luella K. Hennings, was started the health center was
. . .
cheerfully refunded
McCobb, economics, civics; G. Lor- secretary; Lawrence M. Dailey, swamped with patients. It has
imer Walker, science, math; Ethel physical education supervisor; Reba reached an operating rate of 1,500
G. Oliver English, dramatics, pub M Willey, art supervisor; Mrs. eye examinations a month and
supplies 850 sets of eyeglasses a
lic speaking; Milford A. Payson. Muriel la Barge, school nurse.
month.
French, English, Jr Bus. Trg;
90 MAIN ST., THOMASTON. ME. TEL. 345-3
Five-Million-Pound Fund
Bertha S. Clason, Latin, history;
Preserving Foods with Electrons
Anna J. Keating, English, world
Under the supervision of two To Spur British Invention
!
history; Elcey Sawyer, commercial; Berlin-born scientists who escaped
Inventors in Britain are to be en
Roger D. Calderwood, vocal and in Germany before the war and are couraged by a five-million-pound
DON'T FORGET A
strumental music; Stanley Frye, naturalized American citizens now, ($20,000.0001 fund that will protect
preserving experiments have been
industrial arts; Herbert S. Achorn, made for the past two years with them from having their patents
machine shop; Lester Shibles, a wide variety of materials rang wasted or used by other countries.
We have Metal Kits equipped
Under this scheme, inventors
Clifton
H. Robbins and Joseph A ing from fresh meats, cheese, eggs,
with Thermos Bottles
fruits vegetables and spices to sul will be able to take their ideas to
fa drugs and novocain. Dr. Arno a national research development
Brasch, co-inventor of the capaci- corporation. This examining board
tron, and Dr. Wolfgang Huber, his can put up the money to finance
chief associate, have found that the best ideas on its borrowing
PLAYING TODAY
many of the items if treated can powers of five million pounds.
The inventor's corporation will
“INTERMEZZO'
be
preserved indefinitely without
MAIN ST..
TEL. 20
INGRID BERGMAN
causing any apparent change in have two aims; to develop inven
THOMASTON. ME.
their form. The capacitron is a tions that result from public re
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
cousin of the cyclotron, the betra- search, and exploit worthwhile dis
Wallace Beery, Marjorie Main
ton and other nuclear accelerators. coveries that can find no commer
cial backing or are being wasted.
‘ BIG JACK CURLEY"
The new method will protect in
Cinecolor
ventors of such notable British de
T ELEPHONE
892
velopments as radar, penicillin,
sulfa drugs, jet-propulsion, and a
AIR COOLED
host of inventions connected with
Britain’s main industries — engi
■ Rockland
TODAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
neering, textiles, pottery, shipbuild
ing and so on.
You’ll say it's got every
ENDS TODAY
Inventors can be sure of getting
paid the full value of their ideas.
thing that made “Meet Me
FRIDAY NIGHT, AUG. 26 Acting
as middleman, the corpor
The Double Feature
7 o’clock
In St. Louis’’ so good . . ,
ation will collect all royalties and
That Couldn't Happen!
pass the rewards on to the inven
tors.
Maureen O'Hara, Melvyn Douglas
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
■m. 3914

RICHARDSON’S
GREAT SALE!

RICHARDSON’S

LUNCH BOX

$2.49
STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.

CAMDEN THEATRE

STRAND

PAR IifW*

RUMMAGE
SALE

Clark Island School

“A WOMAN’S SECRET”

Bill Lundigan, Virginia Bruce

"STATE DEPARTMENT”
STARTS TOMORROW

DANCE SAT. NITE
AT

OAKLAND PARK

JUDY GARLAND
VAN JOHNSON

• 64" high, 33” wide, 31” deep

fall in love

(approx.I

•
•
•
•

Holds up to 32 garments.
Wood reinforced for extra strength.
Wood-framed, metal-hinged door.
Sturdy, spacious hat shelf.

IN THE
GOOD OLD
SUMMERTIME’

Shop today while they last/

BURPEE
FURNITURE COMPANY
361 MAIN ST.,

ROCKI AND, ME.,

TEL. 1520

(5000 old M-G-**'

STJOHH

JACK INGRAM-STEVE RAINES
CHUCK CASON • DON HARVEY

/

NEWS

G.EAtST OUTLAW

[

-a
■M.enooLiNSff1

i

MRE. LOUISE GAMMON

Mrs. Louise Gammon died at her
home in Norway Tuesday at the
age of 93. Funeral services will be
held today at 2 o'clock at the Meth
odist church in Norway
Mrs. Gammon will be remembered
with strong affection by the mem
bers of Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church during the pastorate of the
late Rev. Charles E. Brooks. As
the mother of Mrs Brooks she was
active in church affairs and loved
by all with whom she came in con
tact.
Following the death of Mr.
Brooks in Old Orchard in February
Mrs. Brooks and her mother re
turned to their old home in Nor
way. Mrs Gammon had been a
bed patient for 8 years and during
this time she had created number
less crocheted pieces of unusual
beauty.

Expansion and Improvements in
the steel industry completed in the
past year or now scheduled for
completion in 1948 and 1949 will
add nearly five million tons to the
steel ingot capacity, which the
country had January 1, 1947, lt is
announced by American Iron and
Steel institute.
The increase represents one of
the greatest peacetime expansions
in the history of the industry. On
completion of scheduled additions,
steel capacity will exceed the war
time peak.
During the past year alone steel
Peanuts aa Cash Crop
ingot capacity in the United States
Peanuts have moved up to third
has increased by almost three mil
lion tons to a total of 94,233,640 place among cotton belt ca»h
ton«. Two million more tons of crops. In the last 35 years com
new capacity are planned for com mercial production of thia crop ha»
increased sixfold. Peanut hay novi
pletion during this and next year.
Steel company plans indicate a runs to nearly one and one-halt
further increase in blast furnace million tons a year. A million
capacity of 2,924,000 tons this year, acres are grazed by hogs. There
and an additional 476,000 tong is was a rapid expansion In peanuts
planned for 1949. Coke oven ca in both World Wars. During the
pacity has been increased to a first war production almost tripled.
record high level and further In This expansion was encouraged by
creases arc scheduled through boll-weevil damage in the lower
cotton belt and by enlarged mar
1949.
Major expansions are also tak kets for peanuts. During the sec
ing place in capacity to produce ond war production again went up
finished
products,
particularly rapidly. Along with this rapid in
sheet and strip steel, tubular pro crease in production there have
ducts and others in greatest de been changes in varieties, and
changes, also, In the uses of pea
mand.
nuts.
Benjamin Franklin and Sports

It is not generally known that
Benjamin Franklin, the scientist,
Park Street Lunch Taxi is better
seer and statesman, was also a fitted to serve you than ever Defore
swimmer extraordinary, and the —three cabs at your service. Tel.
earliest American to advocate the
adv. 74-tf
inclusion of athletics as an adjunct 838-R
to the regular curriculum of the
schools. When he was a boy.
Franklin found a little book by a
Frenchman named Thevenot which
described
various
swimming
strokes and gave explicit directions
for their use. Between his self-education in such matters as naviga On the West Shore of the Pond,
tion and Addison's English style,
UNION, MAINE
young Benjamin found time to
CLOSING LABOR DAY
practice Thevenot's strokes until
he could give an expert perform
All Articles Reduced 10%
ance. He delighted in the sport all
Open Saturdays and Sundays
hil life.

Seven Tree Pond
GIFT SHOPPE

Esther Morton

New Zealand fishermen netted a
plane lost in the war.

PICNIC
Sponsored by

Megunticook Fish and Game Association
And

Knox County Fish and Game Association
For Their Members, Families and Friends

SUNDAY AUGUST 28
Snow Bowl, Camden
•Th*75

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

COLLEGE

CLUB

INN

ROUTE ONE, SEARSPORT, ME.
SPECIALIZING IN

Lobster, Steak and Chicken Dinners
Dining Porch Overlooking Penobscot Bay.

57-Th-78

DANCE
SPRUCE HEAD

Every Saturday Night
Admission 50c tax included
MUSIC BY

CAMDEN HILLS THEATRE

HIGH TIDE TEA ROOM
U. S. ROUTE 1,

CAMDEN, MAINE

TELEPHONE 8301

LOBSTER

THIS WEEK—TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
a warm human drama

STEAK

CHICKEN DINNERS

by Sidney Howard

Oklahoma

Jeanne Louise Shalou celebrated
her eighth birthday Monday with a
party at her home on Russell ave
nue. The table decorations were
pink and green. Games were played
and prizes won by Norma Heath,
Debbie Hanna and Jeanne Shalou.
Miss Mary Churchill assisted Mrs.
Madelyn Shalou in serving. Chil
dren attending were: Debbie Hanna,
Shirley Marson, Sue Goodndge,
Sharon Graffam. Greta Norbuck,
Norma Heath, Shirley Marshall,
Martha Churchill, Janice Small,
Betty Sue Shalou and Jeannie
Shalou.
The Try to Help Club will meet
Monday with Mrs. Abbie Sylvester
at the Bohndell homestead.

Telephone Searsport 157

“THE SILVER CORD”

HUNTI

Tel. 9990

MR. AND MRS. E. F. LEWIS, MGRS.

54-Th-tf

MICHAEL WHALEN
NOEL NEILL - ZON MURRAY

Steel Industry Expanded
To Add Five Million Tons

C. A. OHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft

Every Saturday Night

HAVENER’S HOT SHOTS

SUNDAY

S. Z. “Cuddles" SAKALL • SPRING BYINGTON
1 KII IFDNA8D PtnOIIClKM
DONALD DUCK

BILL STETSON’S
DIXIELAND ORCHESTRA

iariiel

ROCKPORT

Yardlights are among the most
useful electrical devices on . the
farm. Such lights provide light for
early morning and late evening
chores, light up the farmyard for
evening visitors, and aid in pre
venting accidents. They also help
keep away human and animal
prowlers.
Effective use of the yardlight
requires switches in a number of
places. One switch can be located
in the house at a convenient point,
such as the kitchen door. Other
switches can be placed in the barn,
milk house, or other farm build
ings where it is necessary to do
chores in early morning or late
evenin'?. It is a good idea to have
a switch at the garage to light up
the vard when coming home at
night.
The conventional way of switch
ing the yard light hai been by
three-way or four-way switches.
These switches require three or
four wires to each. For distances
of more than 50 feet it is necessary
to use No. 8 or heavier wire. In
some cases thia arrangement for
switching the yardlight may be too
expensive.
Recently, controls in the form of
relays have become available for
switching yardlights. Some oper
ate on a 115-volt control circuit
and others have a small trans
former In the circuit to step the
voltage down to 18 or 24 volts.
These devices are sometimes call
er’ • one-wire control system.

SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
54-Th-tf

U. S. ROUTE 1, ROCKPORT

The sweetest story ever set
to SONGS in TECHNICOLOR

A

DANCE

Yardlight Offers Fanner
Many Advantageous Uses

*

From $1.50

Evenings al 8.20 in the Camden Opera House
Reservations Telephone Camden 3083
74-75

57-eoTh-tf
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
Cards have been received in this
City announcing the marriage of
Miss Ruth Frances Haley daughter
of Mrs. Florence Haley Cowie of
Fort Sam Houston, Texas, to Bill
Buerkle, Major U. S Army at
Monmouh, N. J. on Saturday Aug.
Mrs H. V. Tweedie motored to the 13. They will be at home at 15
Miss Faith Melvin has returned
i4>m Belmont, Mass
where she Methodist Camp in Winthrop yes Redbank Manor Redbank, N. J.
has been visiting her aunt and terday where she attended a ses
Dr and Mrs. George Blakesley
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. William C. sion of the Maine Council of Church
of
New York who are guests at the
Ulmer. Miss Melvin was a guest [ Women of which she is a member of
on the radio program at WNAC last I the executive board. Today she is Samoset Hotel spent Monday with
Thursday morning. She received i attending a meeting of the Board Gen. and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord,
j of Evangelism of the Maine Con- Beech street.
many nice gifts.
j ference of the Methodist Church at
Mr. and Mrs. Karl E. O’Brien
Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin left to the camp
went yesterday to Millbridge to be
day by plane from Boston to spend
Mrs. Delia Hallowell of Simmons the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allan F.
two weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles G. Coughlin in Charles- street and her granddaughter, Mrs. Sawyer at their cottage at Jordan’s
| Lawrence Brann, Jr., of Jefferson. Pond.
fab. W. Va.
[ celebrated their 69th and 18th
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ward of ' birthdays respectively last Friday
Mrs. Lena Richardson has re
Staten Island, N. Y. and Mr. and j at a party at the home of Mrs. John turned to Hallowell to spend a
Mrs. John Ward, Jr., and daugh Andrews in Jefferson. The honor week with her brother after a vjsit
ter Lynn, of Baltimore, are spend guests were presented many lovely at the home of Mr and Mrs. Lester
ing a week at the Johanesen cot gifts. The refreshments included Plummer. Mrs. Richardson, whose
tage, Crockett’s Beach,
two birthday cakes. It was also a home is in Philadelphia, has spent
get-to-gether
of four generations, nine months in Maine, visiting in
In view of her marriage this Fall
Delia Hallowell, Southwest Harbor, Thomaston and
a kitchen shower was given Louise including Mrs
Mrs.
Wendell
Jones,
Mrs. Lawrence among old neighbors at Glen Cove.
Kirk by her mother, Mrs. Herbert
Kirk and her sister. Miss Celia Brann, Jr„ and Judith Brann.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Segum (Dauat her home 135 Camden Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. rice Plummer) of Cambridge, Mass,
street. The affair was a complete John Andrews of Jefferson and Mrs. is spending some time with her
surprise and the gifts many and Donald Huntley and son Charles parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plum,
useful. Guests included Mrs. Rich of Rockland
mer, Pleasant sstreet.
ard Kirk. Mrs. Verna Thomas, Mrs
Prof. Charles Bradlee of New
Frank Johnson, Rockport, Mary
Mrs. Robert Fansett of Victoria,
York City was a recent dinner guest
Johnson, Cynthia Wass, Mrs. Doris
British Columbia, Canada, is the
of Mrs. J. A Richan, recalling many
Stanley, Mrs. Leatrice Richards,
guest for several weeks of her sister
of the happy events when he was
Mrs. Rose Blood and daughter Rose
and brother-in-law. Dr. and Mrs.
a teacher in the Rockland schools.
Mary, Hazel Bohn. Marion Carr,
Burton E. Flanders, Lincoln street.
Margaret Mank, Irma Pietila, Wal.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hill of Pitts
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Tousignant
di>boro, Mrs. Edith Candage, Mr field, Mass., have been guests of
are returning to their home in
■j|id Mrs. Bert Keene. Mrs. Lizzie
Mrs. Leona Flint, Franklin street. Melrose, Mass., today after being
McGuire, Mrs. Harriet Tupper,
Mrs. Esther Norvicka, Mrs. Flor
Miss Gloria Esancy, daughter of guests for 10 days cf Mrs. Cleve
ence Havener and Mrs. Fannie Mr. and Mrs. Donald Payson has land Sleeper. Sr., at her Summer
Trask.
returned home from visiting her home at South Thomaston. Mrs.
Tousignant was the former Medora
grandparents in Clinton, Mass.
Thorndike, who lived for many
Mrs. Edward Lancaster of New
Ruth Mayhew Tent will have a years at the Keag.
Britain, Conn., and Boothbay Har
bor was honor guest at a dessert picnic Sunday at the Payson cot
Mrs. Helen Cooper Hunt of
bridge given by Mrs. Kenneth P. tage, Lake Megunticook. All attend
Brunswick is the house guest of
Lord Friday at her home on Beech who can.
Mrs. Charles A. Emery, Pacific
street Prizes were won by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Trask, Jr-, street. Mrs. Hunt and Mrs Emery
OKncaster and Mrs. Dorothy Snow
have returned from a two weeks’ were roommates at Kent’s Hill
with a guest prize for Mrs. Lancas.
vacation in Bath, Portland and at School. Tuesday Mrs. Emery en
ter. Out-of-town guests were Miss
Newfound Lake. Bristol, N. H. In tertained at luncheon and a four
Marion Healey of Sanford. Miss
Bath they were guests of Mr and some in her guests’ honor. Prizes
Madeline Bird of Trenton, N. J.,
Mrs. Alfred Condon, and in Bristol were wen by Mrs. Hunt and Mrs.
and Mrs. Dorothy Snow of Boston.
they were guests of their daughter Maude Stover of Bridgewater, Mass.
For social items m The Courier- and her husband Mr. and Mrs. Other guests were Mrs. Ernest BusGazette, phone 1044. City.
59tf Richard Spear, Pine Grove cottages. well and Mrs. Ray E. Eaton.

Social Matters

SENTER,CRANE'S

Mr and Mrs. George Dressser
Miss Laura Telman of Winches
and two children were recent guests ter, Mass., is visiting Mrs. Fred
of Mrs. J. A. Richan, enroute to Collamore, Camden road.
their home in Hingham, Mass.
Mrs.
Nathaniel
McCaughey,
Mrs. Mae Perry and Miss Enah daughter Sharon and sen Nathaniel,
Orf^ of Lawrence, Mass., were Jr., of El Paso, Texas, have been
week-end guests of their cousins, guests the past week of Mr. and
Misses Alice and Mae Robinson of Mrs. Donald L. Karl, Granite street.
Lawrence, Mass., at their Summer Miss Ella McCaughey, R. N„ sister
home at Newcastle.
of Mrs. Karl has taken the latter’s
son, John Billingtcn. to Boston for
Mrs. Harvey Crowley is a patient
medical treatmet.
at Mercy Hospital. Portland and
would appreciate hearing from
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W Hudson
friends.
have bought the Sheldon house, 56
Masonic street, from Mr. and Mrs
John A. Perry entertained at
Edwin Witham and will occupy it
supper and a showing of colored
in the near future.
slides Monday night at his home
on Grace street. Guests were Mr.
The Ambassadors
for Christ,
and Mrs. John Flint, New York young people's organization of the
City, Miss Enah Orff, Lawrence, First Baptist Church, held a pic
Mass., Miss Betty Stetson, Camden, nic Friday night at the cottage
Miss Mary Johnson. Mrs. Edna of Rev. and Mrs. Richard W. Gray
Johnson, Mrs. Mae Perry and Clif at Holiday Beach. Also visiting a;
ford Cameron, Rockland.
the cottage were Rev. Donald Gra
ham and family. After a picnic sup
Miss Louise Harrington of Lew
per a game of softball was enjoyed
iston is spending a few days in this
out doors, followed by stories and
city.
songs inside around the fire place.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rokes and Those attending were Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Campbell Fred McNealy, Mrs Bernice Swift
cf Auburn spent the week-end in Joyce Wotton, Jean Merrill, Alberta
Boston. The men attended the Sprague, Janice Stanley, Janice
Beal, Barbara
Clark, Charlotte
baseball game on Sunday.
Cook. Larry Bell, Gerald Bradley
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw of Joseph Mills and John Blackman
North Haven were visitors in the
Mrs. Richard Hodsdon of Hyan
city Tuesday.
nis, Mass., entertained Sunday
Miss Gail Clark was honored with night at a buffet supper at her
a surprise pre-nuptial miscellane Summer home at South Thomas
ous shower Monday night given by ton. honoring Mrs. Helen Cooper
Miss Virginia Manning at her home Hunt of Brunswick, who is a house
on James street. The many love guest of Mrs. Charles A. Emery and
ly gifts were presented in a basket Mrs. Edmond Tousignant who is a
decorated in pink and blue. The cousin of Mrs. Hodsdon and Mrs.
dining room also carried cut the Emery. Guests were: Mrs. Helen
color scheme of pink and blue. Cooper Hunt of Brunswick. Mr.
Buffet lunch was served with Miss and Mrs. Edmond Tousignant of
Clark cutting and serving a lovely Melrose, Mass, Mrs. Cleveland Sleep
bride’s cake. Guests were: Miss er, Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge.
Margaret Hughes, Miss Ruth Rob Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
erts, Miss Dorothy Curtis, Miss A. Emery, Rockland.
Betty Crozier, Miss Jane Harvey,
Miss Jane Mullen, Mrs. Arlene
Milton Vanorse celebrated his
Cross Neal, Mrs. Sue Clark, Miss sixth birthday Saturday at his home
Betty Pendleton, Miss Betty Bick on Bayview Square. Games were
ford, Miss Alice Mae Fuller. Miss played with prizes going to Janet
Lois Tootill. Miss Lucille Koster, Ripley and Bruce Rubenstein. He
Miss Barbara Goldsmith. Miss received many nice gifts, including
Greta Nelson, - Miss Marilyn Dud a gaily decorated cake made by
ley. Mrs. Carl Nelson, Mrs. Charles his grandmother, Mrs. William
Carver, Jr., Mrs. Elaine Gac, Mrs Smith.
Those attending were
Benjamin Philbrook, Mrs. Charles James Tolman, Janet and Robert
Carver, Sr., Mrs. Elizabeth Passcn. Ripley, Pamela and Sharon Har
Mrs. Marion Leach, Mrs. Donald rington, Donna Mitche'l, Craig
Clark, Mrs. Percy Spurling, Mrs. Young, Brian Jordan, Neal Smith,
Manuel Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Lucien Bruce Rubenstein, Mrs. Alton Gray
Green, Jr., and Mrs. Earl Suke- and son Lance, Mrs. Kenneth Smith
fdrth of Rockland, Miss Jacqueline and son Billy, Larry Wildes, and
McNamara, Bangor, Mrs. Amanda Pcarle, Bert. Robert and Susan
Ross, Owl's Head and Mrs. Sadie Vanorse. He is the son of Mr. and
Ryder of Haddonfield, N. J.
Mrs. Bert J. Vanorse.

WA TOB

SENTER,CRANE'S

Gay! Sturdily Fabric-ed Dresses That

Gaily Go Off to School—on Little

I

and Bigger Girls!
Here’s a wonderful school-day treat for your younger
daughter! A collection of classroom dresses—so
pretty—she’ll want to wear them to after school par
ties! So inexpensive—you’ll want to get Sister an
entire wardrobe. Come in early!

f

1

$
B

»s featured in CHARM

1

DRESSES—sizes 3z6x,
DRESSES—sizes 7Z14,
DRESSES—Pre-teen, 10z14,
SKIRTS—sizes 3Z14,
BLOUSES—sizes 3Z14,
SLACKS—314,
SWEATERS—sizes 3Z14,

$1.98 to $3.98
1.98 to 5.98
3.98 to 5.98
1.98 to 5.50
1.98 to 2.98
3.98 and 4.98
2.98 to 4.50

A Betrothal

$16.95
WM
hite collar check
Twicethepriceworthy wool checker by R & K ...

eollared and cuffed in gleaming white bengaline . .. front
zipped into a slash pleat.

Others $12.95 and up

I

One Of The Very Best

Kents Hill Reunion

Engagement Of Jeanette Was the Annual Reunion Of This Locality Well Represent
Gardner and Reginald
the Class Of 1912 At
ed Among the 230
Withington Announced
Spruce Wead
Present

Jeannette Gardner

Mr. and Mis. Henry A. Gardner
of 31 Lawrence street, are an
nouncing the engagement of their
daughter, Jeanette Marie, to Regi
nald H. Withington, son of Mrs
Teresa Withington and the late
Reginald H. Withington of Rock
land.
Both are graduates of Rockland
High School. Miss Gardner who
graduated in 1946, was a member of
the National Honor Society. She
is now employed at New England
Tel. and Tel. Co.
Mr. Withington served with the
Armed Forces during the war and
is a King Cole distributor in the
Rockland area.
No date has been set for the wed
ding.

Mrs. Gerald P. Black entertained
the M. D. Club Tuesday night at
her home on Talbot avenue. Tripoli
was played and late lunch served
by the hostess. Present were Mrs.
James Moulaison, Mrs. Charles
R Duff. Mrs. John Hartson. Miss
Ruth Emery. Mrs. R. Moi ton Estes,
Mrs. John Duff. Miss Louise Smith
cf Rockland and Mrs. Frank Saw
yer of Camden.

The annual reunion of the class
of 1912 Rockland High School was
held Sunday Aug. 21 at the Spruce
Head Island cottage of Mr. and
Mrs. Francis E. Havener Twentythree members and guests filed in to
the large living room where tables
laden with lobster, salads, brownies
cakes and everything were waiting.
After dinner yarns by tha.
famous radio man, Alton Hall
Blackington were told and a short
business meeting was held. The
following officers
w’ere elected:
President. Francis E. Havener;
vice president. Theresa Chase; sec
retary, Bertha Borgerson treasurer
Katherine StCla.r
Letters and cards and telegram,
were read from William Healy,
California; Charles Kalloch, New
York; Harold Spear. Celia Berry
Simonds,
Rockland-Waldoboro.
Iherese Chase Rockland-Camden
After the meeting the ladies re
tired to the ledges for sun bathing
and various discussions, while the
men took on barnyard golf, horse
shoe pitching.
A beautiful day with the ocean
islands and nature at its best, mads
this one of the best reunions this
class has ever had.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs Alton Hall Blackington, Mr
and Mrs. Allan Borgerson, Mr. and
Mrs. Ansel Saunders, Mr. and Mrs
John Chisholm, Mr and Mrs
George St. Clair, Marguerite Giuld,
Mrs. Emma Harvey, Helen Sleeper,
Suzie Sleeyer, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Baum Mr and Mrs Albert Peter
son. Geneva Huke, Mrs. Ralph Cal.
derwood, Mrs. Doris Pierson and
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E Havener.

Mrs. Mervyn Harriman and
daughters Sandra and Judith re
turned home Monday from Camp
Tanglewood, Lincolnville. Mrs. Har.
liman has been middler unit head,
and Sandra and Judith were camp
ers.
Carolyn who has been a
Junior Counselor in the figet unit,
is in Bangor as a guest of Mary
Ellen Moran this week

It was Branch Rickey who shift
Mrs. Ada Moody, Gay street place, ed Rogers Hornsby from shortstop
to second base.
is a patient at Knox Hospital.

New Zealand welcomed 75 girl
Karen Duff, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles R Duff, celebrated her immigrants from Britain who
fourth birthday Tuesday afternoon signed up as domestics.
with a party at her home on Wil
low street. Games were played on
the lawn with Joey Nelson winning
the prize for pinning on the don
key’s tail. The group went indoors
for refreshments which included
a lovfely birthday cake made by
Karen's great grandmother, Mrs.
Charles H. Buff. Each little guest
was given favors of balloons and
candy baskets. Karen was present
As Busy as
ed many lovely gifts from the greup
('upid in Springtime
which included: Mary Glover, Billy
are the wheels of our new
and Margaret Black, Jeanne Estes,
Automatic Printing Press
Martha Jean Dalton, Judy and Jane
But we will find time to do
Segal, Joey Nelson, Marilyn and
Barbara Bohn, Mrs. Marion Bchn, your work—bring in your order.
It will r<reive careful, prompt
Miss Louise Connolly, Mrs, Ruth
attention.
Dalton, her grandmother, Mrs
Mary Connolly and her great
THE COURIER- GAZETTE
grandmother, Mrs. Charles H. Duff.

All wool skirts, checks and plaids,
extra wide hems, sizes 3 to 6x. $2 98.
Children's Specialty Shop.
75-76

X

£

P335 Sevgff

JOB PRINTING DEPT.
R. L. ANDERSEN, Foreman.

22-aw-tI

This section was well represented
at Saturday’s annual Summer re
union of the alumni and friends of
Kents Hill held at the school with
230 in attendance to honor the 125th
anniversary of the institution.
The oldest graduate present had
attained a ripe 92 and the long
distance record was held by the
graduate who flew from Oregon ex
pressly for the event, returning the
same night.
The group found many changes
and improvements made and under
way, notably three new tennis
courts, a new Little Theatre with
handsome appointments including
gray walls and crimson and gray
velvet hangings and
extensive
landcaping including the planting
of 1000 trees in the hockey area
and a carillon in memory of gradu.
ates serving in the last two wars.
Many class gatherings were held
of special interest to the local
group which included Miss Mary
Bartlett of South Thomaston and
Omaha. Mrs Mabel Reed Hunne
well of Waldoboro and Boston. Har
old Grindle. Camden, Mrs. Ida
Hodgkins Mallett. Warren and Mrs.
Jessie Baker Spaulding of Bath
who motored to Friendship for
Miss Nellie Dovis, and coming to
Rockland where they were joined
by Mrs. Charles A. Emery and her
house guest Mrs. Helen Cooper of
Brunswick
The Rockland Kent's Hill Club
which has made contributions of
$300 in past years, made a gift of
$100 this session and had the dis
tinction of receiving a certificate
of membership to the Kent s Hill
Century Club.

AUGUST
CLEARANCE

SALE
Summer Fabrics, Cottons,
Wools, Rayons
Reduced 1-3 to 1-2

Fall Fabrics Arriving Daily
Selling At Our Low
Overhead Prices

Advance and Butterick
Patterns
La Mode Buttons
Belts, Buckles, Buttons
Covered
24 Hour Service

THE REMNANT
SHOPPE
200 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
PHONE 523
OPEN EVENINGS
SAMPLES ON REQUEST
Mail and Phone Orders Filled
FREE DELIVERY

Tuesday-Thursriay-Saturday
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Crockett On ' Schools”

Mr. ami Mrs L. W Osier ac- '
companiea by Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Giving Early History Of Edu
Winslow of Nobleboro weTe visitors
cation In Towns Of Cam
Sunday in China
den and Rockport
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Standish
The many persons in atendanc.
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
at the meeting of the Camden His
Rufus Teele.
L K. Little of Boothbay visited torical Society last week listened
Sunday at the home of his parent with keen interest to a paper pre
sented by Keith Crockett dealing
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Little.
Mr. and Mrs Astor Willey were with the history ol education in
Camden. Rockport and their subvisitors Sunday in New Harbor
Herbert Benedict of New Hamp turbs, from the early years to the
shire is visiting his mother. Mrs separation of the two towns. He
said impart
A. R Benedict
Any history of education of the
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Shuman of
Camden
and Rockport region de
Orono spent Sunday at C. H Shu
rives its beginnings Irom the early
mans.
Miss Ethel Murray of Lowell, history of the Stale of Massachu
Mass., is guest of her sister, Mrs setts. In 1642 that State passed it
first school law charging town otllEdith Hurter.
Mr and Mrs. Roy Thompson and cials to check, irom time to time,
son ol Philadelphia are spending a upon the amount and kind of edu
vacation at their cottage on Lon cation being carried on in tlic
plantations Lacking the power to
Island.
enforce
good educational practice
Mrs. Hazel Timberlake and three
children of Portland spent the pas. later laws of 1647 and 1670 made it
week at L W. Osier’s Mr Timber- compulsory to provide a teacher
lake joined them Saturday and they for scholars of the towns.
"In 1789 the "District Bill" en
returned home Sunday.
Katie Eugley of Waldoboro passed abled each school community to re
Saturday with her sister. Mrs As ceive its proportionate part of town
money raised lor school purposes.
tor Willey
Mr and Mrs. Robert Murray an, The early educational experiences
children of Camden are visit in of Camden and Rockport fall un
der the period when school dis
Mrs Edith Hurter
Alice Osier who visited her aunt tricts were most prominent
Ill 1802 tlie officials oi Camden
Mrs. Linwood Timberlake m Port
divided
tile town into 13 school
land, has returned home
Howard Kimball of Dorchester , districts for the purpose of earing,
Mass, passed the week-end with! as best as they could fur the eduhis sister Mrs. Martha Taccadellia ation oi its youth Each district
Mrs Burton Carter and daughte. . had its own one room school with
have returned fiom a visit in Vi-! iwo terms oi school; Summer for
die young lauies and very young
nalhaven.
ooys; Winters for the older boys
The denation of space by radio older scholars The mistress pre
newspapers, periodicals and cutdcoi sided in tlie former, the master in
advertisers and media makes the he latter. The 13 districts expand
U 8. Savings Bonds program th I ed themselves into 19 until the
most extensive in the world $44.- graded system replaced
them
000,000 worth in 1948
around 1862 in Camden.
Most of the buildings of the dis
trict period have vanished from (he
scene, few remain as evidence of
that history-making time In Rock
ville. West Rockport and Simon
ton’s Corner remain three buildings
which bear some evidence of pas.
district history; the Simonton
Corner school is now a dwelling
house for a descendant of one ol
the Annis family who early fur
nished wood to warm the scholars
who attended there nearly a cenury ago.
The writer developed history ot
these schools up to present time ol
Rockport High Stliool and Camden
Mark your home distinctively with one High School.

Meets At Mrs. Smalley’s Megunticook Lake Cottage
—Mrs. Ross Speaker
Something new has been developed
in home bread-baking It is the revo
lutionary Robin Hoed 'Rolled Dough'*
method of readying the dough tor the
bread pan after it has been mixed.
Consumer tests have shown that this
technique of molding dough prepared
with a strong flour will (I) remove ell
gas bubbles which couse large air
spaces in the loaf; (2) produce bread
of a finer texture; and (3) give the
loaves a uniform, well-rounded ap
pearance.
Taking odvontage of the five-step
process pictured here, the housewife
will boke a loaf of bread that's bigger,
looks be.ter, end tastes butter than
ony other home-baked bread

4.

Fold ends under loaf.
Avoid tearing dough.

2. Roll dough jelly-roll fashion,
sealing at each turn.

5. Place In well greased
bread pan for baking.

3. Seal ends of loaf with
side of hand to get
thin sealed strip of dough

guest of her brother, Harry W
Creamer, has returned to Cam
bridge. Mass.
Mrs. Villa Morse of the village
has been visiting her mother. Mrs.
Matilda Eugley.
Mrs Eldora Gross spent the past
week at the home of Miss Agnes
Creamer in West Waldoboro.
Recent visitors at Melvin Genthners were Mr. and Mrs. Pearl De
lano, Mr and Mrs Charles Collamore. Mr and Mrs Bedlield Miller
Mis Myra Richards, daughter Lori aine son Douglas of Friendship,
Mr and Mrs Trussell Wentworth,
of these clever Whitehall signs. They
Mr. and Mrs. Boody and son oi
are all metal, and protected with a
Camden, Sidney Creamer of West
GROSS
NECK
weather-resistant black finish. The ar
Mrs. Alice Genthner, Melvin Waldoboro. Raymond Creamer ol
tistic ornaments are highlighted by a
Jr and Miss Esther Portland and Jesse Havener ol
Swedish iron process. Size: approxi Genthner.
South Waldoboro
mately 10" high overall, 12" long. Your Genthner were recent visitors in
name or house number will be painted Damariscotta
Under South Australia laws, still
on panel for a small charge.
Mrs. Daniel Halloran and two
unrepealed a person can be tailed
Three of the most popular models are children of Connecticut are visit
lor life lor throwing a stone at a
illustrated We’ve a wide variety of ing her mother. Mrs. Alden Waltz
passing train or maliciously cut
other original designs on display in our
Mrs Eldora Gross with Mr. and
store. Stop in today and make your selec Mrs William K. Winchenbach of ting or damaging any article of
silk wool, linen, cotton, hair or al
tion. You’ll be sure to find one that is
Dutch Neck spent Sunday evening
paca
just right for your home.
with Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H Gross
ONLY
LACH
of the village.
Mrs. Minnie French who was

$7.25

Standard Weights

The Garden Club

6. Result-—a big, round, light,
fluffy loaf of bread.

ORFF’S CORNER
Mrs. Alice Murphy, Philip Mur
phy and Emerson Murphy of Ten
ants Harbor and Mrs. Ethel Ault!
of Pownal were visitors Sunday at
Albert Elwells.
Dr. C Gordon Brownville and
Dr. A Bernard Webber lormer pas.
tor of Tremont Temple Boston
were recent guests at Cecil Ludwig’s.
Miss Mabel Bourneman and Mrs.
Annie Borneman have returned to
Lawrence, Mass, after several
weeks’ stay at Miss Borneman's
Summer home.
Mr and Mrs Harry Creamei
were guests Sunday ol Mr. and Mr
Clinton Kaier of Rockland at
Iheir cotta e at Back Cove
Mrs Mary E. L. Taylor of Rock
land was a caller Sunday at Al
bert Elwell’s.
Albert Gerald of Hartford, Conn
has been guest of Mr and Mrs.
Clyde Borneman.
The annual homecoming servic ■
will be held Sunday at '2.30 at th
Methodist Church.

"Pelangoniums'' was the sub
ject cf Mis. Ervin Ross of Merry
Gardens," Camden, when she poke
before the Rockland’ Garden Club
Tuesday afternoon at the Megunticook Lake cottage cf Mrs. Charles
T. Smalley. Bringing many speci
mens of her subject with her. she
kept her audience entranced with
this practical talk and demonstraticn. 'There are over 4000 species
and varieties of this plant. ” said
Mrs. Ross. Quoting from a lecture from Shirley Hibbard. Mrs.
Ross said in closing, "If I don’t
know where to begin, I at least
know wheie to leave eff!"
Mrs. Ross was introduced by Mrs.
E. Stewart Orbeton of West Rockport, who had charge of tin? program for the afternoon.
At tlie business meeting before
t lit 1<»cture the club voted to ecutinue tlie lighting cf the living
Chris tmas tree on tlie grounds of
Knox County General Hcspit; ll.
The■ names ol Mis Jasper Akers.
Mrs. William Walker and C apt? in
Mary Emery were announced by the
membership chairman as new members.
It was decided to charter a bus
Thar: Jay, Sept. 1 to visit tlie Bar
ilarooi flower Show and Reel Point
Gardens, if enough of the member
eared tc go. A committee of Mr-.
A. D Marev, Mrs David Beacli and
Mrs A. J. Jameson was appointt i
to make the arrangements. Any
one caring to attend this.show and
wishig transportation, should get in
touch with one of the three named.
A picnic lunch was enjoyed b'
tlie members before tlie meeting,
at which coffee was served I.. the
hostess. Tlie weather was perfect
and Mrs. Smalley s ccttage is a de
lightful place. This meeting was
one of the most enjoyable of the
season.
Present besides the hostess were:
Miss Annie Frost, Mrs. A. D. Morey,
Mrs A. J. Jameson, Mrs. E. Stew
art Orbetcn, Mrs. Robert Burrs,
Mrs David Beach, Mrs. ErnesKnight, Mrs. George Avery. Mi- ■
Mabel Spring, Dr. Cora Gro:

i Bushel— Lbs
Apples ......................................... 44
Apples, dried .............................. 25
Barley .......................................... 48
Bean* ........................................... 60
Beans. Lima ............................... 56
Beans, snell .............. ................. 28
B. ans. Soy .................................. 58
Beans, scarlet or white, runner
pole ............................................ 50
Beans, string .............................. 24
Beans Windsor (broad i ........... 47
Beets ............................................ 69
Beets, mangel-wurzel .... ............ 60
Beets, sugar ................................. 60
Beets, turnip ............................. 60
Beet Greens ................................. 12
Blackoerrles ................................. 4v
Blueberries .................................. 42
Bran and Shorts ........................ 20
Carrots ................................... —... 50
Corn cracked .............................. 50
Corn Indian ............................... 56
Cranberries .............. .................. 32
Currants ....................................... 40
Dandelions ................................... 12
Iked .............................................. 50
Hair ............................................... 11
11 •
................... 12
r. me ............................................. 70
Meal (except oatmeall ............... 50
Meal, corn .................................... 50
Meal, rye .............................. :...... 50
Millet, Japanese .......................... 35
32
52
Purslpy
................................. 8
Parsnips .................. ....
...... 45

Ultra stylish is this Chrysler 1949 Town & Country convertible
coupe with its distinctive wood-on-steel construction, being
displayed by Chrysler dealers this month. The steel paneling
on the doors, rear quarter panels and rear deck resembles
finely grained mahogany and the decorative trim is highly
polished white ash. Improved construction of this model fea
tures an all-steel underbody, which replaces the wood-steel
structure formerly used, giving greater strength, safety and
serviceability. It is powered by the 135-hp. Chrysler high com
pression 8-cylindcr engine. The Town & Country convertible
comes in a large variety of body colors, four top colors and
ten upholstery options.
Peaches, dried .............................. 33
Pears ............................................ 58
Peas, smooth ............................... 60
Peas, wrinkled ................................56
Peas, unshelled, green ................ 28
Potatoes ...................................... 60
Potatoes, sweet............................ 54
Quinces ........................................ 48
Raspberries ................................. 40
Rice, rough ................................... 44
Rye ................................................ 56
Salt, coarse ................................. (0
Salt, fine ....................................... 60

Seed, alfalfa..................................
Seed clover ..................................
Seed, herdsgrass .......................
Seed, Hungariangrass..................
Seed, Timothy ............................
Seed, millet ..................................
Seed, orchard grass......................
Seed, redtop..................................
Spinach .........................................
Strawberries .................................
Tomatoes ..
Turnips, English ....................
I .11 Dips, i lU.abaga .......................

Salt, Liveipool .................................

vMie.it

60

A WEEK

Mis. Sanford Delano, Mr Em; lie
Stoddard, Mrs. Frank Car ley M:

Arthur

Haines,

Mrs.

Seabrook

Gregory, Mrs. William Walker. Vi:

Frank Horeyseck Mrs Ker. n ap
Rico, Mrs. Stuart Burges
Mrs.
Fred Lin. kin, Mrs. Here -y AI- •
len, Mrs. Frank Ingraham. Mr . II.
P. Blodgett, Mrs. J. Maude Cog jn
of Providence, R I.. Mrs. Charles
Rcss and Miss Josephine Ro , cf
Washington, D. C.

Most

—~ ...Jf:
'

i

BFG cords flex
s in rythm like
a precisiont/
trained racing
crew. Cord body is
pliant, ride is smoother,
safer, longer.

other

cords flex out

£■'

of rythm like
a crew that’s
out of beat. Cord body
is far stiffen Danger areas
result.

?

r

Read The Courier-Gazette

“It’s True I Tell You!”

Rythmic-flexing Cords moke the difference!
Here’s a great advance in tire design — at no
extra cost to you. New B. F. Goodrich Silvertowni
with Rvthm Ride” — give more miles, safety,
comfort than ever before! Come in today.
*SIZE 6.00-16

BaG INTRODUCTORY TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning
Speedometer Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Cars

Nelson Bros. Garage
Nelson’s Auto Supply
TEL. 801-W
440 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

315 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

If you doii’I believe it, try it
yourself — — those ItlJBBEK
STAMPS
they sell at The
Courier-Gazette have saved m
more time and bother than 1
ever thought possible!”

17 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ANY SIZE, ANY TYPE

PROMPT SERVICE

The Courier-Gazette
t—ur' imsaganattaagrTi

AUGUST FEATURES

378 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 378

WHITE CROSS MATTRESSES............. $39.50
WHITE CROSS BOX SPRINGS ............ $39.50
Now, Sold This Week For—

$29.50 apiece
The Values you have been waiting for start FRIDAY, AUG. 26, and continue through

September.

INNERSPRING MATTRESSES! VALUES TO $39.50
Styled to perfection for your
NOW
sleeping comfort! Striped tick
ings! Your choice at this price
tomorrow! For the best...........

$29.50

Now Displayed In Our Windows

MEREDITH
Furniture Co.
313 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME..

TEL. 1425

DRESSES, values up to 12.99.

Now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.00 and $4.00

BLOUSES, values up to $3.99.

Now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.00 and $1.29

SKIRTS, values up to $4.99.

Now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00 and $1.59

HANDBAGS, values up to $2.99. Now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. 79c
SMART SUMMER BAGS

TOPPERS, values up to $16.95. Now .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $5.00
SKIRTS, values up to $16.95.

Now .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $5.00

ALL BEACH WEAR REDUCED UP TO 50^ OR MORE

SEMI-ANNUAL CORSETRY SALE

60
60
45
48
45

50
14
14
U

40
5b
50
60
60
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A Talented Artist
Sidney Lovett Eaton Is To
Exhibit His Water Colors
In Bluehill
Aug. 29 an exhibition of water
Jtyolors by Sidney Lovett Eaton will
be opened to the public in the Bluehill Library. The exhibition will

- of course
- you may bring
E. & M. Black Raspberry

Ice Cream,a tempting de
light, made with Maine’s
fresh pasteurized cream.

A nourishing food, for a
speedy convalescence.

E. & M. Black Raspberry

Ice Cream is a treat to
the convalescent.

"At AU E. & M. Dealers”

TEL. 214
23 TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND

continue through Labor Day.
Mr. Eaton is a completely selftaught artist whose talents were
first discovered last Summer at the
Picasso and Pie exhibition in Blue,
hill. At that time, Mr. Eaton had
only been painting seriously for a
few months and yet his "Spring
Thicket” received an Honorable
Mention award and his water colors
aroused much enthusiasm and fa
vorable comment. He has ex
hibited
in the Sweatt
Mem
orial in Portland, Maine and in
shows in Boston and Dedham,
Mass.
Sidney Lovett Eaton was born in
Syracuse, New York, was educated
at the Loomis School in Windsor,
and graduated from Harvard in the
class of 1927. Since 1927 he has
been a teacher of English, heading
the English Department of the
Loomis School for many years, and
is at present the nead of the Noble
and Greenough School in Dedham
Mass.
A life-long Summer resident of
Maine. Mr. Eaton is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Horace A. Eaton of "Edgehili’’ Sargentville and Syracuse,
New York.
During the war, Mr. Eaton was
a Lieutenant in the Aviation Com
bat Intelligence branch of the
Navy. While serving in the Far
East he received the Soldier's Med
al, and was decorated by the Chi
nese government, for his part in
the Shanghai mission.
The Oriental countryside gave
him his first inspiration to paint
and on returning to civilian life he
experimented with his first water
color in 1947 but did not begin to
paint seriously until the following
year In May of this year, Mr. Eat
on entered the Cushing General
Hospital in Framingham, Mass., as
a tuberculosis patient, but he has
continued to paint scenes from
memory, as well as of hospital life,
and his ward has become a veritable
art gallery.

POWER OIL BURNER
Completely Installed with one

Kool'W1
o££siobig
OAXAVOAS/

Year of Service FREE!
Includes 275 gallon oil
tank,
Electric
Safety
Switch and Filter. Drafto-stat, Fire-omatic Safety
Valves. All necessary pipe
attings and safety controls.
For Warm Air Furnaces,
also Steam and Hot Water
Boilers.

If There Is Any Family In
This Area Named Deu
Many Contests and Many Awards For the
—German Emigrants

These fast-stepping little ponies with their white and chrome plated wagon, the famous six pony
hitch from the Curtiss Candy Farms, will give several dazzling performances daily at the Eastern
States Exposition in West Springfield. Mass., Sept. 18-24. Thev will thrill thousands with exhibitions
in front of the grandstand each afternoon and during the Rodeo in die Coliseum each night, driven by
the famous Olaf Johnson, one of the top hitch handlers of the country The ponies are all named after
the dwarfs in ‘‘Snow White” and, with their miniature draft type ow harness and gleaming wagon,
present a stunning appearance.

NORTH HAVEN

a grand parade with the prize going to the Ronald Gillis car
of old-timers, four old salts in ap
propriate costumes with all. the
fish nets, traps and lines of their
trade draped over and around the
car.
For flower arrangements the blue
ribbon went to Mrs. Maud Simp
son, white to Mrs. Arthur Emerson,
and red to Mrs. Clarence Stone;
for potted plants the blue ribbon
to Mrs. Leon Stone, white to Mrs.
Ronald Gillis and red to Mrs. Ken.
neth Gillis.
The grand prize of a console ra
dio-phonograph was won by Mrs.
Ira Curtis and the Outboard Mo
tor by Mr. Kirkman. Mrs. Leigh
Oxton won an electric iron, Harvey
Calderwood, a coupon for an en
larged colored portrait and Anna
Delano a coupon for film precessing,
both by courtesy of the Interisland
Photo Service.
Winner in the Queen contest,
Priscilla Mills, was crowned by the
1948 Queen, Elaine Gillis, in an
impressive ceremony. Commander
Irven Stone presented to her a
beautiful Waltham watch and to
each of her attendants a beauti
ful jeweled bracelet. Attendants
were Jeanette Hopkins, Ada Babbidge, Bodine MacDonald and Elea
nor Stone. Elaine Gillis also re
ceived a bracelet and a framed
colored photograph of herself as
1948 Queen.
It was decided to keep the beau
tiful banjo clock, donated by the
Rockland Candy Company to be
used in any way desired, fcr the
new Legion Hall, where it will be a
gift of use and beauty.
Directing the Festival were: Com
mander Irven Stone and the com
mittee chairmen: John Riddle, pa
rade. Barbara Joy, minstrel show;
Ann Boyd, flower show; James Oldroyd, grand ball; Joseph Boyd,
sperts; Katheleen Waterman, giant
food sale; Lena B. Stone, A. L. A.
fair; Shirley Calderwocd, assem
bling of festival book, and Dorothy
Quinn and Donald Stone, soliciting
advertisements, ably assisted by
their committee members and
friends. Ira Curtis and Stanley
Gay assembled and directed the
Band.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
ELECTRICIANS SINCE 1918
RADIO SINCE BROADCASTING BEGAN

WHEN THE OLD FOLKS MEET

A German Inquires

ALMOST LIKE CINDERELLA'S COACH

Albert Gillis and Miss Isabel
Pinkham of West Buxton are guests
of his mother, Mrs. Mellie Gillis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Ames and
children of Millinocket passed Wed
nesday with his mother, Mrs. Cora
Lermond.
The annual meeting of the Im
provement Society will be held
Aug. 30 at 8 p. m. at Library hall.
Milton Dyer and Donald Stone
left Monday for Miami, Fla., where
they will attend the Embry-Riddle
School of Aviation.
William Hopkins of Orono passed
the week-end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Hcpkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Crockett
and children, Jane, Alan and Don
ald ,of West Buxton are passing
their vacation at the home of
Pierce Crockett.
Miss Phyllis Robertson of Vinal
haven was week-end guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Lecn Stone.
Drs. Richard
and
Dorothy
Waterman of Bangor passed the
week-end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Waterman.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Quenstedt
OWL’S HEAD
of
Washington, D. C.t are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle J. Bean of
Mars Hill were recent visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gillis at the
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hallett, Holi North Shore.
day Beach.
American Legion Festival
Mr. and Mis. William Foster
The second annual festival, spon
and daughter Dale of China are sored by the Baird-Calderwoodvacationing at the Strong cottage. Morriscn-Parsons Post, A. L., Aug.
Lucia Beach for two weeks.
18-20. was a huge success. Main
John A. Cole of Brunswick has features were a minstrel Show,
been visiting his sister, Mrs. Cur Black and White Shuffle, Thurs
tis Hallett, the past week
day and Friday nights, Grand Ball
Rev. Charles Marstaller, pastor Saturday, flower show, giant food
of Essex Street Baptist Church, sale, band concert, annual Aux
Bangor, will be the speaker Sunday iliary fair, horseshoe tournament,
afternoon at the regular church shooting gallery, races, bingo and
service. Rev. Mr. Marstaller was
previously the minister at the Lit- tlefield Memorial Church in Rcck
land.
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Rockport Teachers
Supt. Russell Provides Com
plete List For Coming
School Year
When the Fall term of school
opens in Rockport and suburbs, the
following teachers will be in charge,
according to Supt. J. Welden Rus
sell:
High School

Frederick F. Richards, Principal,
Rcckport..
Subjects: Math and
science.
Frederick Sutherland, assistant,
Rockland. Subjects: Social Studies,
Business Arithmetic, Business Law.
Madelyn Webber, Assistant, Au
gusta. Subjects: English, French,
Latin.
East Side Elementary

The attached communication has
been received at the Clerk of Courts
Office. Any person having infor
mation concerning the persons men
tioned therein are asked to con
tact that office.
• • • •
Editor Hermann Deu
23 Visselhovede / Hann
Postfach 30 Germany
Britische Zone
To the Gouvernor of County Seats
of
Knox
County, Rocklandj
Maine, USA.
Sir:
I turn to you some unusual but
heartly. Some of my kin, named
Deu was emigrated in 1782 from
Germany to USA. Their allegory
has been a black tiger (Panter) on
a yellow ground. Other is living
at Chicago in connection with us.
Now I want to find there kin hav
ing been in the State Maine. Let
have a look please your offices in
phonebooks, records of motors, addrestbooks, etc., for this name, May
be they call themselves Deug, Doi,
Doig or Deu, Comte de marson. I
should be glad to coutain your let
ter having found the name and the
address. Does exist there a GermanUnion or Farmers-Union? Prob
ably their profession was farmer or
vegetables-farmer. In thia terrible
Nazi-time I had to be in a concen
tration-camp by my being a demokratie chief editor and later on
every connection abroad was con
trolled. I should be glad to hear
of you and I am yaurs faithfully,
Hermann Deu
(The name does not strike us fa
miliarly, but there may possibly be
some response to the above. If so,
the news will promptly be forward
ed to Herr Deu.—Ed ]

Earle D. Achorn, Principal, Rock
port, Grades 5, 6, 7, 8.
Ellen R. Connors, Lincolnville,
Grades 5, 6 7, 8.
Mildred
Graffam,
Rockport,
Grades 5, 6, 7, 8.
COURIER GOES WITH YOU
Veda
M. Achorn,
Rockport.
When you, as a subscriber of The
Grades 3, 4.
Merle A. Miller, Camden Grades. Courier-Gazette go South or West
or any place on vacation for a week
Sub Primary, 1, 2.

Three-Quarter Century Club
•-•-•-•-•—•-I

Many prizes and awards await
the winners in the various "most’'
and “best" classifications at the
annual outing of the Maine ThreeQuarter Century Club in South
Portland next Wednesday.
Contests will be held in euch
games as horseshoe pitching, check
ers, knitting, fiddling, whistling
and jig dancing. Prizes also will be
awarded for such classifications as
Oldest person present, couple mar
ried the longest, those present hav.
ing the most children, the most
grandchildren, the most great
grandchildren, the oldest twins
present, the oldest brother and sis
ter present (combined ages) ar.d
Maine resident coming the I ngest
distance to the meeting.
The all-day meeting will be held
at the War Memorial Music Shell,
or in the adjacent South Portland
High School Auditorium, if the
weather is inclement.

After being suspended dur.ng the
war years, the Maine Three-Quorter Century Club was revived three
years ago by the Maine Publicity
Bureau and now numbers more
than 1.500 members. There are no
dues or fees of any kind and it is
open to all seasonal or permanent
residents of Maine who are 75 years
of age or more Besides honoring
Maine's old folks, the organization
serves to point up the Publicity Bu
reau theme that "people live longer
in Maine.’’
Registration will begin at 10 a. m
and the all-day program will be
featured by varied entertainment
and several prominent speakers.
Members will bring box lunches and
the Publicity Bureau will provide
free coffee. Registration may be
made in advance with the Maine
Publicity Bureau, Gateway Circle,
Portland Maine.

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP
Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
experience to give you Maehine Shop Satisfaction, in Automotive
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require
ments. t ome in especially and sec our New Large Stationary
Crank Shaft Regrinder.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
ROCKLAND, ME.,

586 MAIN ST.,

70-tf

dP i~£JZTEfZf?jEizfzJzra^jHjEfHfajaraj^^jEjzrgjgjHfEfafHJzrefHrejiLfgfi

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
GOULDS BALANCED FLOW ELECTRIC

SHALLOW WELL PUMPS

or six months, phone or write The
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
Beulah Baker, Rockport. Grades: will be sent you, each issue, at no
expense to you.
tf
Sub, 1. 2, 3.
Hoboken

Pumps Up To 5 40 Per Hour

Price $69.50

West Rockport

Mabel
M. Peabody,
Grades: Sub, 1, 2, 3.
Rockville
Mildred W. Gould,
Grades: Sub, 1, 2, 3.

Warren,

ELJER CLOSET COMBINATION

Speedometer

Special
S. Rogers,

Esther
Rockland,
Music.
Vere B. Crockett, Rockville, Band
and Orchestra.
Reba Willey, Gorham, Art.

Bolt-on Type With Scat

Repairing

Camden.

Price $33.50
And Testing Of All

LARRABEE BROS.

Chrysler Products.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

47 CHURCH ST.,

515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
66-tf

BELFAST, ME.

74-75

There is no trustworthy record
of the use of bells before the
Christmas era.
If you like steamed clams, you
know how luscious they are, but
the shells arc a bit on the clutiery
side—throw them in an old news
paper. Bundles of old papers, 10
cents and up at The Courier-Ga
zette.
62*aw

JHE MONEY IGA CAN SAVE YOU

HELP MAKE ENDS MEET f

RUBBER STAMPS

J

- eveo if yotr family Intone ts cut!

ANY SIZE
On Order at
l-tf

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Fancy Garden Run

Blueberries
You ought to he
driving a

39<

Orange Ade

'OHM

IGA Extra Whipped

Salad Dressing
IGA Creamy Smooth

Mayonnaise

NC’J

27=
""Jar 39c
*1.93

19«
IGA

WAX
BEANS
No J

IGA Enochs "HOME STYLE”

Can

18<

Fruit Syrup • For Cool Drinks

Zarex
Drink

Pint Bottle

27«

POD RUN

9<

2

For Delicious Iced Tea

Tea

FREE ENGINEERING SERVICE

ROYAL SUEtT

NEW!
SUPEPBA
St*«po'«ter

—ON—
A

Product of General Motort

It's a Wonderful Car-a Wonderful liny I

It is with a great deal of pleasure that we an
nounce a new service of giving free estimates on
your plumbing, heating or electric water pump re
quirements. Take advantage of this free engineer
ing service, and call—
ROCKLAND, 205 or 206

A great many others say they have heard reiiorts of Pontiac's per
formance, its alertness in traffic, its smooth luxurious ride and the
wonderful convenience of GM Hydra-Matic Drive.*

Still others tell us what they have heard about Pontiac’s economy.
And well they might, for Pontiac is sensibly priced, just above the
very lowest. And it is so thoroughly dependable that it will give
years of pleasure and superb performance with only minimum
servicing. Come in soon and get the whole Poutiae story.

Take Advantage Of Our Budget Plan. Take Three Years to Pay.

• Hydra-Matic Drive optional on nil model* nt extra cost.

H. H. CRIE COMPANY

COFFFE
8»j 49<
19

Or.oaa •
SUGAR 10 .J 91c Jelly Candy
6>« V,i„.
. cioea
Fudge
VINEGAR -Jw 69c Swwkioa
v
83c fc 95c

JARS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN. MAINE

Wn

PARAFFIN

Soap

Cal. Val. 288s

Orances.
ADDles.

3 lbs. .23

Calif. Seedless

Cranes.

2 lbs. .23

Mass. 10 Ib. bag

Onions.

23c

2 doz .39

Gravenstein. 21$ in.

10 lb. .49

19c

eve 30c

3 •»» 24c

Furniture Polish {i'29c

JAR RINGS
GuH

Hi Ho C’uUm

*. 12c WW, N.

Gued Luck

C. W. HOPKINS

41c

Rich * Dal'cioua

SUR JEL
YOU CAN’T MISTAKE A PONTIAC — Silver Streak styling and
striking new Bodies by Fisher combine to make the 1949 Pontiac
truly "the most beautiful thing on wheels.'*

California—36s

royal GUEST

SUPPLIES

11 LI 111UL///J.

G^iN-FRESHFo00s

Cantaloupes, ea. .19

I LB
Bag

CANNING

59«

SUNNY MORN

COFFEE

Naturally, a great many people talk first about Pontiac’s out
standing beauty.

I, LB 01,

PEAS
cJ 21c

COFFEE
BAGS
20
8«gi 43c
Economical . Mallow

Wherever you po you hear people talking about the new Pontiac.

IGA

Powder Assorted Flavors

Kool Aid

CALL 205

72-Th-tf

GREEN
BEANS

Nc.’,0329«

Hi C Real Orange

$249.50

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IGA

Greenies Peas Nc»,21«

Family Flour

328 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 69

One Pie

COMPLETELY
INSTALLED FOR

PLUMBING, HEATING AND
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS

TEL. 24

Wf Wilkrt i N« Rwk

"• 7C Floor Wax

37c

20c Fioor wax

65c

LOW

PRICES

EVERY

DAY!

STEVENS’ MARKET

WOODCOCK’S MARKET

ROCKLAND, ME.

THOMASTON. ME.

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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plow and harrow the land with a
tractor.
To give a few figures about other
crops that have been grown in this Persons Receiving Demon
section: An average yield of string
strations Are Proud Of
beans is four tons per acre, so the
Its Effectiveness
gross return for an average crop
More than 600,000 demonstrations
would be $400. The cost to pick the of the new high-compression "Rock,
beans runs from 2 to 2U cents per
et'' Engine have been given to
pound. Sweet corn planted for fac
American motorists as part of the *
tories will not yield very much over "Make a Date With the '88" cam- “
$200 per acre, but there is such a
paign, according to officials of tne
wide span in the prices of the
Oldsmobile Division of General
three grades, based on the mils
Motors.
content, and so much range on the
"Dealers of the New York Zone
width of the ears that it is very
lead the race among 24 zones in the
hard to obtain a true average profit
number of demonstrations," it was
from the raising of sweet corn, on
ter.
burn. Tlie farmer would also be
stated by G. R. Jones, general sales
Since Jan. 1, I have checked up the same land. I have checked up manager of Oldsmobile. He listed
certain that the plant would direct
year after year and found a varia
diseases in the plants, or insects closely with five who have raised
the dealers of Washington, D. C.,
raspberries In tion of 50%. As near as I can de Minneapolis, San Francisco-Oak
pests that do so much damage. In strawberries and
termine. $200 gross per acre and
many cases, the entire cost to bring large quantities and with three who
land and Portland Ore . as next in
perhaps $100 net profit is a good,
in the land to production would be have grown loganberries and dusen
order in the nation-wide drive to
fair average.
covered by the first year's crop. berries. The result found from this
acquaint one million motorists with
The cost of plant food also has a the performance of the sensational
Now this is why so many more check-up is that one plant will
acres were in production in 1948; over a five year period, produce wide range. Some farmers use ten 135-horsepower "Rocket" Engine.
to twenty cords of manure per acre
when our returns for 194& are avail, one quart of berries.
"Oldsmobile's
3700
dealers
able I believe that we will be
With raspberries and blackber and from five hundred to one throughout the country have joined
amazed at the increase in tonnage ries, the cost to pick is 15 cents per i thousand pounds of phosphate to enthusiastically in the campaign.''
over ail past records.
quart The average sale price has start the growing crops The value Mr. Jones said. "It is important to
Now. if a land owner wants to in been for some years 35 cents, so we of manure is as per average $2.59 know that these merchants are ac
vest in needed equipment and sell can safely state that for each a cor<* ant* we figure 100 lbs of phos- centing demonstrations at a time
his crop to a co-operative or to respberry plant there is a net pro-1 phate has growing value of two when sales orders are piling up and
some buyer who sells directly to fit of 20 cents. The only labor | cords of manure.
new Oldsmobiles are being delivered ,
the fresh-berry market, he might needed on this crop is to prune j Nearly all farmers use one ton as fast as they are received lrom
obtain perhaps 10'. more for his while the plant is dormant, pick of lime per acre and the cost of the factory. In other words, deal
crop Thepricethisyear is 13
cents the berry when ripe, and to mulch operating the lime spreader is ers, are trying their best to accom
per pound,while in twoprevious
in October or November.
about $6.00 per acre. Rabbit man- odate the thousands upon thousands
yt.trs, the price was 19 cents and in
Loganberries are twice the size
has twice the growing strength who have waited to try out 'Rock
1945 it was 15 cents, as I recall the of raspberries, and. if as I believe, °f cow manure,while hen manure
et' Engine maneuverability and sur
figures.
anequal number of berries is ac- ^las four times the strength for plus power.”
When blueberry growers com? to quired per plant, twice the profit ' growing as cattle or hog manure,
According to Mr. Jones, people
realize that the low bush blueber'y can be derived f.om growing logan- Horse manure will carry a larger receiving demonstrations have been
can be increased in size the same berries instead of raspberries, which percentage of ammonia,
high in their praises of the “Rock
as the high-bush blueberry they averages as a rule about $800 per ' Now, just what put the red or et" Engine and Hydra-Matic Drive.
can double or triple the net profit acre.
black color in berries is one of Na- "Many have unqualifiedly declared
from their land.
ralsed
1
One of my sisters has itu.™ tures mysteries. No doubt, the di- the ltarne.ssing of the new highTo be sure, there are hundreds raspberries for 14 years and by rect rays of the sun in lhe same compression engine and the auto
of acres of steep hillsides where it mulching with litter from the hen- manner as the roots «rowin* dee»- matic transmission to be the out
is so rocky no truck or team could house she finds that the cane grows er int0 lhe soil" the colorin8 mal’ standing performance combination
pull a pump spray or a power trac so high that a short step-ladder was ter in berries may be a«ecte(J- 11 in modern automotive history,”
tor or a lime or manure spreader, needed to pick the berries. Dusen-, we knew what ingredients in the said Mr. Jones.
which would be needed to place a berries are much larger than logan- line of chemicals or minerals could
mulch and smoother fields and berries, so I firmly believe that tne be sPread °r worked into the soil, parents of a sen born at Knox Hos
pastures would give much larger young man who can obtain carbon- then much more profit could be de- pital Aug. 19.
profit due to less in labor cotss.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Ames
ated soil can derive a much larger rived from working with Mother
Now. Mr. Blueberry Grower, wake income by working with Mother Nature
were in Greenville Saturday to at
up to the fact that a mulch of de Nature than he can to sell his la-1 Our
our ancestors
ancestors every
every one would tend tlie ivedding of Miss Hope Bigcayed vegetation of what is near
gather in a variety of herbs which ney and Fred Robinson of Fairbor in some industrial center.
est your farm is the solution of your
they would dry, and, instead of go field.
Very few realize that a field which
problem. If you want larger profits
ing to a drugstore, would steep tlie
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Scott and
is run down to such an extent that
test out a patch for yourself; and
herbs and roots of plants, like cat three children of Skowhegan, were
the grass will not make 500 lbs ol
if my theory is right, your income
nip, thoroughwort. Wintergreen, week-end guests of his aunts, Mrs.
hay is really worth more than a
will be doubled in future years. So
tansy, sage and^many other varie Janet Smith and Mrs. Madeline
field from which grass will make
my space fillers may be a means
ties, and the distinctive features of Sprague.
two tons of hay to the acre. The
of putting thousands of dollars in
the roots are also one of Natures
Frank Shields is guest of relatives
leason being that potatoes as well
to the pockets of the owners of
mysteries.
in Concord, N. H.
as nearly all types of berries must
carbonated soil wherever located.
I like constructive criticism and
have an acid soil. It takes 20 to 25
Now, the rich, deep( carbonated
any readers who find that I am
years to produce the needed acid
soil of South Central Maine is just
high or low in my estimates could
sports and crosses, viz—loganberries ity.
do me a favor by calling my atten
To obtain such acidity by use of tion to my error.
as well adapted for the growing of
raspberries, blackberries, and their a mulch would cost from two to
Without Painful Backache
dewberries, dusenberries and young three hundred dollars per acre
When disorder of kidney function permits
TENANT’S HARBOR
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
In
this
section,
carbonated
soil
can
berries, as it is for the raising of
Mrs. Mabel Rose and Mrs Enid maycausenaggingbackache.rheumaticpains,
be brought into a high state of Monaghan attended the Postmas leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE cultivation by leasing the fields for
and dizziness. Frequent or scanty
ters’ Convention in Portland over headaches
passages with smarting and burning some
two years to firms or men to raise the week-end.
times shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
factory crops, corn and beans, as
Corp. Calvin Smith has returned
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
as the end of two growing seasons to Fort Devens, Mass., after a fur Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
by millions for over 50 years. Doan’s give
they will plow and harrow the lough spent with his family.
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
land.
Mr. and Mrs. George White are your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
The owner will buy the grass
seed, or whatever seed he desires
to use as a catch crop, either oats, Enjoy PEACE OF
with a f&i&onai LOAM
barley, wheat, or peas, so that land
can be brought into a high state 1. WHIN YOU APPLY ... friendly, busi
Repay
CASH YOU GET
ness-like, fast service.
Monthly
of cultivation and those who plant
$110 $190 $260
2. GETTING THE CASH... we say Yes to 4
the crops obtain the land for about
out of 5. No delay. Come in or phone.
IS Mos. $9.21 115.88 521.60
$10 per acre, which is the cost to 3. REPAYING THE IOAN ... if emergency

high and low-bush blueberries. All,
these berries require an acid so l, j
and to obtain this with best resuits, use a mulch of decayed vegetation.
Now the farmer who uses his
brain as well as his muscles is the
one to obtain the most profit. Finns
which put out seed and plant cat
alogues, and those who sell nurse
In this way, the land-owner has ry stock advise growers to mulch
the expert advice of the field super-1 thelr juries This eliminates cul
intendent. who. of course, would tivation as well as giving every pro
not have his firm bind themselves tection from Winter-kill and givto expend labor unless they were ing more moisture for the fruit. If
certain of 20'; or more coverage the mukh contains a large percentcould be brought in on the first i age of nitrogen, so much the bet-

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BLUEBERRY

The Rocket Engine

Written By a Man Who Has Made Lifetime
Study Of the Industry

CHAPTER I Andy Ives, tired of work
ing as a hardware store clerk for 20
years, takes a grant of free land of
fered by the state to those people who
will live there at least two years and
cultivate the property. His wife, Kate,
daughter Hope, son Dave and motherin-law ••Granny,” are enthused by the
move.
CHAPTER II. Hope rejects a proposa
oi marriage by Wall Harbison.

CHAPTER III. The family arrives at Its

new home, only slightly worried aboui
the extreme wilderness. They are greet
ed by Emerson Eliot.

CHAPTER IV. Andy and Dave look
over their land the next morning
and prdepare ttemselves fcr the
huge task of clearing it for produc
tive planting.
CHAPTER V. Mr. and Mrs. Webster, a
nearby family, stop by to greet the Ives
CHAPTER VI. During the night the fam
ily la awakened by the lights of a car
Andy investigates and is accosted by sev
eral inebriated inen from town who are
resentful of the fact that Andy’s home
was used formerly by them as a camp

ing place.

CHAPTER VII

“Not drunk,” the bully growled
He turned and moved unsteadily

back to the car. “Come on, boys.
Let's go to Newcastle. I want to see
Sig Flanagan. I wonder how he feels
about losing the camp house out
here."
The third member of the group
was a slender man of about fifty.
He wore horn-rimmed glasses,
which gave his already serious face
an even more serious look. He was
thin-lipped, narrow of face, and he
carried himself with more dignity
than the other two had shown.
“I'm David Wellons,” he said to
Andy, "'county attorney over at
Hamilton." He bowed in a way that
could have been interpreted as
either courteous or sardonic. “We
regret having disturbed your rest,
Mr.—er—”
"Ives," Andy told him. “Andy
Ives. Glad to meet you, Mr. Wel
lons."
"Ah, Mr. Ives. A pleasure. I’m
sure. Where are you from?"
"Harbisonville."
“Have you ever lived in this
country?”
j “Not till now," Andy answered.
He wondered if the man’s interest
and politeness were feigned or ear
nest. "Why do you ask?”
“Partly from curiosity. It will be
quite an experience for you, living
here, I’m sure. Quite an experi
ence!” Then he turned back to the
car. "Come, gentlemen. We re wast
ing time.”
They drove away, toward the
gravel road that led out to the high
way. Andy stood for a moment un
der the clear, late stars, watching
the red taillight blink through the
trees and thickets the car passed.
It was like the baleful red eye of a
temporarily vanquished enemy in
retreat, looking back at him.
When he went into the kitchen,
Dave was sound asleep. But, be
yond the wall, the women were
awake. Kate called: “Who was it,
Andy? Wasn't one of them mad
about something?"
“We’ve got their camping place,"
Andy told her. “They’re deer hunt
ers."
“Oh!”
Andy returned to the bed, rolled
Dave out of the way, and crawled
in. But he didn't go to sleep; there
was too much to think about. For
the first time in his life Andy Ives
had found himself interfering with
the pleasures or pursuits of others.
His years of working for Mr. Jaynes
had conditioned him into a sort of
alwaya-please-the-public groove. But
things were- different now: Andy
Ives was no longer a part of some
one else's business; he had struck
out for himself at last. He re
gretted that his cabin had formerly
been the rendezvous of deer hunt
ers; he regretted even more that
the high sheriff had been accus
tomed to use this cabin during deer
season, for he had no wish to incur
the 111 will of the county ring by
being in their way. But that couldn't
be helped now.
Bugler howled again and took his
mind off the matter.
While they were at breakfast, they
heard hounds trailing in the dis
tance, then the dull roar of a gun.
Some hunter had killed a deer.
Andy and Dave went to Newcas
tle that morning. Andy sold the car
and bought a pair of medium-sized
mules, which appeared to be well
broken and in good condition. He
bought a secondhand wagon and
harness for the mules. He bought
two turning plows, another ax, a
crosscut saw, a mattock, some
barbed wire and a few other items.
The hardware merchant serving
him was very pleasant, as well he
should have been, for Andy was a
good customer, even if he did seem
to know a lot about prices, “You're
new in our section, aren’t you?” he
asked. “Haven't seen you before.”
"Just moved down here,” Andy
told him. "I’m homesteading out
west of town.”
•’Oh, I see,” the merchant said
slowly, studying Andy with interest.
“You seem to know a lot about
hardware.”
Andy laughed softly. “I’ve spent
a good many years selling it for
Jaynes’ Hardware, up at Harbisonville. I ought to know hardware.”
“I know Mr. Jaynes,” the mer
chant said. "I’m Watson Bird.”
“I’m Andy Ives, and this is my
boy, Dave.”

“Glad to meet you, Mr. Ives.” He
looked around to see that no other

customers were within hearing.
“Well, let me give you a little hint,
even though you haven't asked for
it: Be careful out there where
you've homesteaded. Be very care
ful about everything.”

Mules Replace
Andy’s Automobile
“I always try to be careful,”
Andy told him. "What's on your
mind?”
"In the first place, you're not like
the general run of the homestead
ers, and that may put you in bad
with them. In the second place, all
the homesteaders are rather dis
liked by the people in Newcastle,
especially a certain element here."
“I think I know the ones fyou
mean,” Andy said. "I’ve heard
some things.”
“Good! Then you’ll watch out,
Ives.” He looked at Dave. “Fine
youngster you have there. You be
careful too, about picking your
friends, Dave; there are some pret
ty tough customers out in your
neighborhood.”
"Yes, sir,” Dave promised.
And as they were leaving, the
merchant said to Andy: “If you hap
pen to need any credit, come to
me, Ives. I like your cut.”
"Thank you, Mr. Bird,” Andy said
gratefully. “But I hope to keep
things on a cash basis. Credit scares
me; it gets out of hand sometimes.”
“You talk like a man who pays
his debts," Mr. Bird said, pleased.
“And remember, my offer stands."
As they drove homeward in the
rattling wagon, loaded with their
purchases, which included also feed
for the mules and provisions for
the kitchen, Andy and Dave felt that
this was really the beginning. In a
sense, the car had been their last
remaining link with town life, and
now it was gone and they were be
ing pulled homeward by mules.
They rode in silence for about two
miles, each sensing the thoughts of
the other. Andy spoke first.
“Well, son, this is it! We're now a
pair of farmers, but someday we'll
have a nice new car and we'll go
places and see things. Someday—”
"Sure we will!” Dave agreed.
“We'll have a better car than the
one you sold. Right now, we've so
much to do that we don't need a
car.”
Andy nodded. A lump came into
his throat, for he was moved by the
boy’s acceptance of the situation.
After all, this was none of Dave's
doing; lots of kids would hold it

“You talk like a man who pays
his debts. And remember, my offer
stands.”

against a father if he tore them
loose from comfort and friends and
saddled them with a lot of hard
work. It warmed his heart when
Dave showed that he was different,
that he felt this was his own ven
ture too.
“I like to hear you talk like that,”
he said simply. “Whatever comes,
you’ll always know I did what I
thought was best, son."
“Yessir, I know you did,” Dave
said.
They rode on in silence. They
understood each other.
When they turned off the highway
onto the gravel road and drew near
the fork of woods road that led out
to the cabin, they heard hounds out
ahead of them. It sounded like a
larger pack on a hot chase.
“Not far from our place,” Dave
guessed.
The deer are having a hard
day,” said Andy. "Poor critters!”

Trouble Rears
Its Ugly Head
“Gosh!” Dave exclaimed. “I'd
like to see a deer in the woods. Only
deer I’ve seen were in the zoo. They
didn't look happy.”
A heavy-gauge gun “bulloomed!”
then, but the hounds continued their
chase, going southeast.
“He missed,” said Andy. “That
shot sounded pretty close to our

house.”
Then the faint crack of a rifle.
It sounded like Mr. Flipp's squirrel
weapon.
When they came around the
growth and in sight of the cabin,
they saw Mr. Eliot's decrepit road
ster parked against the sapling he
used for supplementary brakes.
There was no one in sight. Bugler
lay by the corner of the cabin, teeth
bared, growling.
“What's his trouble?” Dave won
dered aloud. “He looks ready to
fight.”
"You've got me there.” Andy
said, puzzled. "I didn't think there
was an ounce of fight in those skin
and bones.”
As they drew up in front of the
house, though, the pup changed
abruptly and opened up with a longdrawn, dismal howling, pointing his
keen muzzle heavenward and pour
ing the entire vicinity full of heart
rending wails.
The door opened and Kate ap
peared, very straight, very white,
very angry. Through the open door
they could hear someone playing
chords on the piano, accompanied
by the unsure notes of a violin de
terminedly attempting ‘The Flight
of the Bumblebee." From the gen
eral effect, the bumblebee would do
well to make a forced landing. Piano
and violin seemed to be playing
"hide - and - go - seek,” with slight
chance of finding each other. It was
this, undoubtedly, that had moved
Bugler to the deep melancholy he
was voicing.
Andy’s eyes were on Kate's white
face. Something was wrong! He had

never seen her look quite so grim.
“What’s the matter, honey?’’ he
called. “Come on out and look at
the team and the things we’ve
bought.”
Kate came out, walked fast to
ward the wagon. Granny, looking
equally angry, replaced her in the
doorway.
The bumblebee flew on and on,
wavering often, but remaining
bravely on the wing. And Bugler
sobbed out his grief from a soundtorn heart.
“You heard the shot,” Kate said.
"You heard the hounds and the shot,
didn't you?”
"Sure. What about it?” Her man
ner sent Andy’s heart pounding, yet
he knew that no one had been in
jured by the shot, or else the music
wouldn't be going on in the house.
“What's the matter, Kate?”
"The hounds chased the deer
right by the house. A man rode out
of the woods, trying-to head off the
deer. He shot from the horse. Most
of the load struck the west end of
the cabin. Buckshot, of course.”
Andy paled now. “Who was it?
Did he stop and apologize? Did Mr.
Eliot know him?”
“Mr. Eliot was busy with his vio
lin, trying to show Hope how to ac
company him. He didn’t even see
the hunter—a big. broad man on a
rangy black horse. No, he didn't
stop. He went on by at a gallop,
loading his gun as he went. Didn't
even look this way!”
“He shot mighty high,” Andy
said slowly, thinking hard. “Funny
he’d miss the deer and shoot the
cabin wall, from horseback. High
as he was above the deer, the
charge should’ve gone into the
ground.”
“I don’t think he shot at the
deer,” Granny said, coming down
the low step from the cabin door.
“Does are protected, aren't they?”
Andy nodded. “Was it a doe?”
"It was small, and it had no ant
lers. I think that when the man
saw it was a doe, he was mad
about that; and it was right here
at the house too, and that was a
sore subject with him—so, he just
shot at the house for pure meannessl”
“Sounds logical,” Andy agreed,
"but it would take a mighty mean
fellow to pull such a trick!”
"It was Sig Flanagan,” a voice
said quitely. "I seen him.”
They turned quickly and saw Mr.
Flipp, who had come silently out of
the woods, two fox squirrels swing
ing from his rawhide belt, his
rifle on his narrow shoulder.
“Did you see him shoot?” Andy
asked.
“Nup. Seen him rldin’ to head off
the doe, which he may not’ve
knowed was a doe.” He set the rifle
down against a tree and came on
toward the wagon.
“Shet up, Bugler!” he roared.
Flanagan’s that mean, all right.
It'd be just like him to pour a load
of shot into yore house an’ then
say he was shootin' at the deer.”
“Where is he camped?” Andy
asked, climbing down from the
wagon.
“He always camps with the sher
iff an’ that bunch,” Mr. Flipp told
him. “Shet up. Bugler! Say, if that
wasn’t yore dog, I'd grab me up a
scantlin'.an’ bust him!” He looked
dolefully at Kate and Granny.
” 'Scuse me, ladies, but derned if I
don't hate to hear a critter howl!”
“It’s the music,” said Granny.
"Bugler has done pretty well today,
but the music—”
“Yes'm, I know.” Absalom Flipp
looked from one to the other apolo
getically. “Ol’ man Eliot's been jest
itchin’ to git over here an’ play his
fiddle with the piano. He can't play
wuth a dang, though, an’ that flyin'
dirt-dobber piece—or whatever he
calls it—is one of his wust ones! He
took fiddlin’ oncet, he says, in one
of them observatories, but—”
"A conservatory,” Granny cor
rected him.
___________

(By Herbert L. Skinner)
(Second Installment)
The average canning plant needs
front 25 to 35 tone per day to oper
ate to capacity. In order to obtain
the required acreage to produce that
number of tons daily, the canning
plants use the same method which
tiny 1 ,ve used for years to i btain
the ".lumber of tons of stvtei
in,
beans, etc.
This method is for the field su
perintendent to have farmers sign
contracts to plant as many
acres as they can grow by giving
credit for the seed and plant loods,
which are deducted when the crops
were hauled to the factory. The
past few years field superintendents
have gone to farmers with contracts
of a like nature, except that the
credit would be over a longer peri
od of months and would carry the
payroll for the men who cut the
bushes, spread hay, or whatever
method of burning, also inspecting
the growing plants and spraying
for disease, if any occurred.
The following year, when tne
blueberries begin to turn blue, to
dust for the fruit fly; and, if the
owner desires, would send crews to
harvest the crop. Then when tne
crop had been weighed, the laoor
costs and carrying charges would
be deducted from the first crop.
In other words, a land owner who
has what a field superintendent is
sure would produce blueberries can
go into blueberry growing with ab
solutely no cash in advance The
canning plants charge a fair rate
for the use of their equipment in
burning, or spraying, or dusting.
The canning plants ask in their
contracts that farmers will sell to
their firm for three, five, or what
ever number of years is mutually
agreed upon.
‘’‘Yes'm, that's whut I said.”
“I’m going to Sheriff Martin’s
camp," Andy declared. "I’m going
to tell Sig Flanagan—”
“Jest a minute,” Mr. Flipp in
terrupted. "You ain't asked my ad
vice, but lemme give you a slug of
it: Forget whut happened. That’s
the best and easiest way to handle
it.”
"Yes,” said Kate, “I’d rather you
would, Andy. They’d all be even
angrier if you went to the camp and
tried to lay down the law to them.
Flanagan will say that it was an
accident, anyway.”

Andy Is Determined
To See Flanagan
"They can't ride through my
place, shooting at my house,” Andy
cut in hotly. “If they get by with
this, they might try worse next
time. I’m going.”
The music stopped. Hope came
out, Mr. Eliot following. A look of
deep peace lay upon his roundish
face, and his eyes twinkled with
joy behind his spectacles.
"Where is the sheriff camped?”
Andy asked Mr. Flipp.
“ ’Bout a mile southwest of here,
on the other side of lite bayou. But,
look, Mr. Ives. You won’t do nothin’
but harm to go there. As fer the
postin' of yore land, they'd say you
had to have a notice in the county
paper 'fore you could make it
stick, anyhow. Why, ihey’a lawyers
an’ county offerers an’ the game
warden an’ the sheriff—they’re all
together there. Whut chance would
you have, (Ivin* oraera to that
bunch?”
“They’ll have to know how I feei
about it,” Andy said atubbornly.
“Flanagan in surtlcular. I'm g»
ing. Dave, you can unhitch tha
mules and put them in the lot I’D
unload the things for the house be
fore I—_
(To be continued)’

Now She Shops
“Cash and Cany”

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD
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Serious facts are revealed by recent medical
reports. One out of every three persons ex
amined was a victim of Pin-Worms ... often
without suspecting it. And this ugly infec
tion spreads rapidly through whole families,
can cause serious trouble if neglected.
Watch for warning signs—especially the
aggravating rectal itch. Get Jayne’t P-W
Vermifuge right away. P-W’s vital ingredient is
a medically-approved drug that scientifically
kills Pin-Worms and removes them from the
body. The small, easy-to-take P-W tablets
were perfected by the famous Jayne Co., spe
cialists in worm remedies for over 100 years.
Ask your druggist:
for Pin-Worms 1
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ATHLETE S FOOT GERM
KILL IT IN ONE HOUR.
YOUR 35c BACK.

If not pleased. The germ grows
DEEPLY. To kill it, you must
REACH it. Get TE-OL at any
drug store. A STRONG fungicide,
made with 90% alcohol. It PENE
TRATES. Reaches More Germs.

PULVEX
FLEA

POWDER

.. KIllS FLCAS
. KffPS fM OFF

CAT OWNERS: To rid your cat of fleas and
bee, be aure io use Pulvea ROTENONB
Flea Powder Specially formulated for cats.
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Small Loon Statute License No.
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LOANS $350 UP TO $1000 MADE BY
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NEW ENGLAND FINANCE CORPORATION
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Refrigeration
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54

FINANCE COMPANY

Loons mode to residents of oil surrounding towns
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w
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37
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17.29
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34

12.73

2nd FL, 356 MAIN ST., PHONE: 1133

14

17

7.39

Interest charges: 3% per month on
balances up to $150; 2'/2% per month
on any remainder ol such balances up
to $300.
(12)

LOANS $25 TO $300 ON
SIGNATURE, FURNITURE, OR CAR

32

strike YOU.'

20 Mos.

■rises, we're most understanding.

3400 cu. ft. of New Refrigeration.

All metal

C. V. Hill Box with three Carrier Compressors.

bl

Three walk-in doors, floor racks, interior lighting,
HORIZONTAL
1-Apportion
5-A serpent (pi.)
9-Carried
10-Pertaining to the
sun
12- Fears
13- Carpenter’s tool (pi.)
15- Lion (Latin)
16- T erm
18-Celebrate (abbr.)
20-lmage or likeness
22- Prophets
23- Narrow highway
24- Cupolas
26- Born
27- Compact
28- Methods
30-Sprinkle
32- Prefix. Thrice
33-Craft
34- Staggering
38-One who travel*
rapidly
42- Ancient times
43- A rodent
45- Male bee
46- Bound

47- Dimmed

.

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
49- Drunkarde
50- Advertisement*
(abbr.)
51- Signifie*
53- Joined
54- Large property
56-Repetition of (light
sound*
58- Helper
59- Alter the form of
60- State of diiorder
61- Knocke

VERTICAL
1- Female deer
2- Epochs
3- Mountain* In
8. America
4- Diminiehee
5- Aims at
6- Part for one (pi.)

7- Plot
8- Rlver In Poland
9- Household utensil

(Pl)

11- R*vok*
12- A lure

Ji. ”

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14- Meaning
15- Cover*
17-Look

19-Sly glance
21—Prevoked
23-Characters of the
alphabet
25-A flnoh
27-Ventured
29- A period of time
(abbr.)
31-Soft baby food
34- A roster
35- To strike out, a* a
vowel
30- Clty in Syria
37- Kitehen utenaii (pi.)
38- 6hearer
39-Condemned
40- Penetrate
41- Reelln*
44-Hlgh (Muele)
47-Top of tho head (pi.)
48- Muelcal play
51-Constructed
62-Walk
55-Boy*e name (Short)
#7-Twn* (abbr.)

all complete.

Ideal for Fish, Fowl, or Fruit storage.

This box can be bought for less than 50% of its
original cost, and can be a irtoney maker for the

man in the right location.

Call Lewiston 2*3108, or Write
H. T. HUNTINGTON
421 Main St.,

Lewiston, Me.
75-76
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NELSON IN WASHINGTON
Our New Congressman Tells What’s Going On
In the National Capital
eign policy since the present ad
ministration so badly bungled the
Chinese situation. The House passed
the President’s program to send
arms to Europe. The fact that the
House cut the appropriation in two
does not so much matter. It is the
principle of arming Europe for
ground defense and building mun
itions and arms factories in Rus
sia's back yard that is all impor
tant. This principle can not be
comprised. It is either all right or
all wrong. I think it is completely
wrong. I think it is part of the
‘‘crisis policy” of the present ad
ministration that has led us along
the path of inevitability of another
war ever since VJ day. Just look at
the plain, common sense objections
to any such plan.
First: We are asked to appropri
ate the money, over a billion, with
admittedly no tactical or strategic
plan for its use and with the cer
tain knowledge given us by all mil
itary leaders that its expenditure
would not deter Soviet Russia at
Military Assistance Program
all in sweeping its immense land
This week we took what is. in my armies to the Channel in a matter
humble opinion, one of the most of 90 days. We were asked to ap
crucial and wrong steps in our for- propriate the money and approve a
policy of arming Europe on the
ground
without any accurate
knowledge of what the ultimate
cost of the program would be. A
high French military authority who
advocated the plan estimated that
America would have to spend over
All Types of Commercial 100 billions of dollars to approach
adequate defense.
Photography; Groups, anSecond:
There is no guarantee
Weddings, Industrial, that the countries aided will con
Marine and Insurance, tinue spending adequately for their
own defense. We have poured bil
Aerial.
lions of dollars into Europe through
the
ECA. In a recent release to the
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
paper Reynaud, a former premier
of France flatly states that aid to
Europe has been a failure. Are we
to pay for the defense of European
TEL. 907 or 770
countries while they build up their
BTtf
socialist systems by diverting mon

After more than a year of delay,
the President has finally announced
the appointment of a War Claims
Commission to adjudicate the
claims of civilian internees of the
Japanese and military personnel
interned by either the Japanese or
Germans who <l.d not receiM food
rations as proscribed by th; 192S
Geneva Convention. Religious or.
ganizations in the Philippines
which eased the pain and suffering
in Japanese prison camps by pro
viding money and supplies to pri
soners and internees will be reim
bursed.
It is estimated that all of the
30,000 prisoners of the Japanese
and W percent of the 99,000 prison,
ers of the Germans will receive 1
dollar a day ration allowance
About 54 million will be divided
among them and between 1 and 2
million will be refunded to religious
groups. This money will not come
from the taxpayer but from im
pounded funds of the countries
concerned.

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

Sidney L. Cullen

ey they might have used for that
purpose?
Third: It is acknowledged by mil
itary leaders that Soviet Russia
does not move because of the Amer
ican Air Force and the atom bomb.
If Europe is to be defended against
aggression it must be defended by an
overwhelming superiority in terms
of aircraft and a very real danger
exisits that in sending arms and
munition plants to Western Europe
we are placing weapons in the
hands of peoples who do not have
the will to fight, peoples who in
popular electorates have demon
strated their high percentage of
communist indoctrination. Com
munist forces all over the world are
riding to conquest in American
trucks, tanks and jeeps and using
American arms and ammunition.
Shall we repeat the Administra
tions tragic errors in China? Far
better that we have an invincible
air arm with defended bases in
Europe. This would be far less ex
pensive and far better for peace.
Fourth: We^have now completely
by-passed the United Nations and
rendered it almost completely fu
tile. Thus passeth what at the close
of the war was termed the one great
hope for lasting peace. We are em
barking on a policy of inevitable
war with its armament race that
can break the backs of taxpayers
and change our form of society just
as surely as can any war. Why can
not we get away from planning for
war and do a little planning lor
peace.
Just listen with me for awhile
to a few of the veterans of the
last war who feel with conviction
of experience Charlie Potter of
Michigan, an infantry officer who
lost both legs in battle:
"Russia could have and can now
march to the channel any time she
wants to But she did not and will
not do it. Russia will not do it be
cause she is afraid of retaliation
by air. That is our great defense—
our means of immediate retaliation.
Certainly a billion and a half of
ground troup weapons will not stop
Russian aggression.”
Pat Sutton, Democrat from Tenn
essee and Combat officer twice
wounded says, "But to me, Mr.
Chairman, this is one matter which
my conscience can not permit me

to go along with. I regret to say
I think this is the declaration of
war.”
Don Jackson, a marine combat
veteran of California who proposed
an amendment for which I voted
to strengthen our air force and pro
vide overseas bases, says.
*‘I think we are taking a tragic
step. I belive with the others who
have spoken just before me that
this is an act that is going to lead
this Nation into World War III.
into a catastrophe of arms from
which the world will probably not
recover.”
These are only a few of the com
bat veterans who united in their
conception of the wrongness of the
step and the importance of air as
our defense in this atomic age
Isn't it time that we in America
realized that we cannot feed the
entire world or arm the entire world
without totalling destroying our own
economy, an economy that is the
last great hope for peace and lreedom in the world? Isn't it time we
got away from the Administrations
crises and started really working
for peace?

ROCKVILLE
Miss Grace Barrows is visiting at
her Summer home here.
Miss Sally Crockett, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. V. B Crockett of this
village, entertained a gTOup of
friends Tuesday; motoring to Saga
more Park for lunch and games
then on to Camden Public Beach
for a swim. The event was in ob
servance of Sally’s 11th birthday.
Miss Donna Lee Leonard is visit
ing in Northeast Harbor, guest of
her aunt, Mrs. Pearl Kinney; at the
same time getting acquainted with
her new cousin, Karen Ann.
F. W. Robbins who suffered an ill
turn recently is now much improved
and is once again a visitor at "Lot
tie's Store.”
Mrs. Fannie Brewster who has
been a patient at the Knox Hos
pital is at the Burkett Nursing
Home, Rockland.
Miss Emma Brewster who was
here the past few weeks, has re
turned to Bedford, Mass.
Atwell is a masculine personal
name of Teutonic origin signifying
dweller beside the spring.
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sen Everett of Sayville, Long Island,
Mrs. Russell Knight visited at the N. Y. were recent guests of the
home of her sister, Mrs. Roy Jajoie, Colliers.
in Vassalboro several days recently.
MATINICUS
The. WS.C.S. met Aug 16 at the
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Mason and
home of Mrs. A. W. Adams. At the
daughter Donna of Rockland have
business meeting plans were made
been visiting her parents, Mr. and
for a food sale Aug. 28. The hostess
Mrs. Oscar Ames.
served refreshments.
Miss Elizabeth Hills of Oakland Mrs. Evelyn Smith of Thomas
was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank ton has been spending several days
Bryant several days recently. Mr. with her mother, Mrs. Stanley at
and Mrs. E. M. Curtis of Bangor the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
were callers Friday at the Bryant Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Clark. Jr. and
home.
Misses Eda Lawry and Nellie Da children of Stamford, Conn., are
vis, both of Friendship, visited Fri occupying tlie Bunker cottage.
day their cousins,
Mrs. Etta Mrs. Marguerite Ames and Mrs.
Marriner and George Lawry. Other Adella Ives spent the week-end in
recent callers at the Marriner- Rcckland and Vinalhaven.
Lawry home were Mrs. Floyd Little
Mr. and Mrs. George Dobson,
field and her father, George Pen son David, and George Martin, all
dleton, both of Morrill.
of Duxbury. Mass., were recent
Russell Knight, sons, Russell, and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chaney
Daniel, and Leo Bean were in Bos Ripley.
ton to attend the recent Boston Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith of
Red Sox-Washington Senators ball Winthrop have been spending their
game.
vacation with Ellen Wallace and
Miss Belle Lowell attended the Beatrice Smith.
Howes Family Reunion Aug. 20 Mrs. Frances Haskell of Rock
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Israel land is visiting her daughter, Marie
Woodbury in Morrill. Miss Mary Ripley.
Martin of Everett, Mass., called on
Mr. and Mrs. Daniels of Wellesley.
Miss Lowell recently.
Mass., have retumed heme after
Mrs. Lelafi Smith of Pittsfield visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Phil
visited Saturday at the home of brook.
her aunt, Mrs. Julia Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bunker and
Miss Frances Mayhew is spending son Vance have been on the main
two weeks with her cousin, Mrs. land for several days.
Lula Clement, in Fairfield.
Miss Ruth Wolf of Newport, Ky..
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Covell of Au was recent guest of Anne Kuhn at
gusta and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Elms the ‘‘Binnacle.”
cf East Searsmont called Sunday
Mrs. Jane Ames of Connecticut
on Mr. and Mrs. Blinn Hogan.
was recent overnight guest at her
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Marriner of home here.
Portsmouth visited Eben Cobb at
Invest in U. S. Savings Bondthe Bradbury Hospital in Belfast
and Harold Cobb here recently. Ac safe arid sure as the erdit of the
companied by the latter, they called United States—the best on earth.
on several relatives in Hope, Cam
den, and Lincolnville.
Mrs. Sewall Davis, Jr., and daugh
ters, Deborah and Cynthia, of Au
burn, and Miss Beverly of Lisbon
Center have returned to their homes
after visiting Mrs. Davis’ mother,
Mrs. Vida Mehuren, and her uncles,
Gardner and Drummond Hemenway.
Edward Collier spent a few days
recently with his family here, and
they have all returned to Phila
delphia. Mr. and Mrs. Reeves and

SEARSMONT

Beautiful Bayside
Signs Of Improvement Which
An Industrious Corre
spondent Sees
Bayside is being given an oppor
tunity to observe what a lot of
vitamins there are in a coat of
fresh paint. The old Winterport
cottage, now called "The Boat
house,” is growing younger by the
minute and the old Blethen cottage
which Arthur Clark has bought, on
the corner of Main and Georges
streets is flashing a green and yel
low grin which brightens up the
corner where it am. The Sidney
Robinson cottage on lower Breadway is being fitted to a sport coat
in the latest pattern and several
other places in town are getting all
slicked up.
In line with these evidences of
civic improvement the inferra cot
tage on Griffen street has blos
somed out in a new suit of those
scalloped bottom fireproof shingles
which look so well against the
greenery which surrounds the place;
the new Hook bungalow on Merrithew Square is coming along fast
with five carpenters whanging away
merrily and the old Mahoney cot
tage on Griffen street, is getting
some new floors in preparation for
a general overhaul.
Among the Rockland visitors to
Bayside during the past week were
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Monteith,
and son Charles, Mr. and Mrs. Ev
erett L. Spear, Mr. and Mrs. F.
Cornelius Doherty, Mrs. Mary Hast,
ings, Mrs. Gertrude Payson, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry B. Bird. Miss Elea
nor Bird, Miss Ellen Sheehan, Mrs.
Elihu Washburn. Mrs. Ruth San
born and Miss Bertha Luce.

Dr. and Mrs. Fosdick of New Ha
ven are guests of Mrs. Hazel Clem
mons at Hillside Cottage on Pleas
ant Street for a two weeks’ stay.
Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Earl Winn of
Winchester, Pa., who have been
guests of Admiral and Mrs. G. E.
Thomas at Hilltop cottage, left
Thursday for their return home.
Sherman Daniels had a good
alibi for a bad hole on the golf
course Sunday.
"A bumblebee
backed up to me and pushed, ’ he
explained.
Mr and Mrs. A. L. Green of
Easton. Mass., have taken the E.
C. Reed cottage in that section of
the community between Georges
street and old county road, called by
its owner, for good and sufficient
reasons, "Back Acres.”
Mrs. Whiting, who has been
spending a few days as the guest of
Mrs. Bowden at the Orrington cot
tage on Morris Park, has returned
home.
Mrs. Connie Holmes of Carver,
Mass., is hostess to a family reunion
this week at The Towers on Park
Row.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt of Winches
ter. Mass., were recent guests of
Prof, and Mrs. Butters on Georges
street.
Dr. and Mrs. Reed gave a cocktail
party Tuesday afternoon for Mr.
and Mrs. Winn and Richard Thomas
recent guests at Hilltop cottage.
Recent transfers In real estate
include the old Bucksport com
munity cottage lot from G. H.
Reed to Mrs. Mary Hook, a small
lot of land adjacent to the Dykster
cottage in the rear of the Morse
cottage
on
Park Row
and
several small lots of land from the
Northport Wesleyan Grove Camp
ground Association to Mrs. Made
line Howard, —by G. H. Reed.
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know it gives more
f
I"
tor my money:

You’re
entitled to these

LONGEST, HEAVIEST CAR IN

FISHER UNISTEEL

CBRTI-SAFE

CURVED WINDSHIELD

ITS FIELD whh WIDEST TREAD

BODY CONSTRUCTION

HYDRAULIC BRAKES

with PANORAMIC VISIBILITY

EXTRA VALUES
EXTRA ECONOMICAL TO

exclusive to

WORLD’S CHAMPION

OWN—OPERATE—MAINTAIN

VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

S-INCH WIDE-BASE WHEELS

FISHER BODY

LOW-PRESSURE

STYLING AND LUXURY

PLUS

TIRES

Chevrolet
in its field!

CENTER-POINT STEERING

. . . AND IT’S THE LOWEST PRICED LINE IN ITS FIELD!

we handle that call . . . and hpw the person being called answers.
Most telephone users cooperate willingly in those things that
help us provide dependable service. They include:

★ Looking up numbers you don’t remember

★ Calling "Information” only for numbers not listed in tbe
directory

★ Dialing or giving numbers accurately

★ Being a good telephone neighbor by sharing your party
line fairly with others

★ Allowing at least a minute for your party to answer, and
answering your own calls promptly
For our part, we are constantly trying to improve the techni

cal aspects of telephone service. We have made real progress

in adding long-distance circuits, reducing dial-tone delays, ob
taining faster responses by operators, and in doing many other
things which make service better for everyone.

i

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, MAINE

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY

;

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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HE STUDIEDJNPARIS

Met In Rockport

Marion Weidman Entertains
Daughters Ot Founders Former Rockland Man Attended School Where
and Patriots Of America
The Maine Chapter of Daughters
Of Pounders
and Patriots of
America met Saturday at the home
of Miss Marion Weidman, in Rock
port. Mrs. Horace B. Crosby, of
Portland, president of the Chapter
presided. A short business meeting
was held after a delicious lobster
luncheon was served by the hos
tess.
The chief project of this Society
is ‘'unassailable records? lineages
of our members, (which arc pub
lished in book form, a copy of
which is in the Rockland Public
Libraryi. These lineages are ac
cepted by genealogists all over the
country.
The eligibility clause has been
stressed and closely guarded, as
this is what makes the Society dis
tinctive.
Eligibility: Any woman of at
least 18 years of age and of good
moral character and reputation who
is in sympathy with the objects of
this Society is eligible to member
ship, provided she is descended in
unbroken paternal line of either
father or mother from an ancestor
who served in any of the Colonics
of the US A. during the period from
the settlement of Jamestown. May
13, 1607. to May 13. 1687, and pro
vided that in this unbroken line,
is an intermediate ancestor who
by personal service in a civil or
military capacity or by other acts
proving his unfailing loyalty, as
sisted in establishing American In
dependence during the Revolution
ary period, 1775 to 1784 . . .
Two hundred thirty-five new
members elected, nine supplementals. The last number issued is 5040
a gain of 510 in three years; 157
members were lost by death dur
ing the past three years. The Maine
Chapter has 34 members and holds
three regular meetings each year.
Present: Mrs. Horace B. Crcsby,
Miss Mabel Stedman, Mrs. James
Patterson. Mrs. Edward Mansfield.
3d. and Mrs Edwin S. Cox. of
Portland. Mrs. H P. Blodgett, Mrs.
J. N. Southard, Mrs. L. A. Thurston
and Mrs. A P. Haines, of Rockland,
Mrs. Ernest Odell, Farmington. Mrs.
Oscar Look. Jonesport. Mrs. T. K.
Edes. and Miss Rebecca Edes. Dex
ter; Mrs. Herbert Foster, Winthrop;
Mrs. Helen F. Jennison. Cranston,
R. I., Miss Evelyn Greeley, New Ha
ven, Conn., Mrs. Alton W Reed.
Taunton, Mass., and Miss Marion
Weidman
The Oct. 22 meeting will be held
with Mrs. James Patterson. South
Portland 710 Highland avenue.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

Store To Let
MAIN STREET
CORNER ROCKLAND STREET

ALAN GROSSMAN
TEL. 760 or 135 W
71-tf

24 Nationalities Were Assembled
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Three and one-half years ago
while out on the high seas, little
did I dream that soon after my
discharge from the Armed Forces,
I would be among the many ex-G.I's
sailing for Europe to study under
the G. I. Bill of Rights. This has
been a golden opportunity for
many of us and for those whose
careers were a bit uncertain due to
the war.
I have just completed two years
and three months cf studying
Hotel Management in Lausanne.
Switzerland and now back in
America, have started on my career
which I find most interesting as
well as fascinating thanks to the
G. I. Bill.
On a bleak September afternoon
aboard the S. S. DeGrasse we sailed
out of New York Harbor. Our des
tination was Le Havre, France. On
the eighth day it was piped over the
ship that we would soon be sail
ing by the coast of England ... a
few hours later, a mad dash to
the rails and there off in the dis
tance I gazed on the "White Cliffs
of Dover.'’
The following afternoon. we
sailed into the harbor of Le Havre.
This particular harbor had been
badly bombed and one could see
ruins everywhere
A few hours
later I found myself going through
the French customs and silently
praying that they wculd overlook
a certain suitcase, which held more
than my quota of cigarettes, etc . . .
luck was with me . . out of seven
pieces of luggage . . . that particular
one was overlooked.
Then aboard the Paris Express
and off for "Gay Paree."
In the evenings the streets cf
Paris were dimly lighted due to the
shortage of electricity. I remember
my first promenade on the “Place
de Concord,” my first view of the
Seine River and up the Seine cn a
small island, the everlasting Notre
Dame. Visits to the Louvre where
one can gaze on the finest paintings
in the world, and of them all,
"Mona Lisa ' stijl greets you with
fy:r wistful smile. Fontainbleau,
the lovely chateau where Napoleon
ruled with his right hand in his
waistcoat . . . Versailles, King Louis,
the 14th's Summer Palace where
he and Madam DuBarry held
court.
I remember entering the famous
ball-room of mirrors at Versailles.
It was like being in another world,
closing my eyes I could almost see
Louis, gout and all. dancing around
that vast ballroom. Slowfy I
started to waltz alone down the
ball-room . . . not only our guide
but the other tourists could not
figure out what all the dancing was
about and after much laughter on
their part I told them . . . once
back in America, if anyone should
ask me about Versailles, I too can
say that I danced in the famous
ballroom of mirrors.
Evenings were spent mostly down

in the Latin Quarter of Paris, where
each club and restaurant was filled
with its own unique atmosphere . . .
the food as only the French can
cook it.
After three weeks in Paris with
a few French words under my belt
I boarded the Orient Express for
Lausanne. Switzerland and college.
Switzerland, the land of clean
ness, flowers and Alps. My first
day in Lausanne was a job in itself
. . . the task of finding a Pension
kept me on the go and after hours
I found myself in a charming room
as the Pensionaire of Madam and
Monsieur Ogeuy. Neither Madam
nor her husband could speak a
word of English and it was mostly
through these two people that I
was able to master the French lan
guage.
They could speak only French
and sooner or later I was going to
get terribly tired of the sign lan
guage and the “Parlez vous" was
bound to flow. Our home in Laus
anne. perched on a hill, was only
a three-minute walk from Lac Lemann (known as Lake Geneve) and
from my bedroom window I could
gaze across the lake onto the high
snow-capped Alps in France.
Snow covered these Alps Winter
and Summer and one never needed
a weathervane here ... if the clouds
settled half way down the Alps . . .
one knew before the day was over a
storm was approaching. There was
a fascinating beauty to all this,
the peaks of the snow-capped Alps
high above the clouds, looked like
white church steeples reaching into
the Heavens.
First day at college was like a
replica of the League of Nations.
Twenty-four nationalities complet
ed the roster and out of the entire
melting pot there were only three
Americans. Never in my life have
I heard such jibber, jabber, particu
larly during our smoking periods.
Picture yourself in the fumoir with
188 students and 24 different lan
guages being spoken at the same
time! It sounded as if the revo
lution had arrived.
Finally the Dean made his ap
pearance . . . rules and regulations
were handed to us. Rule 1, during
classes and while on the grounds,
only the French language was to
be spoken. All classes would be
conducted in French. This rule
was followed out as far as the
classes were concerned but once
outside, we spoke our own prospec
tive language. Only a few students
could speak English, therefore we
also indulged in the sign language.
Rule 2, in case of sickness or any
cause of absences, a doctor's cer
tificate had to be presented to the
Dean or authorization by the pro
fessors of each class. Being tardy
or late, meant points taken off from
examination papers.
Classes were started off with a
bang! The largest majority of us
could not understand the profes
sors and they in return could not

understand us.
Besides learning the hotel busi
ness from scratch we were com
pelled to take up two other lan- Much Is Pleasing Patrons Of
Camden Hills Theatre
languages. French and Spanish
were on my list. Of the two, French
This Week
was the most important. Then
“The Silver Cord," which is con
came long hours of studying Many
sidered by many to be Sidney How
an evening the midnight oil burned.
ard's greatest play, opened Tues
Still we found time for pleasure and
day night at the Camden Opera
after a few months we were all
House, to run through the rest of
speaking French.
the week.
My room became an official hang
This play, which has for years
out. Mansieur Oguey's wine cellar been studied in dramatics schools
became very popular and the raids as one of the finest works to come
were frequent. I knew where he out of the period between the two
kept his key. Madam and Mon World Wars, features fine dramatic
sieur enjoyed having the students portrayals by Judy Ferguson as
around and there were evenings Mrs. Phelps, the possessive mother,
when our studies were interrupted who realize that she is losing her
by Monsieur bringing in his tray two sons through marriage.
and bottles. . . knowing well that
In the roles of the two sons, Rob
only the night before, his cellar had ert and David. Paul Payson and
been raided. There were long talks Mamel Abrams rendered highly
on European problems and past successful performances. These two
war days. Students who had seen roles effectively mirror tlie effect
and lived through the horrors of of the play, which is a study in
the concentration camps spoke of over-emphasized family relations.
their experiences.
As a play which brings out the
Our college, also, was a heaven warmth, sincerity, humor, and oc
for royalty . . . among the most casional unrecognized malice of
charming ladies there was the family life, "The Silver Cord" will
Duchess of Hapsburg. Before her be enjoyed by the whole family, and
marriage she was Princess Dorothy as an outstanding work in modern
of Bavaria; before the war, her drama, it will be enjoyed by all
Uncle ruled that country. Baron those who are well versed in ap
Julius Baley of Budapest whose preciation of fine theatre.
father was one of the greatest doc
tors tn Hungary, was another popu
WASHINGTON
lar refugee. There were other no
A committee meeting of the Parbility and all had the one prayer
: ent-Teacher Association was held
in their hearts. “A passport to
Aug. 18 at the home of Mrs. Leah
America and a chance to begin a
Powell to make plans for a beano
new life.'’
j game the last of August for benefit
We had students from Egypt
of a dental clinic. Prizes will be
among them a "Pasha'' (turban and
home-cooked foods. On the com
all). Siami, Iceland and Africa's
mittee are Mrs. Powell, Mrs. Gertlargest hotel owner's sons attended
I rude Jones, Mrs. Alma Babb. Mrs.
this college, and of course this in I
Edna Brann and Mrs. Eva Sidecluded Swiss Students.
linger. Dental care is a new proj
(To be concluded)
ect this year and all children en
Indonesia has removed restric tering school for the first time are
tions on the sale of cinchona bark eligible to treatment at this clinic.
to quinine producers, as a means ot
Washing a second hand suit she
repopularizing the use of natural
had bought for her husband, a
antimalarial drugs.
woman in Shefford, England, found
a gold wedding ring in the vest poc
ket and $26 dollars in bills in the
coat pocket.
tht

“The Silver Cord”
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Cuthbertson Family
Seventy-One Members and
Guests Attend Reunion
In Newport
The 12th annual Cuthbertson re
union was held July 31 at Black
Meres in Newport, Maine, with 71
members and guests present A
picnic lunch was enjoyed.
The following officers were elect
ed; President and vice president,
Mr .and Mrs. Robert Cuthbertson;
secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Mar
garet Havener.
The date for next years reunion
will be the third Sunday in July.
The place to be chosen.
After the business meeting the
following program was presented:
Tell Me The Story Of Jesus,” Jane
Havener and Faylene Engstrom;
Songs, “Forever and Ever” and
“Candy Kisses,” Penny and Chippy
Cleaves; “Home on the Range? by
all; recitation “The (jiimp Cooks
Day Ofl" Edna Jackson; song,
“Mother”, Mrs. Jean Cuthbertson
children; Closing song "God Be
With You” by all.
The oldest and youngest members
present were Mrs. Jean Cuthbert
son. 74; and Sharon Cuthbertson
age 3 weeks. Among those attend
ing were, Mrs. Harriet Schultz Bar.
low and Winnifred Schultz of
Gilford. Mr. and Mrs. George Cuth
bertson and son James, Bobbie.
Douglas and Janet Drinkwater, Mr.
and Mrs Percy Bates and Mrs. Jean
Cuthbertson of Sargentville, Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Cleaves, Penny,
Chippy and Sonny Cleaves, Mrs.
Olive Clark, Mrs. Hazel Engstrom,
Ralph Cuthbertson and son Lau
rence, Mr. and Mrs. Rusty Haskell,
Shirley and Bernice Haskell and
Owen Clark of Dexter, Mr and
Mrs. Fred Cuthbertson, Lea and
Sharon Cuthbertson Joan. Jean.
Jewel and Peggie Conrad of Coop
ers Mills, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Jackson. Rodney Jean, Gloria Jackson, Faylene Engstrom, Mr. and
Mrs. Bessie Borneman, Orffs Cor
ner, Kathleen Libby and Robert
Fairweather, Winslows Mills.
Mrs Doris Creamer, Eisel, Viola,

Marie and Frederick Creamer, Ken.
neth Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Winifield Havener and Jane Havener of
Waldoboro. Miss Mary Hatch, Wiscassett, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cuth
bertson, Jennie and Gladys Cuth
bertson, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cuth
bertson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Winslow, Evelyn, Carolyn and Al
berta Winslow, Charlotte Johnson,
Rockland.

The visitors were Verne Ander
son of Guilford. Bernice Bredeau of
Waterville. George Parker and child
and Uncle Frank of Rockland, Me,
also the driver of Woods bus from
Rockland.

Kenn Terry, son of Memphis Bill
Terry of New York Giants fame,
is a sophomore pitching prospect
on the Mississippi baseball squad.
He is a southpaw.

We Are
Overstocked
IN OUR
SECOND-HAND DEPARTMENT
Make Us An Offer
2 Oak Dining Room Sets
2 Walnut Dining Room Sets
2 Three-Piece Living Room Sets
8 Bureaus and Chests
50 Rockers, all kinds
Dining Chairs
Kitchen Chairs
25 Stands, all sizes
5 Good Baby Carriages
Writing Desks
Commodes
Beds, all kinds
Springs and Mattresses
3 Drop-Head Sewing Machines
Tub and Bench Wringers
27 Cook Stoves, all kinds
24 Heaters, coal or oil
10 Hall Racks
Art Squares
Round or Square Dining Tables
5 Radios
Hundreds of Other Items Too Numerous
to Mention.

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

TELEPHONE 1154
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Prices Cut Again !
on B. F. Goodrich

TIRES

Big (J«x« incVj Want
prints of professional quality
are yours automatically as you
advance the film for the next
picture. Now you can make
sure of getting just the picture
you want. Now alt can enjoy
the pictures together — at the
•leery moment they mean the
most... and they’ll last for
years to come. Come in today
... aee it in action at—

Huston-Tuttle Book Co.
Rockland, Maine58-Th&S-76

Only Chrysler Offers
IS

Drive through high water...Start instantly in dampest weather I
You can't stall this amazing Chrysler High Compression
Spitfire Engine even if you play a hose on it I
Lotei* and grease if development in high com*
pression! Pioneered by Chrysler engineers who
first introduced high compression to America 25
years ago! Featuring still nigher compression
Chrysler's mighty Spitfire again steps years ahead.
Now you get completely waterproofed ignition system, coil,
distributor, wiring-harness, Spark Plugs—everything!
And again our developments in engine protection keep pace
with our advances in performance: Full Pressure Lubri
cation prolongs engine life. Exclusive Full Flow Oil
Filter keeps oil so clean that a change is necessary
only every 5.000 miles. Chemically treated cylinders
reduce cylinder wall scoring, save on oil. New WideGap Resistor Spark Plugs cut misfiring, conserve
fuel. Superfinish reduces wear of moving
parts. And these are only a few of the
Chrysler engineering "firsts” the others
can't match. Pnone us today for
a demonstration.

BUY 2

• Backed by lifetime guaranteed

• Wide, full depth non-skid tread.
• Price reductions on other Defiance
sizes also.

$1.25 a Week

TIRES

MOUNTtD FREE

BUY TIRES TODAY and SAVE! 1
Z
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PRESTOMATIC
*
FLUID DRIVE* TRANSMISSION
- dnve without ihifting.
*flvr«l fluid Ortvs

[Waterproof Ignition
SMITH’S GARAGE - ROCKPORT, MAINE

COMPTON’S
F. Goodrich

17 Park Street

Rockland, Maine

FIRST IN RUBBER

Tel. 1135-w

